The future exists years, weeks, even seconds from now. Before stepping into the future, we meet people and experience events unique to each one of us. However unique individually, the experience we all hold in common is the time we spend in high school.

These years at Cherry Hill High School East play a significant role in our lives. They remind us of the joys we had, the disappointments we felt, and the friendships we formed. Not only do we ponder the past for memories sake, but we also reflect upon it to help guide us in life. “The farther backward you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see.” Winston Churchill.
Daniel DiFlavis ('98) and Eric Goldstein ('99) find time in the morning to chat in a virtually empty parking lot. Despite the fact that a majority of drivers take advantage of the last minutes before 8:00 to arrive to school, some students arrive to school early enough to avoid the morning rush. "You beat the traffic and miss all the hassles." stated DiFlavis.

Relaxing in the hallway, Emily White ('00) and Andria Herman ('00) find time to chat before heading for homeroom. Even though a majority of the student body falls victim to the morning rush, some students start off the day on the right foot. As White said, "I get to school early so I can relax before school starts."

Amy Lanne ('98) finds time for a healthy breakfast during homeroom. The few minutes before first period is the perfect time to finish homework, eat, or just catch a nap. As Annie Lai ('98) said, "I don't have lunch until sixth period. Since I don't have a lot of time in the morning, I eat breakfast in homeroom."

---

**THE MORNING RUSH**

**FRESHMEN**

BUZZ! BUZZ!
- Pops out of bed
- Hair Crisis ... hmm ... I wonder if that hot senior will notice me today.
- Clothes Crisis ... hmm ... these flares just don't MATCH!
- Mommy makes breakfast

Runs to bus stop.
- While getting off the bus, trips over the curb, and books fly to the ground.
- At locker, gets books and files homework.

Patiently sitting in homeroom.
- Prepares to leave homeroom for the next class.

---

**SENIORS**

6:50 ... zzz ...
6:50

7:10 ... zzz ...
7:00

7:10 BUZZ! BUZZ!
- Presses snooze.
7:20 BUZZ! BUZZ!
- Turns off alarm ... falls asleep.
7:30 ... zzz ...
7:30

7:40 Looks at time ... darn!
- Why didn't that alarm go off??
7:50 Drives into McDonald's
- "Can I have an egg McMuffin to go? Oh yea ... add a hashbrown and coffee"
8:00 Pulls into the East parking lot.
8:10 Yells, "wait, I'm here!" to Homeroom teacher.
8:10
“There is one minute ’til homeroom, one minute ’til homeroom!”

Whether one is a senior or a freshman, East students must eventually experience the phenomenon that pervades East’s student body: “Morning Rush.” The havoc reigns during the last few minutes before homeroom. Hurdling obstacles and bypassing road blocks, students have to get from point A to point B with only enough time to think of an excuse for the homeroom teacher. One problem, as Ying Ying Dong (’01) explained, is that “you can never get anywhere (in the school) because there are just too many people.” Another problem is kids stopping in the middle of the hall to talk, thus creating a wall that congests the hallways for what seems like an eternity. The last few minutes before homeroom are also ‘prime time’ for frantic students scribbling last-minute essays or copying last night’s homework.

Circumstances beyond students’ control also play a part in the morning rush. Netanel Eliezer (’98) relates her experience. “Last year, my alarm didn’t wake me up … I had to run out the door with my shoes in my hands. It was good thing the grass wasn’t wet.” Perhaps the most bizarre story belongs to Karly Grossman (’98). “Last year, I got on the wrong bus to school. You see, when we were waiting for the bus, another bus pulled up to our stop really early … The bus driver said that it was the East bus, but we wound up at West instead.”

Crossing the parking lot with the morning sun in their eyes, Maura McKendrick (’98) and Rita Srivastava (’99) stroll into school. Some students who drive to school or hitch a ride with an upperclassmen find the morning rush to be nonexistent. However, there does occur the time when unforeseen circumstances can make students wish they took the bus to school. “Driving allows you to leave for school whenever you want but sometimes, you underestimate the speed of the clock,” said Eric Tsay (’98).

Diana Kang (’98), Johnny Kang (’98), Howard Chang (’00), and Diana Mark (’01) step off the morning bus for another day of school. The majority of students who take the bus to school find avoiding the morning rush to be an easy task. In fact, taking the bus to school is what keeps many students on schedule. “I take the bus in the morning because it forces me to get up and be on schedule,” said Diana Kang.
Out of all the relationships we have, friendship is one we hold dear to our hearts. For friendship is what binds us to other people and is truly one of the things for which we live. Whether it be for a teenager or an adult, high school is a special period in all of our lives due to the friendships we develop.

In all, several levels of friendships exist. One is called friendship which we hold with many people. We talk to and share jokes with casual friends. We say "Hi", "Hey", "What's up?" to them. smile, slap hands or hug them when we see them in the hall. It's important to have these relationships with people who amuse us and whom we, in turn, amuse.

Then there exist the deeper relationships that form between teenagers. These are your true friends, the friends you love. "These are the friendships that I make in high school that I hope will last through college and, hopefully, through life," said Maxine Stewart ('98). Not only do these friends sense when something is wrong and lend a shoulder to cry on, but they also laugh with us through the good times and share in our joys. Matt Denker ('99) said, "When I look back on my times at East, I'll remember all the funny things we did together and the fun times we had."

Occasionally, students form deep friendships with an elder, such as a teacher, coach, or hall monitor, on a level that they may not be able to have with their peers. Kim O'Bryan, a hall monitor, said, "When young people can have a friendship with older ones, they can see that skill later in life. I also think it helps them relate to children later in life because they're not always communicating just from their point of view. This type of friendship can last years to develop, or maybe only a few weeks. As O'Bryan, who is friends with many of the students at East, said, "Friendship is something that might come quickly or can last forever."

However, making any relationship last forever is difficult. When referring to relationships with peers, Vicki Chou ('99) said, "I know that we will inevitably drift apart through the years, but I hope with all my heart we will stay together forever."

As with all things in life, we appreciate something more when it no longer exists. Dr. Cho Kyung Kim, a science teacher, said that there is an old saying in Korea: "A friendship may take ten years to build, but can disappear in one instant."

Thus, as we progress, we should remember the people who made an impact in our lives. Though it is hard to keep together forever, a lifetime is worth than losing for those we love.

Ronita Basak ('98), Kate Muldowney ('98), and Hope Weinstock ('98) spend the remainder of the lunch period giggling over a note. During school, friends find the best time to "hang out" is lunch. Not only does a lunch break provide time for students to relax, but also share a little time between friends. "Lunch is the only place that I get a chance to see some friends that I wouldn't see otherwise," said Sara D'Alejandro ('00).

Frank Catrambone ('98) and Ferdinand Padilla ('99) work as a team while completing a physics lab. Lab courses provide the environment for students to work together and at the same time, develop friendships. "In physics, I didn't know half the juniors in my class. Now, I work with them in lab. Now, not only do I know them, but find that they are interesting and friendly people," said Christine Chen ('98).

Often, traveling buddies, Allison Schnepfer ('98) and Jill Sweeney, take a detour to the senior hallway to pick up a book. Often, meetings in the hallways are the only times many friends get to talk to one another during school.

4. Epilogue
To the left, Devon Segal ('98) listens to some helpful tips from Mrs. Sacca on art technique for an upcoming pastel-drawing project. Out of all the courses offered at East, electives provide the best opportunity for teachers and students to build rewarding relationships. Below, while paying for lunch, Jeff Potter ('98) has a friendly smile for a familiar face known to many East students. Besides teachers, students associate with other members of East's faculty, such as cafeteria workers daily. "I think that the cafeteria workers are the greatest asset that East has to offer. Every lunch is laced with love," said Howard Megdal ('98).

My favorite relationship

"... is my group of friends that I hang out with in the morning, because they help me catch up on the homework that I didn't do the night before."  
-Arnold Luk ('99)

"... is with my guitar, whether in jazz band or on stage during concerts because no matter how I treat it, it's always there for me."  
-Owen Hoxie ('00)

"... is with my friends because it's the only aspect of school that doesn't stress me out."  
-Kim Vuong ('00)

"... probably is with my backpack because it always tries to weigh me down, but I always win."  
-Peter Klimas ('99)

"... is my chapstick because it gives flavor to my day and enhances my motivation."  
-Natalie Peretsman ('98)

"... is the vending machine because it provides my daily supply of chocolate."  
-Sophia Rigatos ('01)

The five minutes between periods is the perfect time for friends to get together. Mike Krevolin ('98), Josh Polansky ('98), and Jared Sobie ('98) take advantage of the break between classes to exchange music. Due to the busy schedules of most students, school is the only place where friends can be in the same place at the same time.

With his cane on his arm, Mr. Keller discusses some papers with Mr. Wolff in the teacher's lounge. East provides an environment for relationships to form not only between students but also between teachers. This is not surprising since many teachers have worked with one another for a significant number of years.
From freshman year onward, Cherry Hill East has been trying to prepare seniors for their destiny out in the "real world." From clubs to sports to school work, the class of 1998 has been getting a taste of the variety of career paths ahead of them. For many, the future looks as varied and colorful as the leaves of autumn.

After completion of middle school, students get their first look into the vast corridors of Cherry Hill East. Reminiscent, many remember an image of high school as a big, endless building with ceilings high enough for giants. Ninth grade goes by, tenth, then junior year whizzes past. Then, as students rush to fill out college applications, many questions unexpectedly jump out at them: What college am I going to? What will I major in? What will the real world be like? However, confused as many may seem, some seniors as well as juniors already have ideas of what they want to do with their lives.

One senior, Jen Hepp ('98), expresses her hopes. "I think that ever since second grade, I've wanted to be a child psychiatrist. Also, the courses I've taken and the community service that I've done with sexually abused children have all made me want to pursue this career."

Similarly, Peter Lembesis ('99) has a specific career path he wants to pursue. "After high school, I'd like to major in business or political science. After that, my main goal is to attend law school." Some students seek careers that contribute to other members of society. "I think I've always wanted to help people. When I was little I remember being the arbiter between fights," said Sharon Hwang ('99).

No matter what the major, college, or job, students wind up in, many will surely have great memories of learning important lessons here. Using guidance of the teachers and the experience gained from East, all will make their dreams come true.

Preparing to take a picture, Pemneit Bhogal ('98) contemplates over the best angle to capture the beauty of the field of flowers. With photography, students frame the moments of today to preserve as memories for tomorrow. The teachers instill an appreciation, if not a love, for this creative process while at the same time, highlighting the career possibilities this field of art produces. "Although I have different aspirations, the photography course definitely expanded my horizons," said Bhogal.

Examining bacterial growth in Microbiology class, Mr. Robino compares pore plates with students Mahbod Mohazeebi ('98) and Jon Li ('98). East's science department is well known not only for its prize-winning teams, but also for the high level of academic courses. The classes prepare students for future careers in science since "we stress hands on work. Students really learn by performing; they really do the work," said biology teacher, Mr. Robino.

Lauren Thurm ('99) displays her flexibility while practicing her dance moves. Dating back to ancient times, the art of dancing has remained popular even to this day. With such a variety of fields, dancing opens numerous doors to the future. East helps students prepare for upcoming opportunities in the field of dancing via the performing arts department.
Searching the Internet, Neil Mehta ('98) uses the library computers to find information on a research topic. In this day and age, computers play a vital role in the day-to-day running of society. It has come to the point that one cannot enter a career without having some knowledge in this area of technology.

Holly Rice ('98) displays her beautiful painting depicting an angel surrounded by flowers. The painting courses offered at East provide students with opportunities to express their artistic abilities while at the same time, preparing the students for possible future careers in the art world. "Even though I'm not planning to enter a career in art, the painting courses help me express my creativity in diverse ways," said Winnie Liang ('98).
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"TAking a break"

East is known for its rigorous curriculum. In order to keep their sanity, students resort to taking numerous breaks at various times throughout the school day. “After concentrating for forty-two minutes, the five minutes between classes revive me,” said Heather Cameron (‘98). Others employ the precious free time to socialize with their friends. As Jessica Lautman (‘98) said, “Because of my busy schedule outside of school, I do not have a lot of time to see my friends. Therefore, when I do see them in school, I try to catch up with them during the few minutes I have to spare.”

A few East students also use their free time for more unique tasks. “Today, I did not have enough time to shave. So, I had to shave between classes,” said Benjamin Kim (‘98). Whether it be socializing or shaving, students realize that free time is extremely valuable and, consequently, take advantage of every minute.

Almost every student, at one time or another, has succumbed to the temptation of resting during class lectures. Donovan Aitcheson (‘99) uses his bookbag as a pillow to take a break during class. “Classes can get so tedious that it’s easy to fall asleep,” agreed Katie Bleaken (‘99).

Shh! Andrew Shiflet (‘99) finds solitude in the library as he studies for an upcoming test. Many students view the library as a ‘peaceful’ sanctuary from the hectic school day. As Shiflet said, “The silence of the library helps me study and can also be calming.”

Although the rest of the student body rushes along, Mia Sorenson (‘98), Kriti Gwal (‘98), and Arin Brenner (‘98) step aside to discuss a book before class. Students find that taking time out between classes, even in the hallway, gives a little breather. “Also, as I walk to and from class, I like to socialize with my friends. Chatting always makes a day lighter,” said Mia Sorenson (‘98).
During the course of the day, Chris King ('98) puts his legs up as he reads the highlights of the latest Eagles game. For some students, reading the newspaper is not only a source of information, but also a means of diversion. "Reading about the events happening around the world helps me take my mind off the events of my life," said Sumit Niogi ('98).

Seniors Debbie Barr, Erin Weaver, Thi Vuong and Matt Soffer, and Spanish exchange student Irene Porter listen attentively to Officer Lazar during a senior assembly. Although most students listen to what's going on, some use the period to study or do homework. Either way, assemblies take the place of a class period and is something that can't be given up.
A look of studiousness crosses the face of Adam Lambert ('99) as he tries to figure out a Spanish question.

No matter how hard students try to experience the more relaxing side of student life, academics is an ever-present area of concern. "For me, Spanish is one of the most difficult courses. I try not to procrastinate and really try hard when I'm doing my homework or studying for a test," said Lambert.

Jane Cabalo ('00) spends some time after school to practice her French horn. One aspect of student life is focusing on a particular interest, such as music. Even though focusing on an interest requires work, there is a benefit. As Cabalo said, "There's no stress when I play the French horn because I like not only the music I hear but also what I play. I enjoy the hard work that I put into it and the sense of accomplishment."

Staying Focused

Student life. For a majority of students, the first thoughts the two words produce pertain to socializing or studying. However, student life does not merely consist of these two extremes. In fact, a more 'personal side' exists in student life which illuminates the uniqueness of individuals coming together to form East's student body.

Students often use their time to concentrate upon other aspects of individual interest. For example, students pursue their interests in music, sports, or even community service. "Although my major concern in school is grades, I also concentrate on activities such as FOP, which provides me not only with a means to help those less fortunate but also a fun and relaxing way to pass time," said David Blum ('99).

While some may focus on taking a break, participating in activities, or pursuing a talent, there exist those who have no particular focus on any aspect of student life whatsoever. A prime example is the contrast between freshmen and seniors. Whereas seniors may not realize who their teachers are or what rooms their classes are two weeks into the school year, freshmen, on the other hand, scurry about in frenzied states, focusing all of their concentration on figuring out where they are. As Balpreet Bhogal ('00) said, "I remember how during the beginning of freshmen year, I was running around the whole school, trying to find my classes. I also remember bumping into a lot of seniors who were taking their sweet time to walk to class, not caring if they were late or where they were going." Thus, whether playing an instrument, participating in activities, or not concentrating on anything at all, East students display variety in what they focus on in student life and to what degree.

The brush slowly swerves around the leaves and petals as artist Jamie Eskin ('98) works on a painting.

Painting as well as other electives offered at East provide students with a means to switch from focusing on academics to focusing on other areas of interests. As Eskin stated, "Painting really keeps me busy, but also lets me concentrate on the art and forget about other things."
The rest of the world fades away as Emily Scott ('99) begins planning a 'dream house'. Often, students are easily distracted by the chaotic events present in the surrounding environment. However, focusing on an interest has the benefits of escape to a place of solitude and relaxation.

As he earnestly digs into a book of art by M.C. Escher, Jayme Feldman ('98) is lost in a moment of admiration. When the academic side of student life slows down, students find the time to pursue other areas of interest. "I really like M.C. Escher's art because it's so different. He can go from no detail to extreme detail just like that... I like to draw, and so I really admire Escher's style," said Feldman.

While forgetting all her worries, Winnie Liang ('98) focuses her concentration towards completing her pastel drawing. Besides academic work, some East students focus a part of their life onto the arts. Not only do changes in areas of concentration help students escape the stress that results from academic work, but also benefit students in providing experience for diversity.
Do You Match? Check Out The Latest Trends

Passion For Fashion

What do flares, leather boots with five-inch heels, nose rings, band shirts, and wide-leg khakis have in common? They are all ‘fashion statements’ exhibited by the students of East in their unique ways.

Jeans and T-shirts are popular outfits for a busy student with not enough time to plan out a wardrobe. However, many East students do not conform to the popular standard of dressing. For example, students decide to pierce parts of their body, dye their hair hot pink, or wear spiky choker necklaces. Even though stereotypes surround these students, most are simply establishing a means to express themselves through fashion. As Erika Ezzi ('00) explained, “I like art. So when I wear an all-black outfit, chins, or high boots, I’m just trying to show the way I feel.”

“Another style seen at East is the preppy style.” Corduroys, long-sleeved polos, and button shirts are basically my favorite things to wear,” said Peter Lembesis ('99). Generally, the emphasis of many dressers seems to be on comfort. In a way, there students have a unique style of their own: relaxed. However, every one has a limit, explains Steve Lu ('99). “I don’t care about fashion, but I won’t wear a fluorescent pink shirt ... I make it a point to say normal.”

Despite the diversity of dress styles, one thing is for sure. As Joom Kim ('99) thoughtfully said, “Lots of comments are made about people’s clothes, but I think that you have to respect what others wear because it’s what they want.” This tolerance of personal preference prepares the student body for a world abundant with unique individuals.
Keeping out of the sun is only half the job of sunglasses, say most East students. Style is a major factor in the shades buying game. "The style factor played a big role in my decision to by these shades," said Brad Bellante ('00), sporting a unique style of the popular Oakley sunglasses.

Mike Dansler ('98) returns the ball in a game of tennis during gym class. Athletic clothing is not only worn on the courts and fields, but also in school. The style is trendy and provides relaxation throughout the tiresome school day. "Athletic clothing is not only very comfortable, but it is also stylish in this day and age," said Kevin Yang ('01).

When walking through the corridors of East, this trend of baby tees, as exhibited by Rachel Cohen ('99), Krista Wessner ('99) and Rosa Noll ('99) can't be missed. These days, many female students show off the style of tiny shirts. The trio agrees that "girls like to wear them because they are cute in them."

Bags, bags, everywhere! It's not surprising that among all the bags students carry, styles vary from the classic book bag to a GAP shoulder bag to the athletic carry-all. Such variety in style reflects the diversity of fashion that exists in East's student body. As Karen Vatun ('00) said, "I think students like to make a fashion statement with their bags."
There's a theory among the cynics of the world today that there is nothing to celebrate about.

Although life does become depressing at times, to say that there isn't anything to celebrate is to ignore the joy that life brings.

What about the warm glow that emanates from families sitting about a living room during a lull in their busy lives? What about the laughter that echoes in a room full of friends?

Pratima Vardhana ('98) said, "It is my belief that within each person exists a soft spot for celebrating. Celebrations bring the best out in everyone, and are of personal, sentimental value."

In 3-D Art, Mr. Ed Frasella and his students celebrated the coming of Fall by creating and wearing series of vibrant masks based on mythological themes (and by composing the collage to the left).

Some people celebrate certain occasions by giving gifts. Charlotte Liu ('00) said, "The main reason we started our Pollyanna is because we want to give each other meaningful gifts, not just stuff we pick up while getting gifts for everyone. This way, we can take our time to choose a meaningful gift, and in the end, everyone feels happy, because the gift is really from all of us."

During Multi-Cultural Day, Mrs. Helen Hu of the Math Department delivers a lecture on Chinese music and art. This day-long series of events gave everyone in the East community an opportunity to celebrate the wonders of our diversity.
39, 43, hike! Prepared to face the Senior onslaught, the Juniors continue their drive in the fight for a win. Outnumbered at least two to one, the sparse Junior team gritted their teeth and dashed the hopes of a Senior victory with a touchdown late in the fourth quarter.

As a pile up occurs in the endzone, Kristy Erickson ('96) holds onto a game tying touchdown pass, after being sandwiched between two juniors. With grit and determination, the Seniors were ready to play.

In A League Of Their Own
LET THE GAMES BEGIN

Everyone was really pumped for it when it was coming in the middle of October. Both the Juniors and the Seniors were ready to sack each other. All the players wanted to get on the field and pulverize the other team.

Then came the rain.

The first time the water droplets hit the dirt, everyone was cool with the rescheduling.

Fine, so the game was pushed back a bit.

Another storm, another delay. Now people were getting a little ticked off. What was with this rain?

Suddenly, the game got pushed back four weeks.

Clearly, some players were losing their drive to win the game. When the game was to be played, seniors busted out because it was their last year. Juniors didn’t seem to be so enthusiastic. There were about thirty to forty seniors, and, count them, eleven juniors. There was one girl who obviously didn’t help things along for Powder Puff. She was being pretty stubborn throughout the whole thing.

Bad girl, Mother Nature!
Andrew Grubb (’99) pumps up his fellow junior classmates for their upcoming challenge. Getting psyched is always a vital key to success in Powder Puff Football. As Grubb said, "I had to yell and scream to get the team fired up and ready to beat the seniors."

After a tough game, the Junior Powder Puff team rejoices on their victory while coaches and fans rush to congratulate the players on a job well done. Practicing in the cool, autumn weather as well as hanging until the end of the game to beat the Seniors was well worth the effort and determination put forth by the Junior team.

Battling the wind and frigid cold, Kristy Erickson (’98), a Senior Powder Puff team member, sprints across the field in her attempt to catch the football. This year, the girl's Powder Puff game was extremely close, as the juniors defeated the talented seniors. "I think it was a great game. Unfortunately, we didn't win. I wish Powder Puff was offered to freshmen and sophomores so that I could have more chances to play," said Erickson.

Speaking with years of leadership experience behind him, Senior class president, Eric Ciarelli, pumps up the Senior girls' Powder Puff team. Part of being a class officer is being there for your classmates, and giving plenty of support when it's due.
We Never Had It So Good

As Thanksgiving weekend fast approached every year, last-minute preparations are made for East's yearly event. Ribbons are hung, banners are painted, and the football players sweat while practicing in the cold weather. In one week, the efforts of the students involved in the annual project shine forth with school spirit, competition, and just pure fun on East's traditional Homecoming event. "It was really cool. You go in, sit on the bleachers, and the team starts playing the game. The marching band is playing, and at half-time, you see all the cool floats and the mascots," said Christine Parker ('99).

Besides the cheerleaders, athletes, and floats, one underlying aspect of Homecoming is the hard work that students put into the annual event. For many makers of the floats, it is fun to see their work paraded around the track. Other participants of Homecoming also enjoy the rewards of their efforts in making the event enjoyable for participants as well as spectators. As Cara Stein ('00) said, "I'm a Cougarette, and this year I practiced really hard, but I think all the hard work is worth it... It's fun to get the attention that people give me, and I'm really looking forward to a great experience this year." Thus, while Homecoming requires hard work and preparation for students who make the occasion an enjoyable event, the experience is well worth the effort.

Playing on foreign turf, East calls a timeout during the annual East-West Homecoming Game. The tradition dating back to the opening day of the school provides for a friendly match between rivals for the Homecoming of college freshmen. "I think it is one of our most important games of the season because it is for the bragging rights over who is better in Cherry Hill," said Jason Westoff ('99).

Jay Steinman ('99) and Brad Lafferty ('99) represent the junior class at the Homecoming Game. The tradition against West. Each year, students from each class are chosen to participate during the halftime show. Representatives take great pride in the job their individual classes have chosen them to fulfill. As Steinman said, "It is a great honor for me to represent my class because it feels good to represent all my friends."
Huddling together against the frigid cold, Lauren Adelman ('00) and Aloisia Greenberg ('99) sip coffee together while watching the homecoming game. The fact that the homecoming game is the last football game of the school year attracts a wide crowd, luring spectators to sit on the cold aluminum, benches in the brisk autumn air. "I enjoy going to the game because I like spending this final game with my friends."

The senior class gathers for a group shot in front of their winning float for this year's spirit week. "Panasenior." Despite the cold weather, spirit week brings students together to collaborate on a project in the name of school spirit and college freshmen returning home for Thanksgiving. "It's all about competition while having fun amongst the classes," said Lou D’Anella.

Withstanding the cold, Devon Segel ('98) and Justin Zaslav ('98) still manage to smile to the cheering crowd. Along with the spirit week floats, representatives also ride on the running track around the football field. Honoring select senior as well as other members of each class has been a longstanding tradition at East.

Marvin Alexander ('98) and Lauren Thurm ('99) take time out from upholding East's tradition of homecoming representative to smile for the camera. Each grade chooses a fellow student to represent their class at the homecoming game. As Thurm said, "It was an honor for Marvin to ask me to ride in the car (of homecoming rep)-I had a lot of fun."
Roaring Spirit

Crimson and white.

These colors are everywhere. Students look as if ready to go to war, with vivid red clothing and claw markings of white paint on their faces. Crimson and white streak the hair of many. It is a time of competition, a time of unity, a time of fun, and a time to show school spirit.

From the tricycle relays to the volleyball games, Spirit Week means the clash of classes. Home-rooms rack up points with morning quizzes. Class members man game booths during the lunch periods, seeing if they can get more kids to play than the other three classes.

There is more to Spirit Week than just fierce competitors squaring off on the Twister platform. This is the time that gives people an excuse to be together while showing their love for East. It reminds us that we are not only one class, but also one school. It’s a time for the classes to spend time with each other for the four short years of high school and to give back to the school a little of what it has given us. When the week ends, more than just a victory or a defeat has been gained. Memories and spirit have been gained. Just because the red gear comes off after a week doesn’t mean the spirit ends. The spirit, the Cougar Spirit, lives on.
• Jill Pestrucho ([98]) baby-sits Rashid Hawkins ([98]), suck it up to win the Spirit Week event of the milk drinking contest. Spirit Week is a time when East's student body emulates with school spirit. During events such as tug-of-war, students come together to support not only their class but also East. As Hawkins said, "The more events, the more spirit our school has."

• Matt Sipher ([98]) and Tim Witting ([98]) jam in the Dance Gym while auditioning for Battle of the Bands, a popular event amongst the student body during Spirit Week. The annual Battle of the Bands represents not only the student body's wide variety in musical taste, but also the enormous amount of talent present here at East. Moreover, the concert symbolizes the spirit of the students when joining together in recognition of their pride in East and what the school has given them.

• As the medley of East students from all grades gather in the fast-paced game of crab soccer, school spirit is displayed with the students' aggressive eagerness. The screaming cheers echoing throughout the gym voice the student's enthusiasm for the game, class, and most importantly, school.

• Striving to bring home the win for the senior class, Leigh Rubin ([98]) dances fervently to the very end of their class routine during the Dance Competition. What makes these students come to school during peak television hours and physically exert themselves in the cafeteria? "It's a good way to form lasting high school friendships and make bonds for the future," said Rubin.
Separate But Equal

Displaying one of the mannequins for sale at the school store, Felicia Judice ('99) and Marisa Halpern ('99) work together in selling school items to faculty and fellow students. Almost all of the items purchased at the school store promote the spirit of the Cougar. Thus, in a unique way, the school store unites students and teachers in supporting East as well as displaying school spirit.

As they examine a freshly created negative, Tracy Servo ('99) and Erica Boyle ('99) realize that they need each other's opinions to determine the best photos. Students rely on each other to help make decisions and lighten a work load. Moreover, collaborating on school projects creates a supportive environment conducive to acquiring success.

Summer

Government School, Perfect Ebbe, Annie Lai, Benjamin Lin, Sam Ruppers and Jennifer Heppenstall were recently offered an opportunity to attend Governor's School. Looking toward the summer experience as a learning experience, students look to develop their leadership qualities and academic knowledge. The summer experience emphasizes leadership qualities and academic knowledge. The summer experience emphasizes leadership qualities and academic knowledge. Through various courses, students learn how to lead and make decisions, thus preparing them for their future careers.

24 Student Life
Josh Kirschbaum ('98) and Stephanie Singer ('99) work together to complete the "Community Blood Drive" sign. In activities such as Blood Drive, students discover that pooling together individual qualities not only promotes achieving success, but also creates the best working environment. As Blood Drive worker, Dan Kancoff ('99) said, "The Blood Drive is a great cause because we help save so many people."

Tom LaMaina ('99) and Sheri Brooks ('99) exchange ideas as they collaborate in editing a petition letter for Amnesty International. To effectively work in pairs or even in groups, students have to be willing to give part of themselves up while maintaining individuality. As LaMaina said, "Sherrie and I each have our own tasks in Amnesty, but ultimately we must work together to get the club going and establish unity within it."

---

Scholars

Boy's State: Justin Brown, Chris D'Imperio, Samuel Davis, Brian Haughton, Kevin Haughton, Christopher Li. The primary goal of Boy's State is to have students leave with a greater understanding of the internal workings of state government. By also assisting in the leadership qualities from working in the work-life event of Boy's State, participants from high schools across the nation are encouraged to participate in a self-initiated environment. Overall, the conference is an experience to promote students' leadership capabilities as well as their plans for the future.

---

Rotary Conference: Sean Bae, Debbie Barr, Stephanie Fitts, Frankie Rush, Jessica Tanm, Renate Alm, Neil Verla, Erin Weaver, John Chung, Scott Kuo, Sarah Rooney, Michael Kirschen, Adam Weinman, Kristy Erickson. The summit between junior and senior years is an interdisciplinary with summer camp and SAT prep courses, but also participation in leadership conferences. For a selected few, the conference provides an environment where students can not only express their opinions but also learn from fellow students on how to strengthen leadership qualities.

Unity And Diversity
Diana Chung ('98), a grade level aide in the ninth and tenth grade office, offers an enormous amount of help to the secretary. By helping the faculty, Diana learns the importance of giving back to the school.

Jeffrey Su ('99), Tricia Kang ('99), and Eugene Tong ('98) enjoy a bit of intense concentration at the arcade. Asian Cultural Society provides many activities throughout the entire school year, inside and out of school. Participation in activities provides students with the opportunity not only to release stress through social events, but also the chance to meet fellow students with similar interests. Eugene Tong ('98) said, "Club events support unity within the club while also allowing students to be themselves and have fun."

MISSION:

From the Mime Company to Demogorgon to Football, there exists a "melting pot" of activities at East. The question does arise of why there are so many activities. One answer is that the abundance of activities presents an opportunity for every student to get involved and to have the experience of working with fellow students towards a common goal. Another reason is that the variety of activities presents students with the chance to meet new people and take on roles of leadership.

With the abundance of activities offered at East, one is likely to fall into the trap of taking on too much at once. However, students manage to juggle school and activities. As Steve Lu ('99), a veteran of clubs and sports, said, "The thing about doing lots of activities is that I don't usually go home on the normal 2:30 bus. This takes time out from my studies, but the clubs I participate in don't really affect my schoolwork a whole deal."

However, beneficial activities seem to also have a downside. Aviva Buchanan ('00) said, "I think that the clubs tend to be a really large group and the people only spend their time going to one activity. They really don't branch out to other activities. Sometimes the groups get too large to have a more personal relationship within the group." Another downside activities present to students is stress. However, many students have learned through the years how to cope with time restraints. "My many activities have taught me how to manage my time better, allowing me to not only focus on academics but also on my personal interests," explained Richard Chu ('97).

Discussing the African American Club's activities, Mrs. Foley, Pietta Dunmore (’99), Tanja Scarlett (’98), and Isaac Muns (’98) collaborate to work on upcoming events. This club works diligently to promote unity within all races.

Just by extending a helping hand, East aides help faculty achieve their mission. By working in grade level, Lisa Wong (’98) helps the East staff work to an end-efficiency.


AIDS AWARENESS CLUB: Thi Vuong (President), Kary Grossman (Vice President), Sophia Zarembski (Treasurer), Megha Patel (Community Outreach), Rachel Singer (Publicity Manager), Jen Adams, Lauren Adelman, David Blum, Hannah Byun, Cara Chiarella, Ashley Cohen, Janine Cohen, Ellen Corcoran, Sara D'Alessandro, Genna Frazier, Bar Goldberg, Abby Harvey, Lauren Heft, Theresa Hwang, Jimmy Kim, Christina McGinniss, Lauren Mehr, Melissa Meseroll, Kristin Monzo, AJ Reisman, Melissa Shaya, Rachel Shaya, Amanda Sherman, Shantala Surya, Josh Varon, Christine Yoo, Samee Zweben. Advisor: Mrs. Temper.
COMMITMENT

Deborah Baer (‘98) rehearse her lines as she prepares for Cable 18, a show that airs Wednesday nights at 7:00. Due to the strict time schedule, students involved with Cable 18 have to give 100 percent, committing themselves to the success of each show. As Baer said, “We usually start taping on Mondays. Sometimes, I have to sacrifice my participation in other activities in order to stay on schedule for the broadcast.”

BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER: Class of ’98: Hannah Byun, Sophie Shen; Class of ’99: Jae Won, Evan Zweber; Class of ’00: Dan Goldshern, Minh Ly. Advisor: Mr. Belchikoff.

BLOOD DRIVE CHAIRPEOPLE: Overall Chairpeople: Robert Pyne, Neeli Vasa; Donor Chairpeople: Beth Adjemian, Justin Kaplan, Jodi Sarowitz; Publicity Chairpeople: Marisa Halpern, Amanda Lane, Dave Lopez; Manpower Chairpeople: Robyn Brown, Andy Grubb, Lauren Taylor. Advisor: Mr. Belchikoff.

Instead of using the ten minutes during homeroom to finish up last night’s homework, Devon Glick ('98) and Wendy Manus ('98) sacrifice their time to broadcast the morning and afternoon announcements. In order to be involved in the activity, students have to be willing to take on all responsibilities that come with the job.

Brian Haughwout ('98) and Ari Butler ('99) attract onlookers as they discuss Latin during a Certamen meeting. Participating after school in activities such as Certamen lends to a learning experience and possible honors like the Senior Hall of Fame. Butler said, "Because Certamen is an academic activity, it takes more time than other ones."

After dedicating hours of hard work, Gerina Lindem ('99), Nikki Freedman ('99), and Abby Harvey ('99) finally get to participate in the long awaited Blood Drive. Commitment is an integral part of any student’s involvement in an activity, especially an activity such as Blood Drive. "I spent many hours working after school, but knowing that I was working for a good cause made it worth it," said Harvey.

CABLE 18/EASTCAST: Wendy Manus, Lauren Slawsky, Matt Snyder (officers), Debbie Barr, Matt Blackstone, Alyssa Cwanger, Devon Glick, Eli Goldstein, Atif Gulab, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Justin Kari, Alexis Langella, Lindsey Levin, Marc Pleinsky, Tana Silbert, Rachel Wenger, Crystal Wu. Advisor: Mr. Haines.

CERTAMEN: Ari Butler, Brian Haughwout, Ben Kipnis, Donna Mamaril, Melissa Meser-all, Maureen Stolzer. Advisor: Dr. Ford.
Chess Team
Debate Team
D.E.C.A.
Demogorgon
Cosmetology

Acting upon Mr. Grasso’s experience, Eric Tsay (’98) carefully contemplates his next move. As a member of the Chess Club, one has to practice frequently in order to stay sharp for competition. As Tsay said, “Dedication and determination, as well as a love for the game, are the keys to success.”


ING FOR THE STARS

Wynn Williamson ('99), Karly Grossman ('98), and Laurie Burton ('00) look through past issues of Demogorgon for layout ideas for this year's issue. As editors of a literary magazine, one of the responsibilities entailed is the success of the publication.

COSMETOLOGY CLUB: Adrian Abrams, Amanda Allen, Mai-Li Aguilar, Rachel Amann, Danielle Arano, Leali Banis, Juline Baptiste, Ana Barrios, Ilana Baron, Peitra Dunmore, Rosemarie Filiberto, Amy Galindo, Shennon Goldberg, Brandy Groce, Dafna Hadad, Andrea Herman, Kelly Ishida, Karen Keels, Nicole Lese, Mary Melchiorre, Spring Morman, Gloria Romolani, Janine Santino, Devon Seaways, Christy Shaw, Marie Tobin, Nancy Ulishaver, Emily White. Advisor: Mr. Ipri.


One Step Ahead

Tired of South Park? Tired of Jerry Springer? Tired of the same old songs on the radio, the same old CD’s, the same old friends, even? No, wait! You don’t have to pierce your elbow or chop off all your hair, you just need a change of scenery! But what to do? Get a job? Nope, you won’t even need to bother with applications and tax forms ... just join a club at East! OK, so you won’t get paid, but you will be spending time doing something you like with people you like instead of spacing your life away in front of Nintendo 64.

Besides giving them a change of pace, many students believe that joining clubs in high school will prepare them for the future in more ways than one. While some clubs are more career-oriented than others, like newspaper staff, debate team and SGA, all co-curricular activities help students learn how to balance school activities, homework and a social life. Clubs also teach students how to deal with one another, because, as Braeden Baker (’98) put it, “When you get a job, you won’t be able to pick who you work with anymore, so you might as well start learning now.” Annie Lai (’98) offered another reason to get involved in clubs at East. “There’s more to school than just going to class,” she insisted. “High school is about getting the most that you can out of the four years you have to spend here, and clubs can do that for you.”

So get up off your couch and go find something to do! Clubs really can give you a head start on your future by teaching you time management and people skills and preparing you for the most of the best years of your life; but, seriously, all those clubs look really good on college applications ...
FOP CHAIRPEOPLE

Overall Chairpeople: Sima Kothari, Tracey Rush, Mark Maggi; Ballroom Chairpeople: Brett Berman, Emily Cho, Jill Rasinguolo; Santa Claus: Karen Brusato, Josh Goldworm, Jennifer Moon; Table Decoration Chairpeople: Sharon Hwang, Meryl Kramer, Jordan Rand. Advisor: Mr. Belchikoff.

FRENCH CLUB:

Christina Kim (President), Sarena Dorado (Vice-President), Justin Brown (Secretary/Treasurer), Nosheen Ali, Jamie Bennett, Lauren Bennett, Alicia Bertles, Balpreet Bhalog, Chris Brig, Debbie Chang, Arianna Cohen, Ashley Cohen, Alyssa Cwanger, Lara Dell’Orso, Renee Destrochers, Katie Dobkin, Theo Dorado, Necenie Elter, Erika Etti, Lauren Feigenbaum, Sarah Fender, Dan Goldstein, Devorns Grimm, Jeff Hwang, Wenjun Jing, Alexis Johnson, Irene Kalavrouziotis, Gheebly Katz, Grace Kim, Danielle Knau, Andrew Last, Diana Levitt, Christina Liao, Chris Marasco, Lindsay McGinn, Kadhih Marker, Sarah Myatt, Nicolas Peilone, Sherry Pollock, Matt Pollack, Andrea Reisman, Sophia Rigatos, Adam Ross, Melissa Schuur, Ben Schwartz, Emily Scott, Rachel Silberman, Ilana Silber, Erica Sobott, Karen Vatari, Carlis Wang, Emily White, Christine Yoo, Christine Yin. Advisor: Mrs. Belebov.
With a smile on his face, Sam Ritterman ('98) enjoys a leisurely read during a Great Books meeting. Students who participate in Great Books find that the club promotes the awareness of variegated ideas and philosophies through literature. “The great thing about discussing in the Great Books Club is that people can share thoughts and experiences in order to gain a new perspective,” said Ritterman.

GLOBE:

GERMAN CLUB:
Laura Sharkey (President), Kenechi Ebede (Vice President), Cecile Deplanques (Secretary), Kristy Erickson (Treasurer), Suran De Silva (Publicity), Mike Abruscato, Jared Adelson, John Baer, Pamela Baskies, Brett Berman, Alicia Bertles, Joe Chun, Jordan Dekhayer, C.J. Dombrowski, Justine Dymerska, Kristen Eisenmagen, Melissa Eisenmagen, Leslie Fabello, Jessica Galle, Scott Goodman, Jeremy Karlin, Nam Kim, Gary Koon, Nick Kuenkel, Nick Kuller, Magan Kelly, Jason Kuo, Seung Lee, Evan Nathanson, Nick Pedone, Steven Pecina, Jon Roth, Craig Sharkey, Shannon Stanford, Marc Tie mann, Missy Wolf, Young Woo, Evan Zweben, Sam Zweben. Advisor: Mr. Meohlmann.
GREAT BOOKS CLUB:


INDIAN CULTURAL SOCIETY:


JEWSH CULTURE CLUB:

Jr. State Of America
Korean Culture Club
Mock Trial
NJ Science Leagues

JUNIOR STATE OF AMERICA:


KOREAN CULTURE CLUB:

Members of the Chemistry II Science League team find time to laugh with their beloved advisor Mr. Siler. Advisors play a vital role in the success of not only clubs, but also academic teams by providing an environment in which to flourish. The morale of a team depends upon the environment provided by the advisor as well as the relationships an advisor has with fellow members. As Santhosh Vardhana ('99) said, "Mr. Siler is different from most teachers. Most teachers conform to their schedules, whereas Mr. Siler makes arrangements to meet his students' needs in order to make them better."

Beyond The Chalkboard

Clubs are made of its members, for sure. A club is only as good as its leadership, of course. There is one missing element in this formula, however: the club advisor.

"We need an advisor to do things for us that only adults can," said Jeff Su ('99), an officer of ACS. "Our advisor, Mr. Sharp, puts forth the effort to make our club the best we can for our members."

Advisors make those last-minute flyer copies. They arrange a room for that last-minute meeting, and sign the announcement form. They take care of permission forms during homeroom and bring the mustard to the pretzel sale after school. An advisor, however, is much more than this.

"Oindrilla Sardar ('90) said, "Our GLOBE advisor, Mr. Ehmert, makes sure that we are on track. As the president, I have a lot of responsibility for the club. Mr. Ehmert helps the officers accomplish our tasks for the club."

Advisors have the patience to deal with the business of the club. They lend a hand when an officer or member makes a mistake and in many cases, guide the club. Other times, they know when to just sit back and let the club progress on its own. They try to strike the perfect balance between moving the club forward and letting the officers lead it forward. They are a crucial link in the club chain.

Sharing their opinions on the weather, Emily Chen ('98), John Baek ('98), Robin Kim ('98), and Ms. Choi predict whether the gray clouds will release some welcome snow. For many teachers, the role as an educator extends beyond the classroom and into a more rewarding environment: extracurricular activities. Teachers who take up a second job as advisors for the abundance of activities at East find that even though the intellectual growth of students is a rewarding experience, seeing students come together as a whole to benefit the school or society is satisfying in that it provides security knowing that the world will be in good hands.

MOCK TRIAL:

NEW JERSEY SCIENCE LEAGUES:
With her eyes closed, Heather Feldman (’00), performs an experiment with the class to enhance the concept behind Peer Helpers—guiding others in need. Peer Helpers, one of many volunteer organizations at East, gives students the opportunity to reach out to other students.

Left Right Left! The ROTC members, Souman Samadder (’99), Rocco Leach (’99), Brad Belante (’00) Eli Goldstein (’99), and Nick Keller (’98) concentrate intently to march in perfect unison. To make it work, they need to focus not on themselves but on each other as a whole. This group mentality helps the Junior ROTC remain a strong program of cooperation and discipline.

Putting their heads together to figure out the way to help others, Rachel Gildner (’00), Allison Simpson (’98) and Mrs. Dobromilski focus on helping out their fellow students through East’s Peer Helper’s program. Through their mutual cooperation, the students ultimately benefit the community as well as themselves.

Quickly scanning their Respect for Drugs scripts, Rachel Weiss (’98), Debbie Barr (’98), and Kara Hawksley (’98) frantically memorize their last lines before they head out to the elementary schools. Students in Respect for Drugs gain an awareness of addiction while helping younger generations of the community realize the hazards of smoking. But to successfully get the message across, the TOPS members need to work together on the skills.
FEARLESS CHALLENGE: While Tom Lautman (99) attunes himself to his fellow Junior ROTC officers. Although his eyes focus straight ahead, he knows without looking that those around him have the same concentration. He and the members realize that they must cooperate in their drills to perfect their overall unity in ROTC.


ROTC: Warren Anderson, Bradley Bellante, Christopher Bloss, Elijah Brambilla, Joe Cheriedali, Thomas Berg, Hafiz Djamouri, Chris D'Adamo, Justin Duhart, Mike Fleming, Attila Gulab, Ben Heinle, Kevin Kerlog, Nick Keller, Zachary Kostman, Rocco Leach, Andrew Lui, Elizabeth Dostreich, Nicholas Pedone, Robert Pertica, Nicholas Roe, John Riebel, Soroush Sadadad, Kevin Scanlon, Leah Soffer, James Tait, Matthew Thompson, David Trager, Milora Trawinski, William Weischer, Aaron Wiggins, Darel Williams, Tara Willock. Advisors: Mr. Kunciw and Mr. Gargas.
ACROSS THE SPECTRUM

I'll make a bet with you. I'll bet you never thought of the fact that every student at East has something in common with every other student who has ever attended or ever will attend East. They have all heard that marvelous wonder of the oratory world - the buffet speech!!

Whether you heard it straight from Mr. Belchikoff's mouth or from a second-hand source, I'm willing to bet that at least once, you've heard the sentence, "East is a buffet." Metaphorically speaking, of course. Cheesy though it may sound, the truth cannot be denied. At East, there exists clubs for every interest under the sun.

Arin Brenner ('98), who has sampled quite a bit of East's menu, exclaimed, "Seriously, there are clubs for music, sports, academics, theatre, minorities, art, languages, writing, support groups ... should I keep going?" There are even clubs for activities you didn't know existed, and didn't know you liked. You know, those clubs that don't really have a category all to their own, or are not really clubs in the definitive sense, like FOP, Random Acts of Kindness, SADD, Respect for Drugs, and Friends of the Environment. Moreover, if none of the above puts a twinkle in your eye, you can start a club of your own! The "buffet" part represents the idea that students at East should not be content merely with ordering the veal, but should "fill their plates" with a wide variety of selections and keep coming back for seconds, thirds, even fourths. Not only does doing so get you up off the couch, but it also makes your high school experience more memorable, if not more fun.

CLASS OF '00 SGA REPS: Pamela Baskies, Jamie Beran, Thomas Caruso, Jennifer Chew, Brett Ciarelli, Magen Cohen, Kate Daly, Lara Dell'Omo, John Enny, Jay Joyce, Justin Kaplan, Jennifer Hur, Andrew Kim, Melanie Lowe, Peter Millili, Roma Pandya, Lauren Plasky, Timothy Roche, Andrew Rothman, Carolyn Synder, Meredith Sobie, Anna Starikovsky, Kim Vuong, Jessica Werner. Advisor: Mr. Malatesta.


Intent on the liberation of oppressed victims, Amnesty International president, Ralli Rom ('99), and vice-president, Susan Meuse ('98), prepare their petition letter before sending it out. Through acts such as this, members of the club feel the thrill of universal good will and humanity while learning the true meaning of freedom.

Putting up the symbolic chain of life, Jennie Sheinman ('99) leads her peers in the fight against alcohol abuse. "As a part of SADD, Students Against Drunk Driving, I hope to help students gain awareness about this prominent issue, and ultimately, lower the fatality rates," said Sheinman.


TOPS: Ben Abo, Sarang Ahuja, Eric Ciarelli, Lindsay Dombrowski, Devon Glick, Allison Grant, Abby Harvey, Justin Karl, Genna Linden, Lauren Linker, Wendy Manus, Anthony Micale, Gillian Rosenbaum, Emily Scott, Jeremy Schafer, Devon Segol, Susan Shaw, Jared Shavelson, Julia Weiner, Samantha Zweben. Advisor: Mr. Sheppard.
THE BEGINNING OF
SOMETHING WONDERFUL

It is every inexperienced performer’s dream to have the lead role in a play, sing the solo in a concert, or play the Prelude in an orchestra. For many freshmen, however, the process of achieving that goal is often long and difficult. Many important lessons are learned throughout freshmen year such as overcoming the fear of appearing in one’s first performance, balancing rehearsals with schoolwork, and strengthening performance weaknesses.

Emily Saidel (’01), a first-year clarinetist, said, “I’m a little nervous about the upcoming concert because we’re still practicing.”

Saidel’s feelings are not unusual, however. Ari Haas (’01), a student in Vocal Workshop, said, “My first choral concert is coming up, and I’m kind of nervous because I’m trying to live up to what’s expected of an East Singer.”

Since many freshmen participants are new to the art, amateurism often plays a part. Ying Yin Dong (’01), a violinist for the orchestra, said that during seating auditions she was not as prepared as some of the upperclassmen veterans.

In activities such as a Lab Theater, students get a chance to see work that goes into a smaller production before they undertake a mainstage show. Ben Traster (’99) said, “Lab Theater is a great way for inexperienced actors to gain more stage time and confidence. It’s sort of a training period for the fall and spring shows.”

One important and positive lesson many students learn is that adjusting to the rigors of high school is easier when one is performing extra-curricularly. “It has helped me make friends faster because I meet so many people in D-wing as a result of my Vocal Workshop and band lessons. I think that this let me adjust to being a freshman faster,” said Saidel.

Most importantly, despite all of the lessons and benefits, being a performer brings one important thing. As Dong said, “I’m enjoying what I’m doing, so I’m happy.”

While singing “Spiral All Ye Faithful,” senior Ted DePriest (’98) and Ari Haas (’01) watch for Mr. Crouse’s cue. In Vocal Workshop as well as other “stepping stones” for those beginning a musical career at East, vocal leadership provides inspiration for freshmen to achieve their goals. Robin Bade (’99), a present member of Vocal Workshop, said, “Vocal Workshop gives aspiring singers a jump start towards the more prestigious choirs. In a more casual setting, we learn how to make harmony and the seniors help us to do that.”

FRESHMEN WIND ENSEMBLE: Lisa Alimnias, David Anderson, Lisa Buchalski, Carrie Chow, Joseph Cucinot, Sarah Daly, Scott Davies, Amanda Fabiano, David Firestein, Rebecca Gillespie, Jake Gohn, Amy Grayson, Alisha Greenberg, Arie Haas, Alanna Herman, Grace Kang, Melissa Kapadia, Melissa Kellner, Christopher Kewley, Hyo Son Kim, Jihoon Kim, William Klein, Vivek Kumar, Stephen Lamproun, Danny Lai, Benjamin Ruder, Emily Saidel, Sougata Samaddar, Aaron Satz, Kate Shaw, Rachel Scherman, Jeremy Volkon, Kevin Yang, David Zhou, Mr. Roy Hough (Conductor).
Grace Kang ('01) transforms notes on a page into a melody as the Freshmen Wind Ensemble shows what the future holds for East winds. This ensemble gives freshmen an opportunity to develop musical skills and to play with others who have the same passion for music.

Indicating the joy singing brings to her heart, Maxine Steuart ('99) leads less experienced Vocal Workshop members during "The Handsome Butcher." For students possessing dreams of musical success at East, the Winter Concert is their first experience towards attaining their goals. Rosa Wu ('98), a current East Singer and Madrigal remembered, "Before attending East, I never sang. Vocal Workshop exposed me to an area of music that I can't imagine living without now."

Getting ready for the start of the show, Kim Vuong ('00) carefully applies the makeup for her part in this year's Lab Theatre production, Gigi. The Theatre provides a theatrical foundation for understand on many areas besides acting, such as knowing how to put on makeup for a show. As Vuong said, "This was my first experience speaking lines on stage, but I overcame that and had a lot of fun doing it."

Alice Greenberg ('01) along with Joe Cucinotis ('01) follow Mr. Hough's baton throughout "Sleigh Ride," one of the pieces performed by the Freshmen Wind Ensemble at the Winter Band Concert. Freshmen Wind Ensemble serves not only as an environment conducive to exhibiting one's talent for music, but also as a surrounding to reveal one's musical skills.

Similar to Casual Harmony, the Madrigals have to do a considerable amount of acting during performances. The members’ acting, however, consists primarily of expressions, which is difficult to accomplish while the need to concentrate on singing is prevalent. In order to attain this feat, the Madrigals spend many hours after school on rehearsal. As Madrigal Rosa Wu (’99) said, “Our rehearsal time is not only used for the singing but also the acting because our expressions need to match the connotation of our words.”

Where does the talent stop? Casual Harmony, known for its melodious singing voices. However, little does the student body know about the group’s acting talent as well. Nonetheless, for the members of Casual Harmony, acting as well as singing equates to double overtime practice wise. Fortunately, the members, like all members involved in the performing arts, are willing to put in the effort.

CASUAL HARMONY: Jonathan Adler, Meson Banas, Michael Benn, Robin Bose, Ari Butler, John Chung, Ted DePrince, Eric Gramatges, Adam Hornback, Ben Schwartz, Ben Traster, Adam Weiner, Jae Won, Mr. John Crever (Adviser).

MADRIGAL SINGERS: Michael Benn, Ari Butler, Jane Cabalo, Erica Geller, Debbie Ghosh, Sarah Goldenthal, Lauren Luchman, Alissa Palladini, Jenna Panaspacker, Matt Polonsky, Ben Schwartz, Matt Soffer, Rosa Wu, Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Adviser).

BELLES OF EAST: Debbie Barr, Anne Cohen, Erika Ettin, Cindy Greenberg, Jaime Lawton, Elizabeth Livingston, Beth Miller, Elysia Palma, Courtney Rader, Ilana Silbert, Jenna Silverstein, Rachel Singer, Maxine Stewart, Erin Weaver, Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Adviser).

Playing the song for the millionth time, Katie Bleaken (’99) performs “Battle Hymn of the Republic” at the annual Winter Concert. From after practicing hard, the group’s success of the performance is not assured. For the overall piece that Celebrations performs becomes a masterpiece composed of each individual’s effort. “The performance depends on everyone’s effort. If one person does not perform their best, it reflects on the whole group,” said Belprreet Bhogal (’00).

To Dave Castagner (’98), the band’s motto “Take a BIG breath” comes without hesitation. Since musicians practice their pieces numerous times during rehearsals, thinking about when to stop, start, or breathe becomes subconscious effort. Thus, the musician is left to enjoy the music, to feel the music while playing the notes on concert night. This “epiphany” is reached only after long hours of hard work are put into playing the piece.

CELEBRATIONS: Meson Banas, Belprreet Bhogal, Katie Bleaken, Abby Chan, Saritha Dorado, Christina Kim, Erica Rosenfeld, Shana Smulyan, Julie Warshawker, Lisa Wong, Jia Yoon, Mrs. Laurie Bindel (Adviser).
Harmony In D-Wing

All work and little or no play seems like a very boring way to spend a week. However, for many students involved in the performing arts, that is exactly what many of them commit themselves to. Why?

Dedication to a performing arts activity requires a lot of time and effort on behalf of every participant. For many actors, singers, and musicians, the motto is "practice makes perfect." To achieve the pinnacle of effortlessly playing a Beethoven piece from memory requires practice - and more - if one desires to play the piece excellently.

Part of being an accomplished performer is one's ability to take time out of a hectic school schedule and work on a song, monologue or piece of music. Not everyone enjoys rehearsing into the wee hours of the night, but most of them agree on one thing. As Kaushik Ganguly ('99) said, "I don't enjoy practicing, but in order for you to get better, you have to practice. I like to play the viola, so that's why I practice."

Many students practice to attain a certain goal. For some, it is getting the lead in the next show. They dream of making it to the first chair of a section. No matter what the goal, one thing is simple. Practice plays a critical part in achieving that success.

Adam Hornback ('98) and Alissa Palladini ('98) rehearse lines for the characters John and Elizabeth. Producer for this year's Actors Studio production in the Auditorium. As with all shows, the Auditorium is frequently used by the actors to give them a sense of what the real performance will be like. Palladini said, "The actor becomes familiar with adjustments needed for the larger facility such as projection, larger gestures, and more exaggerated facial expressions."

During a weekly Monday rehearsal with the rest of the Belles, Jamie Lawton ('98) and Courtney Rader ('99) practice funnily in order to thrive for a perfected performance. Even though these rehearsals are demanding, the time and effort pays off when the reward is a "Blowout" for the Belles on concert night. "What you do in rehearsal, you will do in a performance. If we are extensive when we practice, we will play perfected pieces in concert," said Elizabeth Livingston ('99).

SYMPHONIC BAND: Yusef Al-Sayyad, Melissa Barto, Ana Berrios, Craig Bromberg, Adam Bussey, Jane Cabalo, David Castagner, Nicholas Chan, Sarah Cho, Daniel Chung, Raymond Co, Laura Davis, Gloria Farr, Jason Fensh, Justin Friedman, Rikin Ghandi, Nicholas Goede, Philip Hauser, Kristina Kasinskas, Megan Kelly, Daniel Kent, Hye-Jin Kim, Joon Kim, Juhee Kim, Evan Keesman, David Lee, Ji Hong Lee, Yong Lee, Eric Moskowitz, Allison Nanni, Robert Nafelson, Akshay Patel, Gregory Perkins, Rupali Prasad, Zachary Rosenberg, Howard Sacks, Tracy Scarlett, Andrew Schwarlin, Abbi Sharofsky, Peter Song, Joshua Varon, Young Woo, David Yang, Mr. Roy Hough (Conductor).

ACTORS' STUDIO II: Jon Adler, Julie Berger, Ari Butler, Sara Chauke, Anne Cohen, Jared Cowan, Alan Dutch, Sarah Goldenthal, Rob Gutin, Brian Haighwaet, Adam Horback, Dana Michael, Kent Mullin, Alissa Palladini, Dan Reed, Lindsay Schwartz, Jenna Silverstein, Maxine Stewart, Shanta Surya, Adam Weiner, Mr. Robert Nation (Advisor).
Blood, Sweat, And Tears

One sees them in the halls almost everyday. They are the performers who mingle in the D-wing hallway. As the various actors, singers, and band members joke around the halls, one may wonder just how such diverse personalities with a common interest manage to work together so well.

It is well-known that a successful concert requires the cooperation of all of its instrumentalists, but what really goes to create that special bond between the members after rehearsals? The answer is simple. The friendships forged through the group continue beyond the activity itself. For Oindrila Sardar ('00), her involvement in orchestra helped her to know people she normally wouldn't have met. "Being in orchestra definitely benefits you. It's neat to know different types of people who are the same as you in their activity, but different from you personality-wise."

"Working with others who I'm friends with helps. I think that when we know the other members of orchestra we perform a lot better just because we get along well," said violinist Christina Yin ('00). Thus, in the end, working with one's friend makes even the most daunting of rehearsals a little easier.
As David Cohen ('00), Daniel Berg ('00), Jerry Levine ('99), and Alvin Dorado ('00) sing for Concert Choir, they appreciate the pleasure music brings to their life. By working together, they as well as other members of Concert Choir form friendships that will most likely last a lifetime. Christine Chen ('98), one of these members, said, "Since we see each other almost every day and have to work so closely together, we form strong bonds with one another."

Rebecca Halpern ('91) and Amanda Scara ('91) strike one of their Mime poses responsible for displaying friendship via art. As with many students who participate in the performing arts, they find that in spite of the scintillating minutes they see each other during the school day, there is enough time to develop a true friendship, a rewarding consequence of working together co-curricularly. "Sometimes it seems that when the make-up goes on, the walls go down," said Julie Berger ('99).

While practicing "Ol' Dan Tucker" for Concert Choir, Lindsay Schwartz ('98), Sara Chvala ('99), and Julie Warschauer ('99) peel their thoughts into creating musical harmony. The cooperation necessary to create music engulfs a tacit bond which, in most circumstances, later blossoms into friendship. "Wrong notes don't get in the way; we all try to have fun and help each other as much as possible," said Sarah Plimpton ('99).
The subtle variations of pensive blues and passionate reds help to set the mood of the shows put on by the drama department. In determining which lighting compliments a particular scene, the lighting designer, Kris Capella ('99), uses his ability to make sound judgement calls in creating the perfect ambience. "Because lighting has the greatest effect on a certain scene, color, intensity, and the source of light must all be carefully considered," said Capella.

In order to fully express her innate musical abilities, Elsa Palma ('98) participates in as many activities as she can in the performing arts. In addition to taking East Singers and theater classes during school hours, she is an active member of extracurricular events such as Marching Band, Belles, and East drama productions earning her a spot in P.A.V.A.S. (Performing and Visual Arts Society). Students who are similar to Palma realize that they possess a talent in the field of music and do everything they can to make the utmost of it.

THESPIAN SOCIETY: Jonathan Adler, Debbie Barr, Bryan Benn, Michael Benn, Erica Braverman, Ari Butler, Sara Chwala, Anne Cohen, Jeff Cohen, Oksana Dashawetz, Alan Deitch, Erika Ettlin, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Diane Lester, Jerry Levine, Elizabeth Livingston, Lauren Luchman, Alissa Palladini, Marc Plevinski, Courtney Rader, Dan Reed, Ben Schwartz, Matthew Soffer, Adam Weiner, Meri Weisner, Mr. Robert Nation (Advisor).

STAGE CREW: John Andraka, Bryan Benn, Jason Block, Joshua Brown, Kris Capella, Mike Conrad, Jared Cowan, Sarah David, Keith Davis, Alan Deitch, Matt Devine, Kent Erickson, Andrew Fox, Erika Grabko, Susan Grossman, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Owen Hoxie, Amy Katz, Jodi Katz, Jerry Levine, Tasha Lotiek, Kristen Menino, Troy Mohomed, Christine Parker, Mark Plevinski, Chrissy Renella, Sam Rosenberg, Devra Siedel, Jean Sung, Shantala Surya, Miosz Trasinski, Erin Weaver, Mr. Thomas Weaver (Advisor).
Making It Happen

One usually doesn't notice them, but they are there. These "invisible people" are part of an important group of students at East, a group that makes events such as the Spring Musical and Winter Concert occur flawlessly. Some members of the Stage Crew, for example, work backstage to ensure that the lights will be at just the right hue for an important scene in the play. In addition, students who perform in the Pit Orchestra are hidden from the audience's view during the play, but are nevertheless indispensable to the musical since they supply the score.

Christine Parker ('99), a Stage Crew member, said, "There are always the lighting technicians, sound people, stage managers, and carpenters. They all put a lot into the show, even though they are not seen onstage by the audience." Parker said that oftentimes, these same students who put so much time and effort into the show are sometimes overlooked in the grand scheme of things. "It is hard to get used to the fact that all the praise is placed on the actors. People seem to forget about the techies. I mean, without our input, there wouldn't be a show."

Like other members of the Stage Crew, Parker loves working hard behind the scenes despite the lack of recognition from theater patrons. As she said, "I totally enjoy doing what I do behind the scenes; and, during Hell Week, every hour I lose from sleep to crew work is worth it." Another "invisible" participant, Pit Orchestra violist Kauhik Ganguly ('99), said, "We practice with the cast for about four hours each day. We do a lot of time into it. I like the music to 'South Pacific', and I enjoy playing the viola. In the end, I think it's definitely worth the effort."

Kevin Haughwout ('98) prepares the set for the annual East extravaganza, the spring musical. As Assistant Technical Director, one of his responsibilities is making sure all the wiring and lighting run smoothly during the play. However, this enormous task is too big for one man to handle. Only with the help of the hardworking stage crew can the play go on. One of the members of the crew, Bryan Bann ('99), said, "It takes a tremendous amount of hard work and effort from every single member to make sure that everything goes well during the performance."

PIT ORCHESTRA: Ben Abo, Kevin Akinskas, Lisa Aleinskas, Melissa Anderson, Meson Banas, Dan Berg, Katie Bleakley, Hannah Byun, David Castagner, Julian Chang, Peter Chang, Christine Chen, Rina Cho, Vicel Chou, Richard Chu, Dan D'Imperio, Ying-Ying Dong, Adam Fenske, David Gaden, Kauhik Ganguly, Patrick Haieh, Kristina Kasnakas, Andrew Kim, Fred Kuo, Scott Kuo, Christina Liao, Susan Meuse, Dave Minzer, Jared Shavelson, Maria Shi, Jessica Stuurt, Karl Sukhia, Kathy Tan, Jeff Wang, Dave Wobach, Crystal Wu, Rosa Wu, Christine Yin, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

P.A.V.A.S.: Jonathan Adler, Debbie Barr, Michael Bunn, Jason Block, Erica Braverman, Christine Chen, Jared Cowan, Oksana Dashavets, Ted DePrince, Netanyahu Eizner, Cindy Greenberg, Rus Gutt, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Adam Hornbark, Allen Kent, Diane Lesser, Lauren Luchman, Stephanie Menns, Alissa Paladiniotti, Elysia Palma, Courtney Rader, Devon Segal, Ilana Silbert, Maxine Stewart, Erin Weaver, Adam Weiner, Mr. Robert Nation (Adviser).
It's Showtime!

All performers look forward to The Big Night. For, that is when they get to show all the hours of hard work they put into rehearsal. However, another factor as The Big Night approaches is nerves. Despite all of the hard work that one may put into the piece, one still gets nervous about, for example, performing the solo in front of a huge audience at Carnegie Hall or even at our own East cafeteria. Ying Ying Dong ('01), a violinist for Orchestra, said, "I was kind of nervous for my first concert at East because, obviously, I didn't want to mess up or anything. I guess the fact that during some of our rehearsals, there were some mistakes made, made me kind of edgy. Still, I wasn't nervous to the point of freaking out." As any seasoned performer will tell you, this typical case of nerves is normal. The goal for performers is to conquer nervousness during the actual performance.

Naturally, then, after a concert experience like Carnegie Hall, Orchestra members feel a lot better than when they were waiting in the wings. Violinist Kaushik Ganguly ('99) said, "The entire experience of actually playing ONSTAGE at Carnegie Hall was just amazing. The whole time we were up there, it was so awesome. We performed really well, too. It was just a really cool experience." Other students are perfectly content with East's own stage, especially after the performance. As actor and singer Ari Butler ('99) said, "There's nothing like it after the show. I mean, at the end, when everyone's giving their bows, you just get the most incredible feeling of accomplishment and pride."

With the energy of real rock star boys, Adam Hornback ('98), Ari Butler ('99), Don Reed ('99), Adam Weins ('98), and Ben Gutin ('98) perfectly characterize the mischief of the "Geek Officer Krupke" antics from "West Side Story." In order for actors to fulfill their parts successfully, they have to assume their characters emotionally and physically. Butler said, "This scene is the best guy scene to play in all of theater because it is so fun to become these characters."

On Opening Night, Michael Benn ('98) and Courtney Rader ('89), in the roles of Orson Welles and Nellie Forish, gave the first of the musical's vaudeville performances. This night follows what members of the East drama department call "Hell Week." During the last couple of days before opening night, the cast, crew, and orchestra are still at school when many other East students have already gone to bed. However, leaving school at 11:00 PM pays off in the end when the play is a success. As Benn said, "Nothing in life fulfills me like a performance."

"The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain," sings Sarah Goldenthal ('99) to fellow actor Howard Megdal ('98) in the musical version of "My Fair Lady." This musical's straight dialogue is difficult for some actors, they generally find music easier to perform because of the song-dominated format. Goldenthal said, "Songs are not only great memorization techniques but are also very entertaining to the audience."
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Adam Weiner ('98) and Erin Weaver ('98) embrace while singing "Some Enchanted Evening" together against the backdrop of a palm tree in a South Pacific Island. Students participating in the drama productions form lifelong friendships in addition to attaining valuable acting experience. "We work as a team," said Weiner and Weaver. "As this is our last show at East, we have done all we can to make this one special."

Performing in "The Will Rogers Follies" for the fall show "Broadway Musicals: The First 100 Years", East's featured dancers strike their final pose as they wait for the applause to stop. Although these dancers, as well as other entertainers, may get "opening-night jitters", the audience can hardly fail to be inspired by the high level of talent that the performers have. Anne Cohen ('99), one of the dancers, said, "This number required so much practice and concentration that the relief I felt after we had finished is incomparable."


WIND ENSEMBLE: Ben Abo, Kevin Akinsas, Melissa Anderson, Meson Banas, Daniel Berg, Jaclyn Bell, Alicia Bertles, Katherine Bleaken, Hannah Byun, David Castagner, Howard Chang, Richard Chu, Sameet Desai, Daniel DiFlavis, Elaine DiFlavis, Christopher D'Imperio, Adam Fench, Erica Geller, Michael Green, Patrick Hsieh, Rebekah Kaufman, Allan Kant, Scott Kuo, Diane Lesser, Jonathan Li, David Lopez, Susan Meuse, Jacob Millstein, David Pinzar, Matthew Pollack, Samuel Ritterman, Tanya Scarlett, Jared Shavelson, Jessica Stuart, Karl Sukhla, Lindsay Tijattas, Eric Tsay, Matthew Wilson, Ben Winter, David Wolbach, Richard Wolbach, Crystal Wu, Arli Yares, Joseph Zizzamia, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

ORCHESTRA: Ben Abo, Beth Agner, Shannon Agner, Lisa Akinsas, Kevin Akinsas, Melissa Anderson, Meson Banas, Hannah Byun, David Castagner, Frank Chang, Julian Chang, Peter Cheng, Ruby Chang, Christine Chen, Mike Cheung, Rina Cho, Victoria Chou, Richard Chu, Dibya Das, Chris D'Imperio, Ying Dong, Nathan Elsner, David Gadren, Kaushik Ganguly, Eric Gramatges, Patrick Hsieh, Sharon Hwang, Theresa Hwang, Kristina Kasianuskas, Andrew Kim, Christine Kim, Jane Kim, Jennifer Kim, Julie Kim, Michael Kim, Michael Ko, Fred Kuo, Scott Kuo, Eric Ryu, Abraham Lee, Diane Lesser, Christina Liao, Teresa Lopez, Arnold Luk, Minh Ly, David Marinelli, Derek McMahan, Susan Meuse, Jennifer Moon, Sumit Niogi, David Pinzar, Sam Ritterman, Peter Ro, Oindrilla Sardar, Maria Shi, Jeet Som, Jessica Stuart, Kathy Tan, Dorothy Ting, Jeff Wang, David Wolbach, Crystal Wu, Rosa Wu, Grace Yang, Salina Yang, Christine Yin, Janet Zhang, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).
The small groups of O-ring, Mime Company, Belles of East, Madrigals, and Casual Harmony, all perform outside of school in addition to their regular seasonal concerts. The small groups schedule as many events as they can in an attempt to exhibit their unique talents to a public audience. Hospitals, nursing homes, elementary schools, private businesses, and even shops in historic Haddonfield send in requests for performances to the music directors.

The variety of styles of entertainment that East offers always makes for an interesting show. The Mime Company especially caters to the small children of the elementary schools while the Madrigals' and Belles' more serious tone is perfect for caroling and dignified concerts. Casual Harmony is the most versatile group with their improvisational and comical presentation, which suits many occasions.

However, the enjoyment members of the small groups receive from these out-of-school concerts goes far beyond a mere love of performing. "I get a lot of satisfaction out of performing outside of school," said Courtney Rader (98). "It gives me such a warm feeling in my heart to know that we are making a difference. That someone out there feels a little bit happier because of us." The small groups are especially busy during the winter holiday season, and are usually more than happy to provide entertainment to those who want it, but might not be able to venture out to East to see it.

Michael Benn (98) explained, "Sometimes there are people who are unable to come to East to see us, like those in the hospitals and nursing homes, so we can bring our entertainment to them."

Strange, that people say teenagers can't really make a difference. But when a child's face lights up or an elderly lady starts to clasp in time to the music, then we know that it's not true...we've made all the difference in the world to them. The small groups exist to entertain, to make people smile and laugh. That's what they do, that goal has been accomplished. Likewise, we carry this experience of accomplishment after we leave high school and enter the real world, where we can use our experience to help us in our future endeavors.

With the bow set gently across the strings, Netanel Elazar (98) scrutinizes the notes on her music sheet, bringing to life the melodious tones of the cello. This is the performance, the culmination of months of hard work and toil over the wooden string instrument. Here lies the satisfying high point—bringing the music to the world.

Arm curved under the violin, Rosa Wu (99) keeps her eyes on the music stand set before her. The violin emulates the harmonious sounds which complement the rest of the orchestra in "Beethoven's 5th Sona-tery." Members of orchestra practice their instruments daily to perfect this symphony of music in order to make the performance enjoyable, not only for themselves, but also for the audience. As Wu said, "Whether I'm singing or playing the violin, I get a great feeling of satisfaction when I see just one person enjoying the performance."
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Bringing It UP A Notch

What does it take? That seems to be the big question as performing arts students prepare for auditions in everything from All Eastern Chorus to a spot in Governor's School for the Arts. Every year, hopeful musicians, singers, actors, and dancers practice to earn a place in an elite performing arts group of their choice. Some people believe that pure genius accounts to why some people are talented but who just don't put forth the work to get it there. Niogi, who made Philadelphia Youth Orchestra his freshman year, said that his motivation has helped him get through some tough rehearsals. "I just love playing the cello. I can continue on because of my love for the instrument."

Similarly, in the case of Mason Banas (‘98), a French horn virtuoso who attended Governor's School for his musical talent, hard work and skill fused together to produce a brilliant performer. As Banas said, "I believe success is a combination of lots of hard work and also some talent. Working hard is a major part of it because only then can you use your talent to its fullest capacity. East's teachers have really helped me develop my skills with the French horn and singing." Banas also reiterated how motivation gives people an extra edge in what they are doing. "My own personal motivations help me express my emotions through my music better, and also get me to practice more."

Motivation has directed some of the most musically talented students at East towards obtaining awards of the highest excellence. One example is the Governor's Award. The award recognizes students through the prestigious All-State Chorus, a group that is composed of the most vocally advanced students. Lauren Luchtman (‘94), a significant contributor to East's music department, was the first ever from East to win this award and the only one from the South Jersey region recognized for this honor. Niogi, Banas, and Luchtman are but a few of the students at East who have worked their way to the top through practice and talent. They are not alone in their pursuit of excellence.

With the intense concentration characteristic of a violin, all-State Chorus member Nadya Niogi totally immerses herself in the music. A number of the school's top musicians have excelled in the regional and state level of a band, choir, or orchestra, illustrating the high standard of achievement existing in East's music department. Tan said, "Playing with the best instrumentalists of the region and the state has furthered my experience in orchestral playing."

The combination of Brass Ensemble and Orchestra requires a commitment few people can handle. Fortunately, students like trumpet players Kevin Akinskas (‘98) and Dave Wolbach (‘00) have accomplished this feat by skillfully balancing their schoolwork and extracurriculars. "Although these musical activities take up much of our free time, they are totally worth it because they greatly enhance our musical abilities and are also very enjoyable," said Akinskas.

BRASS ENSEMBLE: Kevin Akinskas, Mason Banas, Adam Fensch, Karl Sukhia, David Wolbach, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Adviser).
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For most students, one instrument is enough. However, Ben Abo ('99), who plays a variety of instruments, is known throughout East as a keyboard and percussion specialist. Like Abo, other students also enjoy learning new instruments, but sticking to them requires a huge undertaking, considering the demands of schoolwork and other activities. However, Abo said, “I plan on keeping all of my instruments and becoming better and better through time.”

While practicing for Chamber Orchestra, Crystal Wu ('00) plucks her strings with undaunted concentration. A common goal amongst many individuals in the music department is to not only succeed, but to exceed beyond expectations. In order to achieve this state of excellence, they practice at home in addition to school rehearsals. “Having the chance to play in prestigious groups such as the Chamber Orchestra pushes me to practice even more,” said Wu.

Susan Meuse ('98), a cellist in South Jersey, All-State, East, and Garden State Pops Orchestra, focuses all of her energy towards her playing. As instrumentalists become more advanced, they realize that East and other organizations in the area offer many possibilities for young musicians. As Meuse said, “Because I love playing the cello, I try to take advantage of every opportunity that comes my way.”

Under the direction of Mr. Hough, Dave Castagner ('98) and Owen Hoxie ('00) strum jazz chords on their guitars. On one level, instructors teach the students the basic fundamentals in a particular area. However, more importantly, they also encourage the students to help them become better musicians. “The music teachers at East are not only the most able teachers I know, but they also make learning about music fun.” said Castagner.

CHAMBER GROUPS: ORCHESTRA: David Castagner, Julian Chang, Peter Chang, Ruby Chang, Rina Cho, Netanel Eliezer, Kaushik Ganguly, Kristina Kasinskas, Andrew Kim, Jane Kim, Christina Liao, Arnold Luk, Susan Meuse, Jen Moon, Sumit Nioog, Kathy Tan, Jeff Wang, Crystal Wu, Rosa Wu, Christine Yin, WINDS, Mxon Banas, Hannah Byun, Richard Chu, Chris D’Imperio, Susan Meuse, Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor).

JAZZ ENSEMBLE: Ben Abo, Kevin Akinskas, Dave Castagner, Richard Chu, Dan DiFlavis, Ion Li, Jared Shevelson, Karl Sukhia, Lindsay Tjiahtas, Eric Tsay, Matt Williams, Dave Volbach, Richard Volbach, Amy Yares, Joe Zsorma; Mr. Roy Hough (Advisor).
In a display of showmanship, the drummers pop their snare upward while Ben Abo ('99) leads the section into the beat of the music. Percussionists are considered to be a vital part of the marching band. By keeping the pulse, they keep the energy within the rhythm of the music.

Glancing calmly over the band, Drum Major Kevin Akinskas ('98) prepares himself for another performance. His hands are poised in the air as the band waits for the gloves to slice through the air, marking the beginning of another show on the road.

With a ring in each hand, Tiffany Carter ('99) and her fellow Cougarettes continue to perform the carefully choreographed moves of their routine. On the road, routines similar to these provide spirit vital to the support of the football team. "I like being a cougarette because I like to dance and it lets me be there to cheer on the football team," said Carter.

MARCHING BAND: Ben Abo, Kevin Akinskas (Drum Major), Lisa Akinskas, Dave Anderson, Jackie Bell, Dan Berg, Jordan Berg, Evan Blau, Rottie Bleiker, Sarah Bleckner, Craig Bromberg, Lila Buchalski, Hannah Byun, Terri Carter, Richard Chu, Dave Castagner, Sarah Daly, Daniel DiFlavis (Asst. Drum Major), Chris D'Imperio, Adam Fensh, Jason Fensh, Amanda Fiamone, David Firestein, Dizy Gillespie, Rebecca Gillespie, Michael Groen, Philip Hausler, Melissa Kapadia, Anthony Kasinskas, Kristina Kasinskas, Becky Kaufman, Billy Klein, Jonathan Li, Susan Meuse (Asst. Drum Major), Robert Natelson, Leigha Plimpton, Sarah Plimpton, Abbi Sharonsky, Jared Shavelson, Karl Sukhia, Andrew Thompson, Lauren Tyka, Josh Vareen, Jeremy Volkman, David Wolkach, COUGarettes: Tiffany Carter, Rachel Cetel, Sara Chvala, Alyssa Coaanger, Rebecca Elias, Renee Gelber, Marti Gorden, Shira Moldoff, Elsia Pulna (Captain), Lauren Schlanger, Lindsay Schwartz (Captain), Cara Stein, COLOR GUARD: Lauren Adelman, Sherri Brooks, Ishih Chung, Trish Devine, Diana Durrettberger, Alisha Greenberg, Lisa Greenwald, Aislinn Hennessey, Diana Kuo, Anne Lunesfeld, Danni Mac, Stephanie Menes, Brooke Newman, Erica Rosenfeld (Captain), Emily Saidel, Jenna Silverstein (Captain), Shana Smailyan, MANAGERS: Leigh Garrett, Scott Hyden, Owen Hoxie, Gina Lamanowicz, Eileen Shubach, Mia Sorrenton, Heather Tomar, Mr. Carmen Grasso (Director), Mr. Bruce Yurko (Conductor), Mrs. Mary Beth Quinlan (Cougarettes), Mrs. Donna Rogers (Colorguard).
On The Road Again ...

For many performing-arts groups here at East, traveling to different places is an annual, monthly, or even weekly occurrence.

For example, during a typical concert outside of school, the Madrigals, a small vocal ensemble, perform old songs as well as new ones in order to entertain the audience. A concert was recently held at the Garden State Park Pavilion. Ben Schwartz ('99), a member of "Mads," describes that event as "one of the really fantastic events we did .... The experience was great and we sounded good."

This year the Marching Band has also traveled extensively. Besides performing at all of the varsity East football games, the members also travel to other parts of New Jersey and elsewhere to show off their talents. To accomplish this goal, the band has to put hard work and lots of practice into each and every performance. Sara Chvala ('99), a Cougarette and Marching Band member, said, "Before school starts, we have to go to Band Camp, where we learn all our routines. We stay there for a week and practice from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. Then, during football season, we practice three days a week. We stop practice until the spring, when the people who are going on the music trip have to start learning their routines again."

Chvala also said that all of the hard work usually shows through during the performances, which are always enjoyable experiences. A special trip for her was during her freshman year. "We traveled to Disney World to perform in the parade on Main Street and MGM Studios .... It was really fun hanging out with my friends there. It was a cool experience for me," she remembers.

Schwartz and Chvala prove that, sometimes, the added incentive of an upcoming show on the road helps to motivate performers to do their best and have fun at the same time.

With his trumpet erect, Dave Wolbach ('00) leads a train of wind instruments. Besides marching and playing an instrument at the same time, marching band members must know their routine, especially on "foreign land." As Richard Chu ('99) said, "Every time we go to a different school, we have to quickly adjust to the new field. Thus, we have to know our routine inside and out."

Flag raised above her head, Lisa Greenwald ('99) gazes wondrously while absorbing the music and colorful display of the marching band. Practicing for such moments, band members must know the movements by heart. This is especially crucial when traveling on the road.
Spirit Week ... uh wasn't that Green and Gold wars? Since spirit week is the first time that the freshmen come together in school spirit, they have to work together to put a formidable front up against the other classes. Be it booth building where they need the help of the upperclassmen, or dance routines, there are many new events adding to the usual physical activities. Most of the time the inexperienced freshmen come in last place, but once in a while they pull off an upset and place higher than fourth. For the "Frosh," spirit is well represented in numbers. By supporting their peers, the freshman class displays their pride in the cougar as well as heralding a hearty 'well-come home' for college freshmen. "The football game was great because everyone really showed their spirit for East," said Emily Saidel (01).
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Mr. Sharp
Emily Goldenthal
Katie Dobkin
Mary Daly
Colleen Court
Mrs. Hinrichson

Ronald Goins
Roni Goldsmith
Lori Goldsmith
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Shannon Goldsmith
Emily Goldenthal
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Sharon Gonen
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Rachel Gordon
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Alisha Greenberg
Melissa Greenberg
Bartosz Grobelny
Randi Grossman
Sarah Guenther
Melissa Guerra
Daniel Guida

Rebecca Halperin
Brett Halpern
Laura Hannum
Jennifer Harris
Andrew Hartung
Chris Hartung
Arie Hast
Kammy Heffernan

Lauren Heft
Benjamin Heine
Katherine Henrik
Stevie Henry
Alanna Herman
David Hibbs
Marcin Hitzcnko
Adam Hoffman
The Freshman Myth

It’s the typical high school scenario: a seven-foot tall varsity wrestler spots a vertically challenged, lost freshman and boom! Before the onlookers know it, there is a small dent in one of the lockers. However, the question remains: do freshmen get abused, or is this just some kind of conspiracy to humble the ‘lowly’ students?

The majority of the freshmen class rarely, if ever, sees or are victims of such manifest torture. Rather, the popular story of hallway abuse committed by upperclassmen upon their subordinates is false. As proof of this interesting yet false belief, Ying Ying Dong (‘01) said, “Freshmen being abused in the halls? It’s all a myth! I have not seen one freshman being rammed into a locker or anything like that at all. I think that the upperclassmen are more mature than doing that kind of stuff.”

Further explanation by the ‘more mature’ sophomores, juniors, and seniors also indicate that the abuse is virtually nonexistent. As Peter Lembesis (‘99) said, “I think that every once in a while, guys will bully around freshmen that they know, in a joking sense.... But it’s not a serious, every day type of thing.”

In fact, a strange twist to the story reveals that sometimes, the opposite happens. For example, Lembesis recalled that while a freshman, HE bullied others around. The important fact to remember, though, is that the issue of ‘freshman abuse’ is just an exaggerated myth at best.
Part of adjusting to high school life as a freshman includes becoming acquainted with the underclassmen. Bill Magee ('01) kicks off his friendship with Elizabeth Livingston ('99) by inquiring about the difficulty of her Pre-calc class.

Natalie Gleimier ('01) and Ian Richmons ('01) take a break during gym in order to catch up with the latest news. During freshmen year, all students must take mandatory classes, such as weight-training, for physical education. “Gym is a convenient break from the hectic school day to not only exercise but also hand out with friends,” said Laurel Budman ('01).
High School. It sounded so grown-up back in middle school, but as the huge building, the building that will be called 'home' for the next four years, suddenly comes into view through the dingy windows of the school bus, even the most confident of freshmen can feel a twinge of uncertainty. Not only is the size of the building intimidating at first, but also the concept of 'lab days' makes about as much sense as cryptography, all of the hallways look alike, and there are new faces around every corner. On top of this, the vast "buffet" of activities, sports, and clubs that freshmen constantly hear about is enough to make even a seemingly well-rounded freshman’s head spin.

Choosing which activities to take advantage of can be difficult, as many freshmen soon find out. Even so, Lauren Tyska ('01) found that "the best part about East is that there’s something for everyone, no matter what you’re interested in." Our advice is to take it from a "Mission: Impossible" perspective, minus the "Impossible" part. As freshmen, your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to find your place in the vast ocean that is Cherry Hill East, and learn to balance activities, clubs, classes, tests, labs... oh, and a social life. For some it will come easily, and for others, it just might take all four years. However overwhelming the mission may seem, just remember one thing: what you accomplish in high school and the experiences you take forth into the world after graduation will only benefit you in the future. Good deal, don’t you think?

Up, down, up, down. Freshmen live through their first ordeals of... gym. Even after freshmen experience the ups and downs of a new school, they are "required" to endure a rigorous step aerobics class. "When I came to high school, I never dreamed of having to take a step aerobics class. On top of that, I don’t know how they can play those cowboy songs for a step aerobics class," said Katie Kim ('01)
The Sophomore Storm Breaks

Freshman year, like the calm before a storm, is very deceiving. While the frosh are happily enjoying East's "buffet", teachers are plotting another sophomore year filled with tornadoes of projects and a downpour of homework. As sophomores, students have more responsibilities and engagements in addition to increased school work. To pass through this surging tidal wave, sophomores learn new ways of cramming, falling and succeeding. Some learn not to sleep and study for hours while others learn to cram in infinitesimally small amounts of time. Not everything worsens though; some things, such as getting through C wing intersection, become easier. Even stressing out becomes easier. Many sophomores learn to be less anxious about things and deal with new and difficult situations with more equanimity. Whatever the experience is during sophomore year, the "wise fools" learn how to deal with such storms.

Sophomores take a break from trying to accomplish the impossible feat of tenth grade: completing all the work. There is no doubt in any sophomore's mind that freshman year seems like a walk in the park when compared to the shock of tenth grade. Often times, the transition from freshman to sophomore year is something of a challenge that is never overcome. "The transition is extremely harsh. It's like jumping from one side of the Grand Canyon to the other. Freshman year is such a different work atmosphere. Obviously, the classes get harder and the workload increases. The actual transition for me was emotional in that I evolved more self-confidence," said Annie Shing ('00).
Sophomores

Sophomore
Class
Officers

Mr. Malatesta
Jake Rosenberg
Lauren Marlowe
Renee Desrouchers
Rachel Wenger
Walking In A Winter Wonderland

It's coming ... February 29th ... girls in dresses, guys in suits, flowers, music, rings ... no, it's not the prom, it's the next best thing! The most anticipated event of the entire year for the Class of 2000 ... the Sophomore Cotillion! Sure, it's held in the cafeteria, but in the end, the good points of the night outweigh the bad points. SGA works all year to make this one of the best nights by finding a great DJ, deciding on a theme, decorations, and a photographer to immortalize the entire event. Sophomores who ordered class rings finally receive them, and then enjoy the traditional ring turning. Members of this year's class have their work cut out for them ... they have to find 100 people to turn their rings in order to ensure good luck for the years to come! "I've never looked forward to an event as much as I'm looking forward to the Cotillion," raves Andrew Keller ('00). "It's the night that the whole year has been building towards."

Jen Kim ('00), Jenny Chang ('00), Vicky Chou ('00), and Christina Liao ('00) pose with their dates before hitting the dance floor at the Sophomore Cotillion. Even though the dance is held in the school cafeteria, the environment provided by the decorations, music, and energy of the students is more than enough to create memories for an evening to remember. As Chou said, "We didn't decide to go to the Cotillion until two days before; but, I'm extremely happy I did because it was a memorable occasion."
PRIVILEGE, NOT A RIGHT

The most important class of sophomore year. It’s not chemistry, not English, not even cooking ---- it’s driver’s education.

For nowhere else can a student take in the sights of car collisions, mangled bodies, and stoplights hastily scribbled on a blackboard. In driver’s education, not only does one exercise the mind, but the highlighter as well. Only here can a sophomore ponder the eternal question: what exactly IS a moped?

After weeks of closely studying the laws of the road, dried-out highlighters, and pages upon pages of scribbled notes decorated with doodles, one finally arrives at the moment of truth: the written exam. Pass or fail: 80%. Are you up to the challenge?

Hye Jin Kim ('99) helps Sarah Cho ('00) prepare for one of the most important classes of their sophomore year: Driver’s Education. This class prepares students for their written test, of which they must pass in order to get their license. Although the class is not important academically, it is significant when utilizing the information learned in real life situations.
Abelow, Sarah

Sarah Abelow
Benjamin Abo
Adrian Abrams
Elizabeth Addison
Nail Achikari
Elizabeth Adjemian
Kweisi Adofu-Mensah
Haines Ahn

Lance Alford
Susan Allen
Jacob Altin
Anthony Alvarez
Melissa Anderson
Laura Andrew
Leea Andrew
Robin Ash

Ilyse Beth Baker
Lara Baron
Christy Barron
Carly Bashkin
Amantha Basu
Dayan Deo
Erik Berger
Brett Berman

Ana Berrios
Amanda Beresnaum
Matthew Blackstone
Katherine Bleaken
Davis Blum
Adam Bottini
Justin Bonavitaola
Patrick Borkowski

Robin Bose
Enza Boyle
Kevin Boyle
Jennifer Boyles
Brian Bradley
Elijah Brambilla
Cory Brandwine
Robert Branigan

Christopher Bravwell
John Paul Braut
Ryan Breckenridge
Maureen Bredbeck
Christopher Breig
Jesse Brownley
Caryn Brunstein
Sherry Brooks

Jaime Brown
Robin Brown
Art Butler
Jason Bune
Zhicheng Cai
Mimma Campmann
Brett Canosa
Chris Canosa

Kristopher Capella
Elaine Carroll
Tiffany Carter
Nancy Cheng
Bria Cho
Danny Choi
Shuo Ji Chou
Richard Cho

Sara Chvala
Tracy Ciervo
Christopher Clancy
Anne Cohen
Jeffrey Cohen
Rachel Cohen
Brett Coppol
Ellen Corcoran
STRESSING ABOUT STANDARDIZED TESTS

Innocence lost. Newly upperclassmen, juniors must deal with the looming question about their future. Before that question is even asked, however, a more pressing and stressing issue rears its head: standardized testing.

PSAT's SAT's, ACT's, and Achievements ... all must be dealt with in addition to regular school tests. Juniors are told that these exams test “aptitude” and “can’t be studied for.” That doesn’t stop hundreds of juniors every year from buying study guides, taking courses, and even hiring tutors to help them field the rough waters of the College Boards.

Richard Chu ('99) said, “I have to take all these tests to decide my future, even though I don’t know what that’s going to be. I feel a lot of pressure because these tests will make a big impact on what happens to me later on.”

Hopefully, juniors won’t get too stressed out, to concentrate on grades which are more important than standardized test scores, and to just enjoy their junior year. Remember: senior year is just around the bend! Take the time now to have a little fun.

ARGHHHHHHHH!!! With intense focus, Ben Abo ('99), Elon Elisha ('99), and Jeremy Schaefer ('99) valiantly manage to concentrate on learning new vocabulary for the upcoming SAT’s. When mentioned, “SAT’s” is the one word that brings fear, stress, as well as anxiety to the mind of any upperclassman. The main reason why the standardized test harbors such ill feelings with students is because the test counts so heavily in the college application process. “I took the SAT’s early to get them out of the way. Taking them early puts less stress upon you due to the fact that you can concentrate on academic work as well as the college application process,” said Sharon Huang ('99).
Junior
Class
Officers

Mrs. Kornberger
Matthew Denker
Kate Walsh
Emily Scott
Jeanie Stillman
Mrs. Peterson

Andrew Fox
Nicole Freudenman
Katharine Fritzsche
Bradley Gale
Christina Gallagher
Kristina Gallagher
Adam Gallagher
Robin Gandhi

Kaushik Ganguly
Sarah Garozzi
Leigh Garrett
Jason Geisler
Erika Geiler
Michael Gesner
Julia Gorman
Sarah Goldenhal

Eric Goldstein
Elias Goldstein
Scott Goodman
Evan Gordon
Marti Gordon
Carissa Graham
Eric Gramatges
Amanda Grande

Allison Grant
Lisa Greenwald
Devon Grimm
Leigh Greendyke
Joshua Gross
Susan Grossman
Andrew Grubb
Atif Gulab

Chad Gunther
Amir Guni
Guy Guri
Mile Guzani
Kristel Haasler
Marisa Halpern
Nicole Hampton
Taran Handa
Karl Hymowitz
Nicole Jay
Margaret Leminey
Neil Johnson
Felecia Judice
Jacqueline Kernison
Patricia Kang
Daniel Kanoff

Michael Kapadia
Justin Kaplan
Joshua Karaban
Kevin Kardos
Arijanette Kass
William Kasten
Chris Katsikis
Amy Katz

Jonathan Katz
William Katz
Georgette Keels
Nicholas Keller
Sara Kellerman
Zachary Kennan
Jason Kernieff
Christina Kim

Hye Jin Kim
Jane Kim
Joomi Kim
Juhee Kim
Adam Klein
Lisa Klein
Jason Kleinman
Peter Klimas

Edward Klitz
Laura Knoepf
Daniel Kolinsky
Joseph Kolodiazy
Menly Kramer
Brad Lafferty
Thomas LaMaina
Adam Lamberti

Zachary Landsburg
Keith Lasowski
Debra Lazar
Brian Lazaro
Rocco Leach
Harmony Lee
Gina Lemanowicz
Peter Lembesis

Scott Larmack
Paul Lettieri
Sarah Levi
Marissa Levin
Gerald Levine
Marc Lewis
Joann Lidel
Genna Linden
THE PRESSURE'S ON!

Even though junior year symbolizes one of the most troublesome barriers students must overcome in high school, the time allows students to mature as the preparation for college begins. "This year, I have placed the greatest load upon my shoulders than for any other year. Nevertheless, as the year progresses, I have gained more confidence in myself than ever before," said Vilienia Palamalvil ('99). Many juniors experience the rigorous course work of the abundant AP and Honors classes offered. "I feel that East's courses require a lot of time and effort, but I also feel that it is definitely worth the effort," said Danny Choi ('99).

Combined with the difficulty of high level courses, juniors must deal with the looming presence of SAT's, SAT II's, and AP exams. Standardized tests, a key element of the college application, pushes juniors to assiduously work in attaining competitive scores. As Jeff Su ('99) said, "SAT's are extremely important for my future. Therefore, I take them very seriously."

Ultimately, junior year is an overall difficult period of time for students attending high school. Fortunately, once students overcome this barrier, the opportunities laid out before them are well worth the effort.

Kate Daly ('99) rests her back against the auditorium doors as she and her friends work in a study group after school. Many people find that studying in a group is more effective than studying alone. The primary reason for this is that the social interaction helps reduce the rigor and stress of solitary studying.
Masters Of Procrastination

Jeffrey Su ('99)
Adam Shapiro ('99)
Peter Klimas ('99)

“Yeah, I don’t do it anymore.”
“I’ll do it later.”
“I was going to be a professional procrastinator when I grew up but I don’t think I’ll become one until later in life.”
“Procrastination is like a credit card: a lot of fun until you get the bill.”

Chhavi Bansal ('98)
Sameet Desai ('98)

“Some say procrastination is an art form. It’s not. Procrastinating is an innate ability that lies within every person. Now, procrastinating and getting away with it is an art form, but that’s a whole other story.”

Meson Banas ('98)

Everyone has the ability to do it, but it takes much practice and work in order to perform the skill with efficiency.”
Christina Kim ('99), Jeff Huang ('99), and Sarena Donado ('99) utilize their sales techniques in raising money for the French Club. Second only to pizza, croissants are a popular after-school snack. "One advantage of hard-raising is that we get to leaves eighth period class early. The big disadvantage is that we don't get to eat the leftover food," said Kim.

Pema Patel ('99), Hye-Jin Kim ('99), and Jessica Hsiao ('99) examine their developed negatives for an upcoming project. Photography is one elective in which students possess a "creative license" when striving to convey a unique idea. "Photography helps me improve my artistic abilities. Through the course, I learn more about myself," said photography student Dave Wang ('99).

Santosh Vardhana
Karen Vatsal
Stephanie Velnov
Ray Ventura
Richa Verma
Gregory Vermic
Aaron Vill
Vincent Cilegas

Bryan Vurgason
Thomas Wakelev
Lauren Wall
Chad Walsh
Kathryn Walsh
Lauren Warden
Melissa Weiner
Anwar Wellington

Krista Weisner
Meridith Weissner
Emily Wild
Todd Wilderman
Ellen Wilensky
Clinton Williams
Edwin Williamson
Richard Wobach II

Melissa Wolf
Jay Woloshin
Brett Womack
Jae Won
Young Woo
William Worlows
Rosa Wu
Matt Wysong

David Yang
Salina Yang
Roman Yuakov
Arnold Zappasodi
Jason Zortack
Larry Zuvera
Evan Zwitzen
Donovan Aitchson

Mike Brand
Usman Malik
Mike Whitson
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I Can Remember A Scene ...

Mr. James Gallagher

TO THE CLASS OF 1998

As you finish your fourth year at East, I am completing my 10th year as principal. In looking back over the last 10 years, it is hard to imagine a class which has impacted East as you have.
Both as individuals, teams, and collectively as a class, you have set a standard by which other classes will be measured.
Four years from now, many of you will be graduating from college, others will already have established themselves in the "Real World." In either case, you will be well into the next millennium and I would hope that some of the success you experience had its origins at East.
I wish each member of the class of 1998 the best that the future has to offer.

Sincerely,
Jim Gallagher
Principal

Mr. Charles A. Fleischman

I can remember a scene in early September of 1994, which seems just like yesterday, when an excited group of freshmen came to high school for their very first day. The Class of 1998 had arrived! Over the last four years you have had a myriad of experiences and I have shared many of them with you. I've had a tremendous time and have enjoyed this class as much or more than any previous group of students with whom I have worked.
Your actions and demeanor have made me proud to be your grade level principal. You have grown not only physically, but academically and emotionally, into a fine group of young men and women. We have shared much together and I have had the opportunity to know both you and a number of your families in a wonderful and personal way.
Although graduation is often seen as an end, the term commencement means "a beginning." You are beginning a new chapter in your life by ending an old one. Your past achievements and contributions will be part of the proud legacy of Cherry Hill High School East. And so, as you move on, I do as well, as principal of another fine high school in the Lenape Regional District. We both leave together knowing that we gave it our all!
As you move onto this new and exciting time in your life, look back and remember us all with fondness. On behalf of Mr. Haines, Mrs. Rohrbach and Mrs. Paul, I congratulate you on your graduation from East. I wish you only the best for the future and complete happiness in all that you pursue. You are the best!
Thanks for all of the good times that we have shared.

Sincerely,
Charles A. Fleischman

Mr. Edward Collins

Four years ago I was supposed to be the principal for the Class of 1998. Circumstances took my path in another direction. Now four years later circumstances bring my path back to the Class of 1998. I feel fortunate to be reunited with you at this time. To be with you during the best of times. To share those events that will remain with you forever - class trip, senior prom, graduation, and project graduation. The best of everything to the Class of 1998, and may our paths cross again.
Dear Class of '98

We began our high school days as frightened Freshmen. We walked through the halls holding our schedule and school map and wondered if we would ever find our way out of C-Wing. But it only took a few short weeks to begin to feel welcome. These last four years went by so quickly. Here, in such a big school, it is easy to find a group of friends with whom you feel comfortable. Our joyous days of winning Junior Powder Puff, unbelievable proms, striving for success to win Spirit Week, which as Seniors we did, and especially Disney World are just a few of the many wonderful things we have experienced. As we close this chapter of our memory book, we find that we have formed friendships that will last forever and memories that are unforgettable. We have traveled this path together, but now we must each go our separate ways and begin the next chapter of our book. But, as we go our separate ways we'll carry in our hearts memories that will last a lifetime. It has been our honor serving as your class officers. Best of luck in the future.

Eric Ciarelli
Devon Segel
Cara Chiarelli
Lou D'Anella

Hall Of Fame

Jonathan Adler, Shannon Agner, Jean Bae,
Debbie Barr, Michael Benn, Justin Brown, Ruby
Chang, Cara Jean Chiarelli, Diana Chung, Eric
Ciarelli, Teddy DePrince, Sameet Desai, Matt
Fusfield, Devon Glick, Karly Grossman, Riti
Gwal, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout,
Karla Hawksley, Jennifer Hepps, Adam Homb-
back, Benjamin Kim, Sima Kothari, Scott Kuo,
Annie Lai, Amanda Lane, Dave Lopez, Diane
Lesser, Christopher Li, Lauren Luchman,
Wendy Manus, Jason Markus, Susan Meuse,
Scott Mooney, Sumit Niogi, Alissa Paladini-etti,
Natalie Peretzman, Courtney Rader, Sam Ritter-
man, Michelle Rosenberg, Tracey Rush, Devon
Segel, Jana Silbert, Matthew Soffer, Jan Sterli-
g, Jessica Tannenbaum, Neeli Vasa, Erin Weaver,
Adam Weiner, Rachel Weitz.
Jenn Hepps

Favorite Quote: Reach high, for stars lie hidden in your soul. Dream deep, for every dream precedes the goal. - Pamela Vaull Starr

Favorite TV shows: General Hospital, BH90210, Howard Stern, X-Files, Seinfeld

Favorite Book: The Fountainhead by Ayn Rand

Favorite Movie: The Ten Commandments, Gone With the Wind, One Fine Day

Ways to relax on a weekend: (relax?), watch TV, shopping, hang out with friends; go to the gym, sleep in.

Goal: to make a difference; to be remembered

Proudest Academic Achievement: surviving

Last Words: A couple of nights ago, while delaying to study for yet another biology test, I sat down to watch television. As I began to zone out, an Emergency Broadcasting System message came on. In my deluded, post-cramming state of mind, I began to reflect... This is life is a test, it is only a test. In fact, I thought, life is a test much like my upcoming biology exam—one that no one has ever aced and will ever ace. I grimly to myself, had it been an actual life, we would have received further instructions on where to go and what to do! Without clear directions or an accompanying study guide, life is the kind of test we always complain to our teachers about, begging for that all important extra point. Life is the most difficult of exams, containing an infinite number of questions with no correct answers. But that’s the beauty of it! Unlike my biology test, in life, almost any answer can be right if we truly follow it through. In life, we can be free to take risks—and still pass in the end. In life, there is no time to worry obsessively over failure, only over the chances we miss when we don’t even try.

Chris Li

Cum Laude

Muju Eric Tsay

Favorite Expression or Quote: “Don’t worry. Be Happy.” “Ich”
Favorite Music Group/Singer: Green Day, Jewel, and The Verve Pipe
Favorite Book: The Count of Monte Cristo
Favorite Movies: Contact, Braveheart, and Titanic
What I do to relax on Weekends: Play volleyball, table tennis, hockey, poker, or video games. Watch TV or movies. Hang out with friends. Sleep.
Goals: Be a successful engineer or doctor. Be jubilant at all times.

Proudest Academic Achievement: Getting an “A” in English IBAP
Last Words: I’m not dying yet! … This last semester of my high school years is the most painful one in my life because of senioritis kicking in at full-strength. As I dream of the graduation day, I also reminisce of my past memories with my friends. It seems as if yesterday I was just a freshman working diligently, but now I am a senior procrastinating and waiting for the graduation day. I know that I am going to miss some friends that I will not see in college and certain things that I did with them, but I also know that it is time to move on, and college is the next phase.

Michael Benn

Quote: “Transcend mediocrity.”
Favorite Type of Music: Show tunes (especially South Pacific, Carousel, Cabaret, Joseph, Fiddler, Camelot, Pippin, West Side Story, Gypsy, Les Miserables, and The Wizard of Oz)
Favorite Books: The Once and Future King, The Fountainhead, Don Quixote, Les Miserables
Favorite Movie: Braveheart, Spaceballs
How do I relax on the Weekends: I’ll chill with my friends, whether at rehearsal or out on our own. Also, I take really long showers.
Goal: To succeed as a musical theater star, to extend my family, to be happy … always.

Proudest Academic Achievement: Becoming a ranking scholar
Last Words: Hindsight is no sight I’ve been told. Its funny that when I come to East as a freshman all I could think about was becoming a sophomore. When I was a sophomore, I couldn’t wait to be an upperclassman. Junior year felt merely like another stop on the way to becoming a senior. And, here I am. Only now do I truly realize how precious these last four years have been to me. I am proud of what I have accomplished in the classroom, but I am even prouder of what I’ve accomplished outside of it. I will always remember East, for here I discovered theater, music, friends, and mentors. It seems, while I was looking to the future, the present was happening all the time. I live for these moments, these happenings I cherish. I will miss them so much. But, I’m a senior … and I can’t help looking onward towards college. I guess its the natural state of things, to be looking ahead. I’m just happy that in-between, I found the time to look up, down, left, and right.

Sameet Desai

Letter Of Commendation

National Merit


Jonathan Adler, Michael Benn, Jason Block, Joshua Blum, Brooke Brown, Christine Chen, Karly Grossman, Daniel Harman, Brian Haughwout, Kevin Haughwout, Jennifer Hepple, David Lauer, Christopher Li, Jill Rusignuolo, Shana Smulyan, Adam Weiner
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After studying, dancing, singing, running, talking, laughing, crying, and smiling, we leave a building that will forever hold the memories of our high school years. These years at East have provided us not only with four years of memories, but also a foundation for our future.

Experiencing what we have as a class, sharing our lives with one another, the bonds formed will remain indelibly etched in our minds, and most importantly, our hearts. We step away to begin our lives, forever grateful for these wonder years.

FRESHMAN YEAR

Timidly walking through the doors of the student entrance, we looked down the long corridors of East. "Cafeteria One," sternly said the hall monitor as he directed us into the lion's pit. Upon entering, we nervously glanced around, desperately searching for a familiar face, a recognizable voice. Homeroom was a thrill: "fill out this form" ... "take this home and get it signed" ... "here's your identification/library card - $2.00 if you lose it" ... "today is Day 0, tomorrow Day 1. Your schedule indicates the day you have lab ...". "They didn't say anything about labs at the Freshman Orientation," we thought to ourselves.

What a joy it was running through the halls in pursuit of our next class. "Five minutes! Not enough time!" Besides dodging upperclassmen selling elevator passes and finally realizing there was no fourth floor with a pool, the first month of our high school years came and went. We finally memorized not one, but two locker combinations.

Tasting "East's buffet", we busily attended introductory meetings for clubs and sports. FOP was the highlight of our after-school social life. We entertained in the East productions of *Noises Off* and *The Wizard of Oz*. Little did we know that the activities we participated in now would become such an integral part of our senior year. No sooner had we become accustomed to courses such as Earth Science, QPS, SteM, World Civilizations, Algebra, English, Geometry, and Freshmen Health than were we meeting our guidance counselors for the first time, deciding whether to take honors, accelerated, regular, or modified courses next year.

After surviving our terror of an earthquake, sophomore year showed its ugly face over the horizon. Horror stories and looks on the faces of pre-juniors were safely tucked in the backs of minds. As Final Exams came by, we consoled ourselves with the new relationships we formed with one another and upperclassmen. No longer did we view them as students with a monomaniacal obsession to destroy us, but as venerable sources of information on activities, classes, final exams, companions to the Freshman Dance, and, of course, alternate modes of transportation.
Say Good-Bye

SOPHOMORE YEAR

The second year of our high school experience enshrouded us as we walked through the familiar doors of the student entrance the very first day of school. “What? Pop quiz? We didn’t have a pop quiz on the first day last year!” Sleepless nights became a way of life as we sadly reminisced on the empty backpacks of freshman year, bringing the joy of becoming sophomores to envy.

Driver’s Ed lifted our spirits as visions of attaining a permit guided our efforts in reading the highlighted manuals for the written exam. After enjoying snow days conveniently placed by Mother Nature on swamped testing days, we listened during seventh period as O.J. Simpson’s “Not Guilty” verdict was announced over the intercom.

Our music talent took off in Joseph and The Technicolor Dreamcoat and Carousel. We attended the Cotillion in the school cafeteria and asked anyone we remotely knew to turn our class rings 98 times. Second semester earned us the title of pre-juniors, and, justly so. For, a five-day week blended into one long day topped off by a weekend spent in the library researching for term papers was the highlight of our lives. Cliff became our best friend when those 500 page English books were due while caffeine was the soul source of our dietary supplements. We discovered a whole new meaning to the word “procrastination” around Final Exam time and wondered whether sweating summer days late into June was worth the snow.

JUNIOR YEAR

The summer was highlighted with the Summer Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia. A “potential” teacher’s strike kept us on the edge of our seats. However, with shattered dreams, we sulked into school as scheduled. Guidance passes swamped our homerooms. “Do you know where you want to apply? ... Here is your class rank...” “Class rank? College? I just began high school!” we thought to ourselves.

No sooner had we purged our fears of taking on the responsibilities of upperclassmen were we mailing our checks of $32.00 to the SAT College Board for the torturous test in the spring. We fretted over grades, PSAT’s, college mail, and grades some more. All-nighters were a way of life, useless to complain about.

Second semester was marked by applications to Governor’s School, Boys’ State, Girls’ State, and Rotary. Leadership positions in Blood Drive, SGA, and every other activity became coveted prizes. We cheered as the Boys’ Volleyball team worked their way to winning the State Championships for the second time in a row and the Girls’ Swimming team capturing the State Title. The Miracle Worker
and *Cabaret* were highlights of the drama department. Our worries were cast away at our first prom. Fancy dresses, dashing tuxedoes, great food, limos, and one another made an unforgettable night as we danced to “We’ve Got Tonight” in the Venice Plaza.

The end of our junior year edged even closer as the world decided to test our knowledge to the max with SAT’s, SAT II’s, AP Exams, and, of course, those goody ol’ Final Exams. Cameras captured our desire for the year to end as we posed for Senior Portraits. We cried out in pain as the seniors in our classes were exempt from the exam upon receiving a grade of “excellence” and yearned for our chances next year.

**SENIOR YEAR: A BITTERSWEET VICTORY**

After surviving junior year, our summer lives were attacked by an army of college applications. We came into school in fear of the task that lay before us and in joy. For, we were finally SENIORS! The head honcho of the student body, the “big man” on campus. We were leaders of the school and took the position seriously. Driving was a privilege we enjoyed. Strolling into homeroom one minute before the bell was great. Now, one minute after the bell... that was a problem. After being constantly reminded by campus police of the risk of losing our parking space after 12 lates, we pulled our act together.

We saw the first signs of Senioritis... lateness to class, lunch for three periods in a row... leaving school a little too early. However, early decision deadlines loomed ahead, suppressing our urge to slack off.

Spirit Week brought our class together for the last time in support of our school as a whole. The Homecoming Game was a blast as we won a decisive victory against West. Mr. East and the Variety Show provided us with some precious bonding time with the class. We mourned the deaths of Mother Teresa and Princess Diana. President Clinton rocked the nation with his alleged sex scandals. With heavy hearts, we listened to Mr. Fleischman’s farewell speech.

As second semester came, we walked through the hallways bareheaded and shivering in accordance with new school policy: no hats and jackets worn in building. After rubbing elbows with Mickey Mouse during our senior trip to Walt Disney World, we enjoyed a second helping of Senior Cut Days. Once again, we survived “Hell Week” as the productions of *Broadway Review* and *South Pacific* were a success. The Senior Prom highlighted our years at East with a magical night ending “A Time To Remember”. Before long, we marched on the green grass to Pompeo and Circumstance donned in red and white gowns, leaving behind life as we knew it for twelve years in exchange for an opportunity at success in the world.

Arriving at Project Graduation, we realized that this was the end of our era as children in a public school system and the beginning as adults in our own system. “Will I see you again?” we thought to ourselves as we glanced at one another. From the beginning of freshmen year, we had created memories unique to each one of us. We knew we would look back on the times we cried, and laugh. Little did we realize that we would look back on the times we laughed, and cry. Finally, after studying, dancing, singing, running, talking, laughing, crying, and smiling our way to the top, we can remember our bittersweet victory.
Cortney Abramsohn  Michael Abruscato  Jennifer Adams  Michael Adelizzi
Jonathan Adler  Robert Adler  Shannon Agner  Joseph Ahrens
Sarang Ahuja  Kevin Akinskas  Nicole Albert  Marvin Alexander
Rebeca Altamirano  Melissa Anderson  Philip Anderson  Danielle Arnao

... Big Al’s “Do Hugs Not Drugs” ... Spirit Week ... Teachers Strike ... Pep Rally
State at the vegetables spinning around and around, dashed haphazardly with shiny, cold blades in the food processor. Applying to college may make one feel as dizzy as the vegetables, constantly watching out for cuts and trying to climb to the top with a force persistently pulling down. After years of trying to find conformity in nonconformity, seniors must reveal a creativity that is illuminating to admissions officers as well as themselves. This creativity is one of the prominent factors seniors deal with when applying for college and scholarships. As Ariel Schwartz ('98) said, "Even after living seventeen years, I still find it hard to clearly define myself, making my personality stand out among a mass of other applicants. This process takes exceptional creativity, and I have come to a better understanding of myself because of it."

Besides being creative, finding financial aid is also exhausting. After searching for every possible way to finance a college education and maybe even graduate school, one may wish to speak German and live in Germany where there exists no college tuition. "So many people have advised me to go to a more expensive school than Rutgers, but not one has offered to make up for the difference in cost," said Sam Ritterman ('98). Seniors now have to think more about their future, the debt they will incur going to graduate school. The idea of being in debt even before getting a job is not very comforting to many students.

With all the pressures of deadlines, soul-searching, money-hunting, and maintaining grades, seniors still find time to relax. Although sometimes balancing a personal life and preparing for college may seem impossible, students need the time to release the stress. Jamie Lawton ('98) said, "There are lots of things to think about all at once: finishing applications, searching and applying for scholarships, having a life at the same time. Live in the present and think for the future."

"Sometimes it is so overwhelming but in the end it's all worth it," said Natalie Perelman ('98). Don't despair. Whirling around in a prospective college freshman processor definitely causes some screeches and bruises, but the end result is a beginning to a main course. Take time to enjoy the new experience.

Keith Oetting ('98) and Michael Rinehart ('98) sift through the wealth of college information located in the guidance office.

... Blizzard of '96 ... Battle of the Bands ... TI-83 ... Powder Puffs ... Multicultural
Jill Belinsky  Michael Benn  Jaime Bennett  Pamneit Bhogal
Nichole Bidne  Jennifer Bloch  Jason Block  Joshua Blum
Genellen Bona  Kerri Brady  Erica Braverman  Arin Brenner
Brooke Brown  Dustin Brown  Erynne Brown  Justin Brown

Day ... Fire Drills “P-1” ... Mr. B’s Buffet Speech ... $25 parking?! ... O.J. Verdict in
Ian Cohen  Jessica Cohen  Mark Cohen  Michael Cohen

Michael Conrad  Philip Cook  Jared Cowan  Sharon Cravens

Adina Croce  Ilene Cummings  Monica D'Antonio  Christopher D’Imperio

Nicholas Daly  Louis D’anella  Christopher Dantzler  Dibya Das

... trab, trabbing, trabbed ... Summer Readings ... Freshman Dance ... Cliffs
As rare as it may seem, many seniors have outside jobs. For years now, more and more high school students are choosing to work as well as attend school. No longer are the 'extra jobs' only for those who need the income. The main reason behind students working is the desire for spending money.

Now that so many students work, the logical question would be: how do they balance all of their responsibilities? It seems that all the homework teachers pile onto students is overwhelming enough. However, there are some who feel they can handle both the pressures of academics and a job. As John Woods ('98) said, "It's really hard when I'm trying to cram in all my homework and juggle my job at the same time - but it has taught me to take advantage of my free time better and learn how to deal with responsibilities."

As the class of 1998 signs out the pile of college applications, the preparation for the 'next step' is mounting. Many students agree that working is a good way to gain experience for the real world. "I think the experience is really worthwhile because now I know something about having a blue collar job, I won't turn out to be a kid who gets hit with reality after college," said Scott Kuo ('98). While the work-study experience may at times weigh heavily on the shoulders of students, the popular opinion seems to be that the benefits outweigh the sacrifices.

Carrying a tray of M&M cookies, Scott Kuo ('98) begins another working shift at the American Cookie Company. Many seniors choose jobs during their last year in high school not only to earn spending money but also to gain experience for the 'real' world.

---

Notes ... Class Rings ... New Superintendent ... PSAT ... Stress Management ...
Senior year, the final chapter of high school, places the entire world into perspective for the class of '98. Preparing to leave, seniors will encounter a new realm of possibility. Even though they are overflowing with the excitement of beginning something new, seniors are painfully aware of the period in their lives they are leaving behind.

During this time, a special bond exists between each senior towards the foundation where they experienced countless joys and disappointments. Robin Kim ('98) said, "I made so many lasting friends at East, and I hope that after I graduate, I will keep in touch with all of them." Besides friendships, seniors gained experiences indicative of the qualities needed to survive in the world after high school. As Sima Kothari said, "Through East's active student government, I learned the leadership skills strongly needed in college."

As graduation day grows closer, seniors have mixed feelings. The students can almost feel the joy of receiving a diploma certifying their accomplishment for four years of hard work as well as the sadness of leaving behind the fond memories they shared with friends. As Alissa Paladinetti ('98) said, "Graduation day will be a bittersweet day. It is the end of a chapter, but it is also the beginning."
Kym Gorrell  Robert Grasso  Cynthia Greenberg
Brandy Groce  Michael Gromadzyn  Karly Grossman  Dana Gubbei
Russell Gutin  Kriti Gwal  Daniel Hannum  Bridget Hanzok
Hanlon Harris IV  Brian Haughwout  Kevin Haughwout
Education Night ... Noises Off ... FOP ... Back to School Night ... Wizard of OZ
Minyoung Ji  Jumaah Johnson  Barbara Jones  Linda Jones
Jonathan Jumento  Diana Kang  Johnny Kang  Justin Karl
Andrew Katz  Allen Kent  Benjamin Kim  Grace Kim
Lydia Kim  Robin Kim  Christopher King  Damion King

Stanley Cup  Go Ask Alice  Star Forum  Rotating Lessons  National
For four long, hard, and interesting years, the class of 1998 has carried the responsibilities that come with being a high school student. What has changed? What has stayed the same? As graduation nears, the students reflect upon their journey from ninth grade to the present.

One of the biggest differences between freshman year and senior year is the increase in workload. Chhavi Bansal ('98) said, "When I was a freshman, I thought the workload was tough; but I took all honors classes sophomore year, so I was going through torture basically. Junior year was better, though." Many seniors say they not only observe a change academically, but also personally. As Gina Galie ('98) reflected, "Freshman year I was really timid, but now I have more self-confidence."

Taking everything into consideration, there exist many changes and similarities. For one thing, many seniors managed to maintain the same friendships throughout high school. However, one striking change is the growth in mind of senior students as they matured with the experiences of high school. As seniors prepare to enter into the real world, the growth and experience in high school will help them achieve their goals.

A Day In The Life Of A Senior

Joshua Kirschbaum  Michael Kitchner  Spyros Kokolis  Vanessa Koppel

Sima Kothari  Adam Kovalevich  Zara Kozlov  Benjamin Kraft

Merit Semi-Finalists ... Freshman Orientation ... Interim Reports ... Sweeney
Senior Style

Come, O Ye skeptics! I invite you all to walk through the halls of Cherry Hill High School East for a day, and feast your eyes upon the vast variety of clothing styles exhibited by its inhabitants! In such a large school where everyone is trying to find a niche, the students here, especially the Seniors, often try to establish a place for themselves through their clothing styles.

Those who have found their identities dress wildly, casually, trendy, or just plain comfortably, barely restricted by the lenient dress code. But do they know how long that freedom of fashion will last? Do the Seniors realize that in the not-so-distant future, many of them may have jobs that will require a manner of dress that may not reflect their personalities or the threads they wear so shamelessly now? Probably not. If that is what lies ahead, then it is true that innocence is bliss, as the saying goes. For it is far better to revel in today's expressive clothes unknowingly than to forgo the fashion freedom and live in fear of the coming of conformity.

Say cheese! Members of the class of '98 display the variety of clothing styles worn by members of the senior class. From 'trendy' to 'relaxed', one is sure to find a full range of styles unique to groups of seniors as well as individuals.
Lauren Mehr  Neil Mehta  Nicholas Melilli
Annalisa Mendoza  Stephanie Mennes  Brooke Mensch  Susan Meuse
Martin Michalisko  Charles Miracola Jr.  Sunil Mistry  Chirag Mithani
Robert Moeller  Mahbod Mohazzebi  Shira Moldoff
Elections  Opera Night at East  Cougar's Den  Haunted House  Space
Available ... Balloon-O-Grams ... Disney World ... Simon Papers ... Hay Rides
... Senior Skating Party ... Parking Lot Jam ... College Visits ... Doing a 9.8 ...
The class of 1998 is finally enjoying the elite status that comes with senior territory and many are savoring every minute of it. Why? Well, for a lot of seniors, the work-play scale has tipped. Now, school takes the back seat to fun. Still, the question remains: What exactly is senioritis?

Senioritis is commonly defined as the lax attitude towards anything academic. In other words, instead of studying for that calculus test, a senior may just forget the notebook in school and party-hop with friends the night before the exam. In this situation, school becomes the perfect place for rest and relaxation. “It gets to the point that you just walk into class and fall asleep,” said Kevin Scanlon ’98.

One reason why so many seniors turn towards this anti-academic attitude is that after breaking their backs for four years, students are just plain tired. As a result, some seniors have taken easier classes during their final year. As Justin Karl ’98 said, “This year I had to drop a course because it was too hard.” Another reason for senioritis is the numerous distractions that tag along with twelfth grade. Jobs seniors have as well as positions they hold in clubs or extra-curricular activities add to the distraction from academic work. “In addition to all the work, there’s always college applications that need to worry over,” said Chris Lu ’98.

As the year finally dwindles down to the precious few days before graduation, the emotions can be overwhelming. Even though students of the class of ’98 may experience varying degrees of senioritis, the idea of leaving a place where they put in at least three years of hard work and energy for achieving success as well as building relationships wrenches the heart.

John Beek ’98 and Matt Soffer ’98 take time out of class to play games on a graphing calculator. Heading towards the end of their last year in high school, seniors find that the temptation of slacking off academically is an ever-present force. Some feel that a break is not only needed, but also well deserved.

Girls’ Swim Team State Champs ... Cougar Mascot ... Senior Bowling Party ...
Joshua Polansky  Jeffrey Potter  Erin Pursell
Edward Pyne  Robert Pyne  Martin Quick  Courtney Rader
Arjun Ram  Brett Ravitz  Cari Reiner  Aaron Reisner
Grace Rhee  Michael Rinehart  Samuel Ritterman

Health ... Driver's Education ... Hall Monitors ... Early Dismissals ... HSPT
Testing ... Mock Trial ... 4th Floor? ... “Big Yellow Limousine” ... Up the Down
Like St. Peter at the gates of heaven, there is a sense of entering some place special when Officer Lazar waves you through the entrance of the Cherry Hill East parking lot. Almost universally, Cherry Hill East students wish to reach that nirvana of driving. “I love driving,” said Saul Shamesh ’98. “Driving is great. Driving is like a big juicy steak.”

Yes, many East students regard driving as one of the most enjoyable aspects of teenage life. “I had a car which used to honk its horn every time I ran the windshield wipers. So, I was driving in the rain and honking away when this big guy starts staring at me. There was nothing I could do. I loved that car,” explained Russ Gutin ’98. It appears East students would travel to school in a clown car if it meant they could drive. Though often hazardous chemicals exit these decaying cars, East students will continue to pursue their love of driving.

Justin Brown ’98 and Nicole Brown ’98 arrive to school with smiles on their faces. Without the worry of catching the bus, many seniors enjoy the privilege of driving to school and squeezing in precious minutes of sleep. As Devon Segel ’98 said, “I like driving to school because I can leave whenever I want in the morning as well as the afternoon. Many times, the clubs I participate in end long before the late bus comes. With a car, I can leave when I want.”

Driving
Devon Segel
Rebecca Sellers
Scott Sempier
Becky Sendrow
Laura Sharkey
Jessica Shaw
Erica Shaya
Saul Shemesh
Sophie Shen
Jacquelyn Shernoff
Nicholas Sherwin
Ilana Silbert
Daniel Silverman
Jennifer Silverstein
Jillian Skala
Lauren Slawsky

Debate Team ... Boy's Volleyball State Champs ... Blue M&M's ... Pretzel Sales
... Lunar Banquet ... 1st Girls Track Team Win ... Graduation ... Big Al’s “Do
Christina Tripodo
Jersey Rose Tsai
Muju Eric Tsay
Christopher Tyska

Amy Van De Rijn
Joseph Varallo
Pratima Vardhana
Neelima Vasa

Jennifer Vece
Christos Velis
Thi Anh Vuong
Joshua Wallen

Jeffrey Walsh
Jennifer Walsh
Justin Waring
Erin Weaver

... Battle of the Bands ... TI-83 ... Powder Puffs ... Multicultural Day ... Fire Drills
The Senior Prom. No, this isn’t just another dance, this is THE dance: the last dance of the last year of high school, that magical night when the girls look gorgeous, the guys look hot, and all your dreams come true. At least, that’s the way it is in the movies.

While the Senior Prom is a night of glittering enchantment, a lot of preparation and stress go into making this night one to remember. First, students must undergo the process of getting a date, which, for single students, can be more than a little nerve-wracking. Once the date is settled, the guys rent tuxedos and order flowers, while the girls go on endless shopping trips in search of ‘The Dress’ and calculate the exact amount of time needed between hair and nail appointments.

Strategically placed on a Thursday night, the Senior Prom encompasses the whole weekend. Thus, extensive post-Prom plans must also be made. By the time the big night comes around, the excitement and anticipation that have been building are at an all-time high. But if the weather is good, the flowers match, and the limo can fit everyone, all stress is forgotten. Then, Prom-goers relax, and concentrate on having the time of their lives.

Ready to hit the dance floor, seniors pose with their dates for pictures before heading to the prom. Prom night is one of the most majestic as well as memorable times of high school.

“P-1” ... Mr. B’s Buffet Speech ... $25 parking?! ... O.J. Verdict in School ... Red
1502 Burnt Mill Road

"If you think money can't buy everything, then you just don't know where to shop." MEMORIES: Sophomore year; West with Lisa; 400, 
Thorn, Camaro, Mustang Sally, J.K. 
Sweet Love. 22 Times. counterproductive. boxwood. 
shadows. Satan, Satan. The Moment. Sharp Bulldog. 1500 Hillside Drive

"Impossible, that's not in my dictionary." MEMORIES: Off Road with my GMC Jimmy, Joel's jeep, Jim's Roden, Crack's many trucks, 
Tommy's big bronco, Bob's van. Going to the cabin on Sunday. Vote for our airport. Big Jimmy 
destroying Little Mill digging out Dan's Bronco. The bon 
Yes, I did. It's my car. Going to the cabin on Sunday. Vote for our airport. Big Jimmy

NICHOLAS J. DALY
27 Highgate Lane

"Time - Don't let it slip away, raise your glass, here's to yesterday. " 
Aerosmith. MEMORIES: Lesak runs, Rush's - bad pizza 
Dip into the nest, 400, Thorn, Camaro, Mustang Sally, J.K. 
Sweet Love. 22 Times. counterproductive. boxwood. 

"It's a journey of a thousand miles with a single step." MEMORIES: 
my locker - "How do you open this thing?" QPS - 0.2% 
error! *snicker *Asian Invasion* my good, stupid games, Cot 
lion, Carto, "Hey, my mom!" "Cleveland." "11 PM "Pigeon 
Expedition," "Magnum XL-200," Bio - "Who wants to cut?" 
pushing carts; "I'm a huge man in trouble and you didn't?" "Campionship" wrestling; ZAM - "Billards or 
bowling?" Car, Boat, House, "Pele," "The Tackle." Class's 
prickes Pickering loves Dominique; Psyche - "My brain's 
less than yours!" To: Thanks for the memories. To: Ida, No - the 
best memories. Eats Singer 3; 4, Soccer 1; 2, Football 4; 
Asian Cultural Society 2, 3, 4.

MONICA D'ANTONIO
1776 Hillside Drive

MEMORIES: Wildwood 95 - 97, Lamby and Shaw; Uncle 
Finkle, great, rich, and funny. Great. Basketball, baseball, 
football, tennis, and until 4th grade, and Kay and Kath - Thanks for all the great memories. All - You're a 
"swell" friend. Love you lots; Jackie - I love you. Good luck 
next year. I'll miss you; Jacob - You'll always be in my 
heart; Lisa - You're my very best friend. Thanks for all you 
done for me. I love you; Mom, Greg and Mimi - Thanks for 
everything. I love you all. ACTIVITIES: Adopt A Grandparent; 1 
Basketball; 1, Powder Puff 3, 4; Softball 1, 2, 3, 4.

OSAKA DASHAWETZ
10 Kingsdale Avenue

"Live for your future, not in your past." MEMORIES: Cinnamon, 
Sugar, Spice and all things nice. Me and my girlfriend - and 
the cousins: "When are they going to Planet Hollywood?" and 
"Let's explore." - Disney '95; Annalisa and the "guys": Walking in a 
wedding - Virginia Beach; South Love; LOVE 95; Philips-Movie Combo; Cruising in 
Lexuses and BMWs; English 10; Sixteenth Birthday; Being a 
suspended runaway: "What's wrong with your teeth?" - Key 
West '96. Me and Mark. ACTIVITIES: Adopt a Grandparent; 1 
Spanish Club 2, 3; Amnesty International 2.

DAVID CROFFORD
5005 Brian Drive

"The light shines on you when you and if you want it to!" MEMORIES: 
gesting for lost in Philly with Winter; shore fights: "Sit down 
Son!"; Wade's bug at Rik's; cranking Flats; Matt's little slam; 
Super G's lottery; car ride to Matt's; delicious sauces at 
Becks. Eagles game. Sitting with dad and friends; ping-pong with 
Scott and Brett; car racing Wade; snow-blowing at window; "I 
sho'll be home in 30 minutes!" Dunkin Donuts denial; Phillips hat 
to wear on prom night; encouragement from parents; thrown out of 
local bar; "Sorority Rush"; a "We're the best!". ACTIVITIES: 
Junior Varsity Golf; 1, Varsity 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2.

CARYN D. JAVIS
1238 Liberty Bell Drive

"We're never too young for what lies behind us or anything that 
lies within us." MEMORIES: repairing after Ryan 
Trout, slacker; 7/29/95, Mr. Oklahoma, the park, pulling 
a U-haul; Cotillion, the porch, Emily as Jole, 7-11 ride, All 
American girl, Dave Matthews and the parking lot, bashing at 
Josh's. Dublin Blue. Memories of me - "Hey, what are you 
making?" - girl, talk, Kyle's sleeping, prom, the Juniors, all 
of senior year, college? ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, C; Track 7; RFD, others
CLINTON KARROLL

"The great thing in this world is not so much where we are, but in what direction we are moving." — Oliver Wendell Holmes MEMORIES: freshmen year anxiety; hair disaster; sweet sixteen; Charles' birthdays; driver's education; getting my license; hello car, goodbye bus; The Monkees; locker picture; it's muddy; you girls laugh too much; lunches that were too early; college prepitation; tv and soap discussions at lunch; friends and memories that won't be forgotten. ACTIVITIES: Adopt-a-Grandparent 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Rotary Manager 8 (Girls 2); (Boyz 4); Rotary Delegate 3; German Club (Treasurer) 4; Varsity Winter Track 4; Varsity Club 4.

JAMIE ETRIN

6 Forest Hill Dr.

"If I had no friends, I would do just like everyone." MEMORIES: STeM with Erica; feeling the material; Renee's collapsing bed; Great Adventure; meeting Hilly Copan; Pumpkin's concert; Cure concert; with Joe; Guess Me Live; Courgarettes; 2 Ton Tilly; sectionalerized; Mr. Goldenpants; Nof; Lint's ankle; Junior Prom Party; BBOY; Red Lobster; Lonestar; Circus; Carmella getting lonely; leaving 7th period with Monica; summer of '97 with Erica, Wendy, and Tadde; Lint's pajamas; mourning Leo; cow in study hall; Phil McCreer; 3rd period lunch and Lint jokes; Craig; Stick; Jorge; broadcasting; math questions with Courtney; demonic spawn sister; Ford F-100; My honey forever - Joseph McGee; I will always love you; Goodnight my love.

JANNETTE DYMERSKA

18-415 Maly Plock 1/57, Poland

"Think big thoughts, but rely small pleasures" - the BEST MEMORIES: Friendship with Magda, Kopeania and Kacior; Lomma - party mix, hiccups on the faces, chemistry with Kopeania, A.P., wooden playground at 1 am mops w/ Luke; locker talks w/ Ana; Ceci-power, Midnight at Kinko's w/ Ali G., pink eye, Feins' crasy house, homecoming w/ Danny, watching cuties w/ Magda, subsiding SCREAM in 2 Lawrence, aahhh. ACTIVITIES: students' government 1, 2, 3, 4; team 1, 2, 4; volleyball 1, 2, 4; handball 1, 2, 4; human rights organisations, United World Colleges, international camps, blood drive 4; German Club 4; sailors' association.

JEFF FEHNER

125 Society Hill

"All my life people tell me what to say, this is my life, this is my own way." MEMORIES: Justin; Garry; Devon; Kelley; my first car, my first kiss, my first shipping; I'm gonna smash it to smithereens; Dynasty Mock Chicken; Mr. Head's B.S. Class; Anthony's head slide; Jumanda's spycam; What the bloodclot Learnez?; hockey everyday, you want to be a photographer?; junior year lunch; look, a Defender!; my junior prom toodoo; something new, let's see a movie; Mr. Flood; I expected, Friends that I've collected; I'm trying to find what you've expected." - KRS-ONE: ACHIEVEMENTS: DECA 4

RASHAD F. FOLEY

1807 Landmark Rd.

"Crazy, not stupid." MEMORIES: Having no detentions (thank GOD), weird letters to one girl, a quarter million dollar deal to another (it was worth a shot). ACTIVITIES: African-American Club 3, 4; Chess Club 1, 4; French Club 1, 4; Latin Club 1, 2, 3; Spanish Club 4; Bowling 1, 2, 4. "And if you don't know, now you know.

THOMAS D. FONG

23 Strathmore Home

"I know it's true because I saw it on TV." MEMORIES: Times square, blowing a dandelion, Sacred Secrets; Teaching; "La Jeta" Stick; Little Beavers; Parties with "La Harmana de la Jela"; Penn State; Hard Rock Cafe; Chem with Big Siler (Exalted Leader Beava); Physics with Big Steve; A Polonius (Mr. Flood); New Years Party; Valentine's Day; The Jewell and Live Concerts; Ski lodge with "La Jeta"; Great Shames; Falling in Love; Falling out of Love. ACTIVITIES: Track and Field 1, 2, 3; Cross Country 2; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

SHANA FRANTZ

200 Murphy Rd.

"Things turn out for the best for the people who make the best of way things turn out." MEMORIES: never ending supply of gum; South Street shopping; psychic down the shore; Olga's; speed line conversations; perfect key chain; mall; Hollando River; my surprise sweet sixteen; summer tennis; it running late; one minute warning; right; summer at Franklin; mariacartha; visiting the noisy women's; like um like; cherry; Three A's; banana bread; x-tra help and Rosi. ACTIVITIES: Random Acts of Kindness 3, 4; Adopt a Grandparent 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Aids Awareness 2, 3, 4; FOP 3, 4.

ANN M. FRITZSCHE

120 Ashley Court

"Quote: Not trying... it failure and disappointment. Not trying... is never knowing what life would be like if you did! MEMORIES: Pinky; colorful freshman year; astrology class with Ms. Magnoja; Jimmy D and Old Blotto; party on Route 76; Orrin and Jim; good times on Cherry Hill and bashing guys with Jeoff; Jesus; John Perma; my favorite cow; Twiggie isn't girl, but was for Halloween, my Twin that isn't (Kath); "Tightly Whity", PBS, Hanlon and Ernie, and Scott and Ali; Matt, Rachel's jacket; Mai-Li's giggles... and all the other stuff I can't seem to remember! Thank you." 137 Renaissance Drive

JACLYN DAWN FINKEL

146 Renaissance Drive


JOSHUA FISCH

1262 Liberty Bell Dr.

August 5, 1977

"If it's bad, or just the beginning?" - Robert Plant MEMORIES: Jas, Fisch, Sean, Faikey, Sean's back porch; Dennis, first night driving, Mr. Schnell's class, hanging with Sarah, Gary, Harvey's pills, Logan's house, Sappy's and Gross's party, Carissa, Jeff, P-Funk and Dead show, Hal's car ride, Howie's concert, rainy night experience, Prom night 97, Champ, Muffin, Rusty, boys (swimming from camp, Israel) visit to Michigan, Halloween 97, Howie's radio station, Jazz and Fishy's party, forest experience, Thank you for great memories. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1; Student Government 1, 2; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Symphonic Band 1, 2, 3.

WADE A. FISHER

1754 Ritten Road

"Do things to those who wait, but only that left by those who hate." MEMORIES: Chillin in Ventnor, Dr. Katz, Car tag, phats, half dollar, sleepover at mine and bombs, crankin labs, destroying labs at diamond, Israeli, pine, no proms, fleece, chicken pizza, navius, navius, mubba, funny folk in algebra 1. "Do you have the herpes". 64 sessions. "SIT DOWN SON!!" Marilyn, waaahaaaaaaaaaaad, clothes at shellie's, sarcastic, lean off-line, "your parents will be home in 30 minutes ... wants an omelette", benguin at 11, "how ya getting home". ACTIVITIES: Newspaper 1, 2, 3; Sports editor 4; SCAR Representative 1; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; FOP 2; Natural Helper 3, 4.
REGINA CALIE
34 Bassaret Lane
"I never think of the future. It comes soon enough." - Einstein
MEMORIES: Take-out Beef and Broccoli; movies at Marlton 8; working at Atrium Pediatrics; full schedule at Girls State; heat wave at Gettyburg Team Camp; Bermuda Vacation; Splash World at Clementon; going out to see a new movie; first time; 5-hour basketball practices after Thanksgiving; running the mile in under 8 minutes. ACTIVITIES: Girls' Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 3, 4; Girls' State 3; Powder Puff 3, 4; HOLLY GALLEGO
124 Greenwood Rd.
MEMORIES: "I'm not the Playboy, Leo's the Playboy," Parallel parking in Philly. Ocean City with Lauren. "Stripper" at the movies. "Teen Spirit" with Melissa also saw "Rocky". Cleaning out Nick's locker. Fun with flags, drive-by with Kym. Lawside pedestrians, hiding in locker, horror prone, stupid fights, getting pulled over, cruiser movie theater with Carlee, summer night, full moon in Saturn, cat tag in Ross parking with those crazy girls. "Stupid American Gigolo." Me and Leonne throwing deodorant. ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (captain) 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Big Brother/Big Sister Champions; AIDS Awareness 2, 3, 4; PATRICK LUCAS
15 West Eagle Lane
MEMORIES: East football, Chillin in the Hallways, Mrs. McCull's English class, firefighters, Mickey's Basketball Court, Shaker's gymnasium, Going To Extreme Championship Wrestling Party. At Clementon to Remember '97. At the Class of 98 CONGRATULATIONS. To all my friends Good Luck in the future. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 3, 4; Wrestling 2; Golf 1, 3.
SCOTT GALLAGHER
4400 Pine Valley Rd.
"Are you loopy, are you sick, are you hot as anything?" MEMORIES: PBS. Matt, John, Hanlon, Wynn, Russ, Dave, Josh. The Bunnies!!! Thank you for all the good times. All the love, love. NO CITY PICTURES!!! My first PBS appearance had a "ring" to it. If you have the chance to watch it, BUNNIES NEVER DIE. Jared, the start off is killing me, and it's too dark in the darkroom. To my garden hose... Lauren... Work it... Work it. Bring it in the bucks. ACTIVITIES: Photography Aide 4; Men's Track and Field President 1, 2, 3.
SEAN B. GARELL
6 Winter Place
"I do not choose to be a common man. It's my right to be uncommon. I want to dream and to build, to fail and to succeed. I prefer the chance of life to the guaranteed existence; the thrill of fullfillment to the stale calm of utopia." MEMORIES: Hazing in the locker room; dodging the Seniors as a freshman; running down Route 70, winning 600.00 at the track; college applications; soccer victory against Eastern; working at Wawa. ACTIVITIES: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Model United Nations 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Gold 3; soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Coaches Award 4. ZEV WILLIAM GARELL
6 Grandview Lane
"The fate of the future is in our hands, isn't that a scary thought." MEMORIES: Escaping the wrath of the Senior soccer players. Arguments with Sokolov. Deciding on colleges. Going to the track and picking up tips from Fetsch. Chasing the woman I'll never get. Defeating Eastern in the Coaches Tourney with eight seconds remaining. Last minute cramming. Skiing in Killington and Breckenridge with friends. Working long hours at Wawa. Donating blood. Getting called "Sean" all the time. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Coaches Award 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Gold 3; French Club 1, 2, 4.
ARI GEFFEN
1025 Red Oak Dr.
MEMORIES: For memories I can't write, we group picture — Things left unattempted... doing nothing; my other homes, home at Dan G.'s action park; tackle soccer; Jules' "I got a hair in my hair!" Bust out rymes; leaving early; HOT-25M; 7:40 workout plan; the pond; well judged dunk contest — August '92; talk'n trash in the hour; memories of da hood; "it's too small to operate on"; shout out to the dogs: Thank you mom, dad, E family and everyone who's been around; unfinished business. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 4.
RENEE NICOLE GELBER
107 Still Ct.
"People become who they are, and hopefully stay that way." MEMORIES: Jenn in my collapsing bed, chopstick on a string, Great Adventure, Frankie Vail, kissing Bryan Adams, Michael Phillips, Cougarettes, de-assessoried, Mr. Goldscams, Luke's ankle. Junior Prom. RED LOBSTER. Chili's. Friendly's.
JASON NELL GELLER
124 Kings Cross
The Ritz, Ponzie, tennis with Dave. Eagles vs Dallas — freezing cold. Eagles vs Bengals with mom, long weekends at tournaments with dad. Incl. Dancing at Fish Camp, birthday pool parties, 5 hour basketball practices after Thanksgiving; running the mile in under 8 minutes. ACTIVITIES: Girls' Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 3, 4; Girls' State 3; Powder Puff 3, 4; HOLLY GALLEGO
124 Greenwood Rd.
MEMORIES: "I'm not the Playboy, Leo's the Playboy," Parallel parking in Philly. Ocean City with Lauren. "Stripper" at the movies. "Teen Spirit" with Melissa also saw "Rocky". Cleaning out Nick's locker. Fun with flags, drive-by with Kym. Lawside pedestrians, hiding in locker, horror prone, stupid fights, getting pulled over, cruiser movie theater with Carlee, summer night, full moon in Saturn, cat tag in Ross parking with those crazy girls. "Stupid American Gigolo." Me and Leonne throwing deodorant. ACTIVITIES: Cheerleading (captain) 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Big Brother/Big Sister Champions; AIDS Awareness 2, 3, 4; PATRICK LUCAS
15 West Eagle Lane
MEMORIES: East football, Chillin in the Hallways, Mrs. McCull's English class, firefighters, Mickey's Basketball Court, Shaker's gymnasium, Going To Extreme Championship Wrestling Party. At Clementon to Remember '97. At the Class of 98 CONGRATULATIONS. To all my friends Good Luck in the future. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 3, 4; Wrestling 2; Golf 1, 3.
SCOTT GALLAGHER
4400 Pine Valley Rd.
"Are you loopy, are you sick, are you hot as anything?" MEMORIES: PBS. Matt, John, Hanlon, Wynn, Russ, Dave, Josh. The Bunnies!!! Thank you for all the good times. All the love, love. NO CITY PICTURES!!! My first PBS appearance had a "ring" to it. If you have the chance to watch it, BUNNIES NEVER DIE. Jared, the start off is killing me, and it's too dark in the darkroom. To my garden hose... Lauren... Work it... Work it. Bring it in the bucks. ACTIVITIES: Photography Aide 4; Men's Track and Field President 1, 2, 3.
SEAN B. GARELL
6 Winter Place
"I do not choose to be a common man. It's my right to be uncommon. I want to dream and to build, to fail and to succeed. I prefer the chance of life to the guaranteed existence; the thrill of fullfillment to the stale calm of utopia." MEMORIES: Hazing in the locker room; dodging the Seniors as a freshman; running down Route 70, winning 600.00 at the track; college applications; soccer victory against Eastern; working at Wawa. ACTIVITIES: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Model United Nations 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Gold 3; soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Coaches Award 4. ZEV WILLIAM GARELL
6 Grandview Lane
"The fate of the future is in our hands, isn't that a scary thought." MEMORIES: Escaping the wrath of the Senior soccer players. Arguments with Sokolov. Deciding on colleges. Going to the track and picking up tips from Fetsch. Chasing the woman I'll never get. Defeating Eastern in the Coaches Tourney with eight seconds remaining. Last minute cramming. Skiing in Killington and Breckenridge with friends. Working long hours at Wawa. Donating blood. Getting called "Sean" all the time. ACTIVITIES: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Coaches Award 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Gold 3; French Club 1, 2, 4.
ARI GEFFEN
1025 Red Oak Dr.
MEMORIES: For memories I can't write, we group picture — Things left unattempted... doing nothing; my other homes, home at Dan G.'s action park; tackle soccer; Jules' "I got a hair in my hair!" Bust out rymes; leaving early; HOT-25M; 7:40 workout plan; the pond; well judged dunk contest — August '92; talk'n trash in the hour; memories of da hood; "it's too small to operate on"; shout out to the dogs: Thank you mom, dad, E family and everyone who's been around; unfinished business. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 4.
RENEE NICOLE GELBER
107 Still Ct.
"People become who they are, and hopefully stay that way." MEMORIES: Jenn in my collapsing bed, chopstick on a string, Great Adventure, Frankie Vail, kissing Bryan Adams, Michael Phillips, Cougarettes, de-assessoried, Mr. Goldscams, Luke's ankle. Junior Prom. RED LOBSTER. Chili's. Friendly's.

"You do what makes you happy." — My Mommy.

MEMORIES:
- Little Woman, Big Man: the adventures of Woman and
- Annabel, club; campaigner and CCA; troop 299 is to fine; punky
- beach bums; the Spartans; are you white, Jenny
- Lang?; the KLF; dance; sleepovers with Little Bits; Could you pull
- over to the right?; Debbie dice; Happy Love; Monique Banton;
- my stylist; it's you; future bible; Sexy; wook; might be my homie;
- Look at that nice, well, you know; All State 97; Look there's
- All State Guy (points); Jacqui Inc. ACTIVITIES: East Singers 3, 4,
- madrigals 3, 4; Drama Department 3, 4; Thespian Society 3, 4;
- Mimi Company 4; FCA 1, 2, 3.

ELYSA S. PALMA
351 Chanticleer Drive
"We are all that's left..." MEMORIES:
- Doing 60 to McDonald's; missing bear (Oreo); Rejoice Rejoice!!
- PVAS dance routine; singing with Maxine during classes; bonding with
- Jennifer; Elizabeth - being my bodyguard; the balcony; Vocal
- Workshop guys hanging an "H," teaching translating lessons; singing
- "Somewhere Out There" to the baby at West Jersey Hospital;
- Chair's air pockets; type A personality; the Pooh; baby's
- sugar cubes; grrr. ACTIVITIES: Adopt-a-Grandparent 1, 2, 3;
- Drama 1, 2, 3; Vocal 1, 2, 3, 4; Courageettes 2, 3, 4 (captain);
- Orchestra 1, 2; French Club 1.

JENNA PANNEPACKER
1980 N. Birchwood Pl. Dr.
"Any way home I remember all the best days." MEMORIES:
- Sandursh walking in the clouds; you've shown me Christ;
- Lips, you're woman; Air-Head I love you; Amy despite all it;
- Debbi docket; duets and the Officetown; Erica's 17th;
- Johnny Lang; are you white? Jackie; how about those back
- naps; streamlined position; Cotney; you're divine; To all my
- buds for putting up with HIM!!; Us Brownie girls troop 299,
- for all the AW support; 6 hours to Mt. Holly?; The KLF will
- rock you like: Er; how many guys?; Mom; I love you forever.

ACTIVITIES: FCA 2, 3; East Singers 2, 3, 4; Madrigals 2, 3, 4.

RACHEL R. PAYNE
312 Longview Drive
"Get your hands off my cup, you don't wanna go in there..." MEMORIES:
- Freshman year; frat colleges everywhere; sister's party at
- Rodeway; Macintosh Inn; chilling with Bainu, Arun, Shau;
- "V," all the John's and Mike's, and everyone that was
drinking; one a place; a senior year; loving every moment of
- it. ACTIVITIES: Indian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Asian
- Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, Track and Field 2; 3; 4; Blood Drive
- home room 4.

SHIRLEY G. PATEL
11850 Hampton Road, Cherry Hill N.J. 08003
"All need in my life is love and my girlfriend..." MEMORIES:
- Sheryll Whitley; bugsface; Where's my CD?; Pron; pensy; tee
- he; clubbing???; span; pallavallot; Quasimodo; Merry Christ-
- maasaa??; Ebeneezer VB; volleyball; staying after school for
- 9th and 10th grade; Physics; Soccer; French; Silver; lab; the KLF;
- experience; QPS; river wild; counting number of Scott
- sneeze; the Josh pencil drop; Thanksgiving; wink "not in
- public!"; singing at lunch; buffing up with Sonia; fat pig;
- giggy dog; rollerblading with Fabi; Schnull; English giggle;
- playing VB with my head; VB with Lisa K; Collin's truck;
- parking at the mall; IBM; Sarge and Springs; shirts; leaving
- Lydia in Chinatown; Austin Powers; wear with Robino.

SARAH L. PEARCE
20 Whitney Rd.
"Goni gons..." Are you threatening me." MEMORIES: First day of
- Sophomore year; going to the mail every day with Pati; going
to the Olympic Training Center, Colorado Springs; party in
- May 1996; Matt; going to the 1997 Glastonbury Performing Arts
- Festival, shopping in London; Brian (January 19, 1997 —
- September 29, 1997); Metallica 11-11-97. ACTIVITIES: Varsity
- Bowling; Bowler of the week; speed skating.

JOHN J. PEPA
1028 Peacecreek Lane
"I made you laugh." MEMORIES: jokes and impressions;
- Quotes, brain teasers, My Creed: This IS a book about 1983;
- Jordan is a Chaste Maid; The Sea is Sweet House; muffins;
- Amandla, with 3 brothers; Finkites; potatoes; dog
- dog; Blood Man; double punch; the Gay Dolphin; the alpha-
- beta; a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j. k. l. m. n. o. p. q. r. s. t. u. v. w. x. y. z.
- I caged Arnold: Do Josh; inserting contacts on bus; in the 'safe';
- Where's Harold Michellbe; Bedfont Queen; Flamin' Arroz.
- ACTIVITIES: FCA 1; Blood Drive 4; FOP 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4
- ALEX PERETSAN
1846 Lucerne Blvd.
"We must cultivate our garden..." - Candide. MEMORIES:
- No more hauvos or prattle lies... who am I, where am I going...;
- the hummingbird and the rabbit... swimming at video
- poker, losing at slots; Quinn este; — mary's license... base-
- ment ping pong... goat noises... 1-nil & Huddersfield Town...
COURTNEY ANNE RADER

5 Waverly Road
The Time Is Now! To everyone that has meant the world to me for the past four years — your governor’s school... "Weep not for the Memories"

ACTIVITIES: Drama and Music 1, 2, 3, 4; Senior Hall of Fame.

RUAN K. RAM

5 Lakeside Drive
"my mind is seen through your design like blind fury"

MEMORIES: Peanut Butter Crisps. Watching to listen to... Rae: We gotta talk to Jake. Mira: Miral; Kaplan; You go stable, you go stable, you must have a right there; Toothpick’s party; The ones; Winner pays: Rhien; Peace to God, the Family, Prodigy, Toothpick, Enigma, and Big V: shouts to Strictly Photic; Blue, Louis, Sun Chips, Kanji, Khali, Havoc, Slide, Shaff, Shaff, Lee, Lee Lee, Lee, and Slor: There aren’t even two to my god; Kamandaghi and Tamandlan Forever! ACTIVITIES: Indian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 1, 2, 3, 4.

REBECCA RITTS

16 Gatewood Rd.
You either march with the band, or you face the man. — Ed Hall

MEMORIES: Friday night football; Africa (nuovo); Hello; Easy: Loog’s workshop; where’s Dennis; Shoglyong: Did you see Senun; Bigg-Poong; Late night rega, Dondum; Clinton Colton: Rip chimp; Pilot’s rules; What; hah; Jastror’s shore: production to Green Monster: Earl; The Rip @ G-World; The Rip; Hedges, French Halloween; Senior Prom ’95; Pat: brother to basic pre-gas crew; Brett & Sarah; Rudy at the Feldman’s; Peppey’s home ideas; Swingers; pay phones; lucky Jastick; The park; Droopy tit; orange piece; Phish; Mathews; Howard ’97; Eagles: Flying

ACTIVITIES: F.O.P. 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Aids Awareness 2, 3, 4.

CAROL B. REINDER

7 Southwood Dr.
In three words I can sum up everything I’ve learned about life.

goes on. — Robert Frost

MEMORIES: Freshman dance: parfait table; pink lemonade; getting lost at Old Orchard; random people walking by; race track; thong; smoke; singer’s hangers: sex; secret; Gladus, auntie’s bice, headlamps behind; Friday’s 6th; movies; coincidence at Diane’s coffee, and magazines; salting the hair; field hockey; lacrosse; gym: clothes; clothes

ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4.

ARON REISNER

Luncheon Ct.
"Why do you agree with me often if you weren’t wrong so much."

MEMORIES: 12 guys in a jeep, Jor, + Sucz, the door, the hour of the month, summer shaking, lying in the hammock, the grass chair, da da da, painting mishaps, Skobok discount meal deal, Springdale carnival car, making an S turn into the mall, tealy, the rolling Wrangler, Pepsi Kona, missing cookies, extra B. Bus, back parking in blue, star stripping, Ping, Fade

MEMORIES: the morning announcements, the food service office, hurraic ACTIVITIES: B’nai Brith 1, 2, 3, 4, Tennis 1, 2, Bowling 1, 2, 3, 4, Chess 1, 2, 3, 4, Eastside; Eastside Online 4.

MY VAN DE REIN

2 Green Tree Way
Things are becoming more of a dream with each waking day.

MEMORIES: Prom ’97; oldest dates at prom; McDonald’s special parking; Victoria Secret Special’s; PITT; Mickleber; we used to rare Christie; again; Aunt’s house; Frosty’s Ben & Jerry’s; Alex Pouderpew. Walmart, I really think the trunks are in the trunk. by the dog: The Waylon, M. von: Wolf, S. christmas with John; John: Law’s luck; Silverman and Rosenfield; “Hey Man, little bit?”; “Hey”; “Okay Bob”, “Little game”, “little game”, “Full House” at Matt’s, Big Pore; Dibba; “Hello”; Big Ruse; Liz Reed & Little Martha & Liz Reed; Santana base solo; Whipping Boy; “Where my Burger King at?”; “Hel-”


ACTIVITIES: F.O.P. 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4.

MATT SAPERSTONE

52 Lakeside Drive
“one doesn’t realize what they have until it is gone.” MEMORIES: Curt Flood: “I’m never gonna forget that.” "Smoked his ass"; cash; The Disco Drive at Five with the Big Cat; Manuasque; the band, the Mop, the Van, the John, the law, the law, the law, etc.; my luck; Silverman and Rosenfield; “Hey Man, little bit?”; “Hey”; “Okay Bob”, “Little game”, “little game”, “Full House” at Matt’s; Big Pore; Dibba; “Hello”; Big Ruse; Liz Reed & Little Martha & Liz Reed; Santana base solo; Whipping Boy; “Where my Burger King at?”; “Hel-”


ACTIVITIES: F.O.P. 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4.

BETSY SAPHIRE

213 Monterey Ave.
“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened.” MEMORIES: Slow Martha, the zebra ski suit; “I’/STAND BY YOU”, toot paper in Bertucci’s, “The odds are against us”, sleeping papers, “any gosp”?, Dunkin’ Donut’s, “Cupid”, shopping, January 17, “One Fine Day”, pretty, Denny, “Do not treat me like a piece of wood”; Bunjee, falling on ice, taking out the carpet, petting manikins, junior prom, “Do your elbow crack?” scraping tomato oil at Ohda’s, the gas light going on. Eating a stuffed dog, Super-G pool parties, 135 Matt forever ACTIVITIES: Color Guard 1; Play 1; Cheerleading 2; R.A. 1, 2; Adopt-A-Grandparent 1; ALYSSA SAV

181 Ten Mile Road
“Quotes are stupid.” Chillen at my house, Jess ordering trojans, summer of spades and volleyball, Jr. Prom, We’ll miss Chaka, Concerts Santa Francisco, Bloody Becky, Israel. “Let’s dye our hair”, 7 people don’t fit in a hyundai. Pitt, Dutch psychics, Amy can’t drink with me. FARTING; CHESILE; tapeboy, Cobam pepe, ugh, and you still lack is there.

MEMORIES: Friday night football; Africa (nuovo); Hello; Easy; Loog’s workshop; where’s Dennis; Shoglyong: Did you see Senun; Bigg-Poong; Late night rega, Dondum; Clinton Colton: Rip chimp; Pilot’s rules; What; hah; Jastror’s shore: production to Green Monster: Earl; The Rip @ G-World; The Rip; Hedges, French Halloween; Senior Prom ’95; Pat: brother to basic pre-gas crew; Brett & Sarah; Rudy at the Feldman’s; Peppey’s home ideas; Swingers; pay phones; lucky Jastick; The park; Droopy tit; orange piece; Phish; Mathews; Howard ’97; Eagles: Flying

ACTIVITIES: F.O.P. 2, 3, 4, Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Aids Awareness 2, 3, 4.
53 Cunningham Lane

"If you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything." MEMORIES: Devon squared; Separated at birth; Snowstorm of '96; Crash; "We saw it!" Life Guarding for fun; Michael's: All - The Fountainhead obsession; Where's G's-Cobb. Jeffrey loan on me from a TV show; in a car; Slavedriver

BENNYSELLERS

101 East Valleywood Road

"I sold my soul to the at the lot!" running red lights; the Lunch Bunch, Grumpy and Blue Carebear; Pookie, Diane, Water Ice; Dollar and Alex; Friday morning Coffee Coolats; Zagra's Iced Cappuccino; September 28, prom double date; Jackie Chan, dirty, Powerade; 6th period lunch; Rotary Field Hockey; American Commercial Art; giant HERSHEY bars and candy cones; Captain Bob, Ron

NICK SHERWIN

1125 West Heartwood Drive

"I don't meet you now in this world, then I'll see you in the next one. Don't be late." J.M.H. MEMORIES: Cowboys in the night; Mike's 17th birthday; 5 dollar deals with Josha, What up Kev, Rash's Yita, Johnny, Walker, Ritoh, woodie, house, "brothers" Madd Dog at D.D., summer '97; Izabella BC, Dorothy, carvin Rea "Lutz's bro in law", Cowalsie, Walley, bedroom sessions, boys from '97, "Faced", Junior Prom, 40, "Doggie" and the niece, "Night at "Hillcrest", "In My Bed room?", "Denison's", "yep's seamless", "bootin' in the gutter." Timeswax, Perry, I won't forget you!

ILANA SILBERT

300 Hadleigh Drive

"You never really leave your friends; you take part of them with you. Let me pick out a part of yourself behind." MEMORIES: Girl talks; Operation Rat; Israel '95; Bananas, Jessica's twisters; "Shotgun"; Handwarmers on the bus; Pretty, pretty pretties; Gwendolyn, "Let's get some game!"; Hunk, hunk; Memorial Day Weekend; Granny; Frankie the frog; Warm and Gentle Fuzzies; "Do I look half bad?"; "Why do I keep doing this?"; "You, the sense of direction. Bang, Bank, P! - ahhhh!; Bruschi's, Coop: sand out the Piana guy story, late night talks; We are the Spec- tacular Ten; Secrets Forever! ACTIVITIES: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Adopt a Grandparent 1, 2; East Singers 3, 4, 5; "Doodles" 1, 2, 3, 4, TOPS 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; Drama 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; DANIEL SILVERMAN

1402 Starling Lane

"Men have been taught that it is a virtue to stand together. But the creator is the man who stands alone." — The Fountainhead

MEMORIES: Lifting 8 days a week and getting naked, partying; Sitiing in Aris's basement; "Same to you as me"; Andy fish; Getting ladies with Ben; Driving aimless- ly; "This suck"; Tackle soccer; Miranda rights for pushing: False "C" Planet Beck's polluted salad; Ogden; Dark wrestling mer- cies; Catkills; Class 4; Rapids; Moppy; Family vacations; Spirit week; "The Eagle"; "Doodletude"; "Say goodbye! Leaving everything until last minute; Relaxing too much, but sleeping too little.

JENNIFER SILVERSTEIN

1172 Heron Road

"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." MEMORI- EYES: Super Bowl Sunday 1996; Icea, Geyer, Chevette BBG #2342; Chang-Chang; Cookiemix; Firetruck; Gueisippi's with Patty and Lisa; guacamole; Rolling eyes and Failing D: Wase chicken noodle soup; mall run; wanna buy a monkey?; sweat- chicken at Boston Market; perturbing in Another Studio II; blue - flags; MEMORIES: what? Whorke; I only call you by your initials; GYPSY: Ponce canyon Golf; color guard; the Goddess of Thread; Lisa stripping down at practice; Chetes; Jenni's bar; sbarfing; ACTIVITIES: Color Guard 1, 2, 3, 4; Bell's of East 3, 4; T.O.P. S. 1, 2, 3, 4; Theater 1, 2, 3, 4; Vocal Workshop 1, Charnons 2, East Singers 3, 4; Actors Studio 1, 2; A's Stud- io's 2, 3; Haunted House 1, 4; Peer Medley 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; JILLIAN SKALIA

2 Partridge Lane

"If you love something, set it free. If it comes back, it's yours, if it doesn't, it was never meant to be." MEMORIES: Wrestling; Sizzle, Crack, Road, coliseum; Bratus, Junior Prom; "It's not real turkey", Nina's sweet sixteen; "what two?" "Al Dim- rah wears glasses." Bucknell, The Brusq, circus, Jon, PDA + ha, ha"; game, Mr. Misery, exact schedules, tanning, Olga, Leo, trip to Hollywood, track; "Dazed and Confused" I'm gonna miss him I'm love! ACTIVITIES: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4, Misery aid 3, 4.
"I will not follow where the path may lead, but I will go where there is no path and I will leave a trail." MEMORIES: Becky Stagner, DMB concert; P.U.C.K.; breakfast club; prom; note: anytime & even in the morning; Sensational 7; movies; dances; birthday parties; memories of being a little girl; judy; margarita; Cherry Hill girls; JC; rt. hand lady; Lani; Glh's 6th grade, roaring lo & loco; myrtle; isle, oodle, USS; deeter,lmkef, frannie; nothing; Human; cable, David wam no more noted computer wizard; shopping; R-baum, we made it. ACTIVITIES: Eastac 1, 3, 3, 4; East Singers 3, 4; French Club 1, 1, 3.

CAROLEN N. TANENBAUM
1226 Sequoia Road
"Life is what happens while you are making other plans." MEMORIES: Crazy English classes with Shaya. Going from shy and quiet to LOUD. Summers and weekends in New City with Bone and Lee. Driving around; Two disastrous movie theatre; Mom's wedding - Al speaking Hebrew; My road trip with Dad; Scotch with Tara. Aruba, Bermuda; "And your point is...?" Guess what? The lab called, your brain is ready.

JESSICA TANENBAUM
21 Teak Court
"You may be disappointed if you fail, but you are doomed if you don't try." MEMORIES: Water Rats, Tokima, Chompe, Trush, Bombshell (drum major), brunches, parties, stories, Cindy; Sons of Israel, OJ, forgetfulness, lateness; Corney; tourneys; Melrose, Tracey; neighbors, walking on the roof; Jaime; Soviet Twins, operation rat, Neil: fat cow, Rotary bag, roll, Call, Wendy; Macaee (part 1 and 2); Lauren: USS (guy) To All. Lauren, you are always the best. ACTIVITIES: SGA (President, Vice-President, Representative) 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming (Captain) 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Freshman Orientation (Chairperson) 2, 4; Cultural Club (Secretary) 3, 4; Rotary, Senior High of Fame

BANNOUS THOMAS
48 Lakewood Road
"My empire strikes with the strength of poisonous snakes" MEMORIES: Talkin to Jake; Chillin with my New Jersey Squad (North & South), Philly Squad, New York (Bronx, Shaolin etc.) Squad. Chillin with Squad, Dallas Squad, Houston Squad; Especially my hope for life (you know who you are). Going out every weekend; SKY Parties; Breakers; Cyphong Sessions; Toothpick's Party; Enigma's Party; Playin Ball; I can't find it; Word Up! Look out for the coolies; MALU FOR LIFE! Prodigy will forever 5:4-N-4-E-V!! ACTIVITIES: Indian Cultural Society 2, 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 2, 3, 4; Korean Cultural Society 4.

JACK TIMKO
123 Old Orchard Road
"If you don't run your own life, somebody else will." MEMORIES: Extreme Championship Wrestling; Brad's secure; The Boatshoof, Snuff Clan; monkey wrench; Birdkiller; Zilla; What the fish? Hangout; Hanging out these years the times I'll always remember. ACTIVITIES: SGA (President, Vice-President, Representative) 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming (Captain) 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Freshman Orientation (Chairperson) 2, 4; Cultural Club (Secretary) 3, 4; Rotary, Senior High of Fame

CRAIG TOBE
1756 Toreano Ln

BRIAN TOBIN
13 Buxton Road
"It's better to go down in flames, then to not try at all." MEMORIES: Brad's house; Brawall's room; getting kicked out of Clover; walking to Strawberries; the field; pillar palace; Kursur; Dog; The sound Wave; Extreme Championship Wrestling; breaking the floor exercise record; Bloodhound Gang; getting lost in Atlantic City; the boat moblie, wrecking the boat mobile; Memory the spear, Memory the spear, Memory the song Love Fool; my basement. ACTIVITIES: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 1.

DAVE TOMAR
1820 Rolling Lane
"Every stop is neatly planned for a poet and a one man band." MEMORIES: Chillin' with the rest of the crew; hanging out with C-Braz; Good times around; casino hopping, jelly beans, crowd dodging, rabid dogs, Israel; fig fights, night driving, dinner parties, Furman's closet, crying at the end of Godfather mob movies. Dan Wallence, ironing board. Dave 2, lunch lady love. He probably preferred the glasses. Laugh at Us, Mungo Jerry, cheesecake, black pepper, Driver's Ed manual, Woody at DMB. "Dead Young and Dead is God"; pizza; freshman parties, Spoon River, I'm never returning Pulp. ACTIVITIES: Lab Teacher 1, Wrestling 1, 2; Demogorgan 2, 3, 4; Jewish Culture Club 3, 4; Student Government Day.4
EUGENE TSAI TONG
1 Southwood Drive

"Can I Stop, Where do I stop?" MEMORIES: Felicia Yellow; 2FY; APU; Poker Nights; volleyball game break; break in movies; Brown's teachings; Conversation with Black; freshen date; Gina; Eng 2AP Pose; Procrastination; Dan's house; 17th floor at Penn; friends lost; friends gained; John-Stu; Shun-rosatio; V-Ball friends; Kevin; Howard; State Championships; Biscuit; Jeff; Fugues - Wu-Tang; TAC w/Brian; Jason; Jeremy; the circle; Chinese yo-yo hockey; Junior Prom; My house '97; shatted by school; Net Sherman; Benny's Bible Study; Nitty, eating with Rosenbloom's; road trips with Chris; Friends; A.C. '97; hardcores; Eng 2AP Pose; Jean's b-day; Cal: study group; Banana Republic; Graduation - To All True Friends, thanks for the memories and best of luck - C.R.E.A.M. ACTIVITIES: S.A.G.A. 1 (Class Pres.), 1 (Class rep), 3 (VP of Activities), 4 (Pres.); Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 1, 2, 3, 4; Graduates Ed.; A.C.S. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; K.C.C. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; FOM 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

CHRISTINA M. TRIPPO
1503 S. 5th Street

"A dream is a wish your heart makes" MEMORIES: Freshman year lab day 2, Cotillion. New Year's '95, Decorated Houses, shooting dreads, Club Wasaw, Driving aimlessly, Shadow Warriors, The Green Voo, Want some cheese raccoon money in lunch, brown-bill and poosh-face, Why does she walk like that?, Atco, pick-up truck, late night sneakage, "Why is this person going?, Tea Party '97, near death experience after Junior Prom. To my True Friends, thanks for everything. Heaven, My Sister, We'll be best friends forever, I love you! ACTIVITIES: Swimming 9, 10, Football Manager 10, 11; Powder Puff 11, 12

JERSEY TSAI
1 Woodbury Drive

"You all got some mad problems, man." MEMORIES: Jeanne's B-day, July; Shampoobruins; party parties; shots; iron cores; Rutgers; "what's your neck, purple?" Pimp Daddy; Fett Pdt, "only three blacks, man," jack days, Jungle Juice, baby, wife beater - John-Beau more bruises'll na na - just me and you, new partner; thugs; Valentine Vendette-Michelle-Jai; Uloma; Kelly; Ria da Gza; senior prom '97; Boothe's b-day; Wir's my cut; the girls names boomin' Bland 'n' vIkss B's Buffy; Funky Five; "Kinky," "Throb," "fly-fly." Cherry in da making - Junior TAC; Tsiu Celeb. Love, Roopa, Project Graduation '97, MMU ERYC TAC

5 Brompton Court

"Your life can't be as free as you perceive it." MEMORIES: Great Adventure; five-a-row tic-tac-toe; Rittenhouse; '96, Nationals and States; volleyball serve for-a-pizza contest; three amigos; Cleveland music trip; Halloween costume; jazz band with leather seats; lunch period with John, Max, Ted, and Mia; "dishwasher" group projects; '93; '95 Sam's surprise party; "you pay". 7th period study hall; poker night; Sam's ski party; "Wago," playing volleyball in my backyard; tons of movies; heritage volleyball; ping pong; Scott Sam Steve Robert Kuo. ACTIVITIES: Jazz Ensemble 2, 3, 4; Chess 1, 2, 3, 4; Science League 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Volleyball 2, Staff 1, 2, 3, 4

CHRISTINA TSAI
72 Buxton Rd.

"The road I travel would much more of your friends." MEMORIES: back-pocket, Stockton roof, dead ends, the "men's," Starbucks with Erin, long walks, churchill, Pursel house with the white cat, "Foosy," wet cement, clean-up, "cooper's grum" is a flammable," running from cops, corpse, "That's wrong," concession city, driving the accordion, middle finger, six trips, Saracen, Brad's crotch, fishing with friends, Spring Break (What?), in the Sunlit, Dunkin Donuts, Sophomore p.s., sen- sae, Baez, "Arms like gilgus," Raamle, On I'm m/w'cung, catching, bad habit, it's a free, Jack Timko Wrestling, Joker, Thanks for the good times.

JOSH WALLEN
15 Chinney Ln.

"It's all fun and games until someone swallows the quarter." MEMORIES: senior parties w/Sable; in back of Sharp, J and D in the foyer, DAMON'S TAC, Lakeview, nothing but good memories, Mekle and pooh-pooing, "RJ on the weekdays," The Tank, God I Miss You!, Greg, you up for celebrating on Wednesday, forget it Monday - Sundays, Can't forget about the Drive To The Shore, Sophomore-Junior dances, Don't's going away party, Off running in Poters Pears, "Lake Porter" To

BOB VARALLO
15 Chinney Ln.

"My life has been a tapestry of rich and royal hue. An everlasting vision of the everchanging view." - C. King MEMORIES: Tales with Kerri in English, a trip to my house; Jessie's grandparent's house; "my" erasories and charades at Natalie's, running naked in Wilderness Run, Jimmie's advice sessions, Leighs' countess, Jessies' Moorestown obsession, mine and Lauren's gun epiphanies, late night run with Jesse, loving east football games because of Nick. To all my "true" friends I Love You, Nick, thanks for always being there by my side. Mom, Dad, Eddie, and Amy you been the best.

RACHEL WEITZ
24 Greenway Rd.

"Faring thee well now, let your life proceed by its own design. Nothing to tell you now. Let the words be yours, I'm done with mine."

-Grateful Dead MEMORIES: Shurpee Surprises, Z's mixtape: foxy lady, Tom's River - Vamp, New Egypt road trip, concerts, sunshine daydream, Old Whitey + Ex, Kristel - we've had the best times - friends forever, Wampas + double P's, walla, my "party" with Matt + Carr, Raquel + Jay. Music: bad music with friends, "Flack, you slick," slick, Wildtree's., Myrtle + Waggy, Boomie the manatee and bustin' berts with Ernie. ACTIVITIES: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; RAK 3; Friends Of Entertainment 4

LISA WHITE
1752 Hillside Drive

"Experience is the hardest teacher because she gives the test first, and the lesson after." MEMORIES: Blizzard of '96, Ocean City with Herb, Freak Show Joe, Roadway Inn, Monica's shore house, Contempo with Myelle, Steve Miller with Gyn, Steve, and Monica, the mitt game with Steve, my self-destructing car. Potter, Freshman Dance at Melissa's, Gavin's greek cup, Lauren as John Lennon, just chewed it with the gummie, the gaggie, Jackie. Monica. Gear. Nick, you will always have a place in my heart. Mom, Dad, Michelle, and Anthony: Thanks for everything you've done for me. I love you all.

DAN WHITMAN
202 Wexford Drive

"Don't take life too seriously, nobody ever gets it alive." MEMORIES: backyard football, Frank's directions, Sable, "horses" man, does joe2 live here? Fireballs' man, 40 yard line crew, locker room rumbles, Showboat, road trips, Jessies conversations, taco bell runs, junior prom. Bronze squad, baseball with Dan and Adam, rag (Funbus door), staying over with New York chef. Sal and Johnny Magic, fans ripped shirt, guess who was in my car, streaker(s) and pool war, "Little League club, WhatDog, stakeouts, Stockton crew, finding things to do: snafu family portrait, Deathtar, lipstick. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1.
**JAMIE WOLF**
745 Kings Groft

"The days are bright and filled with pain. Embrace me in your gentle rain. The time we ran was too insane. We'll meet again - We'll call. Scott (J.D. Smooth), Jim Morrison, the other girl, the other, my best friend. Jesus' "write the words," eye conversations with Perri, Freedom and Enterprise, trip to Perri's, L.A. club, Charades, days trips down the shore, meeting my baby Eric, Dec. 6, 2016. Thanks to those who know. ACTIVITIES: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2.

**JOE AN THUNG**
5 Oakley Drive

"Little Deeds of kindness, little words of love, help to make the earth happy like the heaven above. (Carney)" MEMORIES: Jesus Christ Superstar 16th & 17th Birthday party; Sophomore Collation, Trips to Hong Kong, Concerts & Movies; T.G.I. Friday's; Spring Break Trip to Philadelphia. Times with my brothers; 148, Antonio; Senior Prom; Class Trip, Trip to Spain; Track; So Fa Mi: Piano with Jane; My Korean & Chinese friends; Young Life. ACTIVITIES: Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Celebrations 3, 4; Track 3, 4; Big Brother/Big Sister 3, 4; Asian Cultural Society 2, 3, 4; Korean Cultural Club 2, FOP 4; Aide 3, 4.

**JOHN S. WOODS**
135 Blvd. Europa.

"People have a special horror of giving up control, of letting things happen in their own way without interference. They would like to jump down into their stomachs, digest the food and shovel it out." - William S. Burroughs. MEMORIES: PBS Coffee World; Einstein Bros. Spikes; Hanlon's ubiquitous friend; the petition; banned in Morningside: kung-fu volleyball; getting tennis balls; lentil soup; "Is that Andrew L.'s girlfriend?"; Watch Me; an object; "Anin: junior prom 1989; The Texas Torment; Courtney's best friend. ACTIVITIES: Detmorgon 1, 2, 3, 4.

**JACQUELINE WORTHINGTON**
1517 Dogwood Drive

"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." - Murriel Brode. MEMORIES: 1st period back-rubs; the 4th period gym crew; our changing young man's luck at J's house; Jen - my first concert; getting lost in Philly; shower chants in Kentucky; getting fat in O.C.; Otis Spunkmeyer's; Froger's, Jr. Prom headaches; the difference between trying to be slick and being slick; the black rose. X-Country - the 2 woman running team; my invisible man; my NKE obsession; "I want my hat!" - all day s.x.<br>Wild Thing; my famous quote books. ACTIVITIES: Cross-Country 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter Track 4; Varsity Club 4.

**LAURA MICHELLE WUH**
1025 Heartwood Drive

"You can never go too far." - Ferris Bueller. "If it weren't for the last minute, nothing would get done." MEMORIES: Greek nights; my delinquent friends; "Thanks daddy."; Pat and Kyle's All-Star Team; quarters in blenders; crazy straw; Yen's trip to emergency: booting in school; soccer games; Fill's shore house;

**AMICHA YARES**
227 Sandringham Rd

"After silence, that which comes nearest to expressing the inexpressible is music." MEMORIES: Dinosaur Jr. and Porrsey, Dandelion Wine, Lopez picked a winner, Kasher pizza, backyard concert series, whips and chains. Sloth, quiche in the sukkah, Mus: 8 weeks at home; Odisse Steinbrenner, Snyderman, and Nogesma girl, "WELL, YOU SMELL LIKE FISH!"; Urula, WaWa runs and Sour Patch Kids, Slick and Down to Earth, Ramah and the new kid, getting lost in Hanseport three times, the ubiquitous finger, dear e-d-r, nat. ACTIVITIES: Lab Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Wind Ensemble 4; Jazz Ensemble 4; Volleyball 1, 2; Model UN 3, 4. JEE AH YOOON

1901 N. Birchwood Drive

"A life filled with meaning is worthy of rest." MEMORIES: Mrs. Trull; Mrs. Wilson; Mr. Grubb's dog; drosophila lab - "my flies look cuter?"; Celebration's first performance - missing bell!; auditions; The Nurses at west; Kevin Oh at Rittenhouse - "I thought everything was over..."; Steve, twin friends, my Valentines, Penny Hardaway, perennially? party; six math questions on Tuesdays; music teachers; Haddersfield; April Nineteenth; nah vs. nah.

**SOPHIA JACQUELINE ZAREBMSKI**
18 Cameo Drive

"That which does not kill me makes me stronger." - What you have experienced no power on earth can take from you." (Nietzsche) MEMORIES: Israel; StM; Christmas dinner; March of the Living; Weekend in England; Devon's obsession with Piggy; Mid-Atlantic region; Midrasa; Notes with Lindsay; Latin club imprisonment; Paris; el Panam; Billy Joe; Serendipity; Shushie. Meditation. ACTIVITIES: AIDs Awareness 1, 2, 3; Latin Club 1, 2, Globe 1.

**JUSTIN A. ZASLOW**
323 Society Hill

"One day if I'll make sense." SUCCESS is not a destination, it's a journey. MEMORIES: Chilling with G. Cobb, Ackerbiel, that dog in Society Hill; G. Cobb's love pad; hockey; renting movies; trips to Philly and Cherry Street; Smokin' Grooves, Jen, and Wu-Tang concerts; What the blood clot, Leanze.?; Good. Yo look a Defender? Amazing? Is Garry coming? The love of my life. Devon; snuggling; eating mad food; movies; shopping, family dinners; weekend relaxation; two years and still going strong; the two best years of my life. ACTIVITIES: FOP 2, 3, 4; Teens Organized to Prevent Smoking 3, 4; Random Acts of Kindness 3, 4; Ice Hockey 3, 4.

**JOSEPH ZIZZZIZA**
23 Cameo Drive

"Let's go Oanges (Raspb)" MEMORIES: moving to Cherry Hill; first poem, football, Joey Bag-a-donuts, Frank, Dan, Tim, Jeff, Sal, John, ski trips, Snacks for life. Tracy, Vanessa, Friday's after football games, parties with Tambo, Phil, Double Trouble, Brain, Mike, Jordan, Tambo's summer house, Family Truckster, College girls, Dan and Joe's adventures, cribbing trip, "In the Still of the Night"., first football game, shore - ocean city, Ato ghost. Junior Prom, Connolly, Galactic Empire, JW, casinos, lawn service, Mom, Dad, Chris, Janine thanks for everything. ACTIVITIES: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Music 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming representative 4; Second Team All Conference.
After a fierce volley, Jason Geller ('98) is rewarded with an easy opportunity to overhand smash and win the point. Though these easy chances for points come only very so often, much strength and concentration is needed in order to put the ball away. This essential skill can take hours of practice to perfect or minutes depending on the determination of the player.

During a time out, Adam Scott ('97), along with Scott Mooney ('96), Sam Desai ('98), John Lyle ('98) and Alex Peretsman ('98), listen intently to the tips of Coach Moehlmann. Timeouts not only help players to fix and improve problems of the game, but also give time for players to rest. As John Chung ('98) said, "Because of the fast pace of the play, timeouts are essential to regain focus and avoid mental lapses during the most important parts of the game."

BOYS TENNIS: Josh Latourette, Benjamin Kim, Josh Cohen, Jason Geller, David Ferman, Justin Brown, Brad Wimmer, Greg Bergamasco, Robbie Richmond, Anthony Langella, Dan Reizes, Jordan Rand, Sumit Nioji, Elias Goldstein, Eric Rosenzweig, Mike Rosner, Coach Ralph Ipri

BOYS VOLLEYBALL: Lynnette Kim (Mgr.), Sameet Desai, Kenechi Ebede, Tim Roche, Peter Wasserman, Scott Mooney, Kevin Roche, Adam Scott, Scott Kuo, Arnold Luk, Eugene Tong, Alex Peretsman, John Lyle, Paul McNally, Coach Karl Moehlmann

148 Tennis, Volleyball
With careful calculation, Greg Markus ('00) gets ready to put the ball. Golf is just one of many sports which requires extreme concentration. The slightest distraction can cause a player to lose concentration. Markus said, "Whenever my opponent puts pressure on me, I just try to relax, clear my mind, and focus on the shot."

Although not the most glamorous position, Eugene Tong ('98) displays the reason for having a setter on the volleyball team. With soft hands and intense concentration, the setter gets the ball to the hitters. Besides setting the ball, a setter has other responsibilities. As Tong said, "The setter calls the plays and carries them out according to his view of the opposition's defense."

With her teammates looking on, Devon Glick ('98) makes contact with a pitch from Lenape. One of the requirements in softball is the ability to keep one's eyes on the ball. This skill determines the difference between a hit and a miss. As Glick said, "It is important to keep your eyes on the ball and stay focused at all times. You develop this technique usually at batting practice."

To win in golf, one must have a solid mental strategy. For Neil Bang ('00), fun is the key. "When I'm about to hit an important drive, I try to relax and do my normal shot. Even when I'm down in my matches, I just keep on going, and I don't let winning distract me from enjoying the game."
GET A GRIP

The hand arches back. The eyes click toward the teammate. Every muscle, every cell of the body is poised for action to execute the perfect throw. Ralph Jedicka ('98), who plays catcher/pitcher, just can't get enough of the game. "I love it all. It's pretty much my life... I mean, the feeling I'd get after a base hit - it's like a natural high."

One of the great myths about javelin throwing is that only arm strength is needed for success. Steve Decina ('99) demonstrates that the 'javelin strength' lies in the upper body. However, in order to have a good throw of 82-100 yards, an athlete needs good technique to control the muscling of his infinite reservoir of Herculean strength.

Displaying traditional hitting stance, Doug Rodio ('98) awaits a pitch from his opponent. One skill a baseball athlete requires is the skill of knowing how to hold the bat. One big mistake guideline in baseball is to never choke-up on the bat.

Running in full stride, Kristy Gallagher ('99) leads the pack in a sprint for the ball. In lacrosse, one of the skills needed is being capable of running with the ball. Handling the stick the right way can make the difference in who has control of the ball first. As Jen Hess ('98) said, "One of the important techniques is cradling. After you get the ball, you have to be able to run with the ball, which requires a great deal of coordination."

Improving upon excellence, East Girls Track forced here to reach a new level for each competition. The goals set by the team motivate these runners to overcome challenges presented by opponents. In such a race, Captain Jackie Worthington ('99) stresses that "because everything you have relies on what you worked on for this one race, it is important to get out in front early to set the pace so that the rest of the race you know whether to pick up the speed or remain the same." By helping and supporting one another, East runners won their first meet of the year against West.

Taking a flying leap, Beth Agnar ('90) reaches for the sky in the long jump event. Along with the ability to jump far, long jumpers need to reach for maximum distance. The amount of an athlete's control of this skill can make the difference between first and second place. As Agnar said, "Speed will give you a lot of distance. However, reaching after you jump will give you that extra distance you need."
With sticks raised to the sky, the Girls’ Lacrosse team performs their ritual before their game against Eastern. One of the team’s distinguishing qualities is their team spirit and support for one another. This ritual is one of many which are vital in allowing the members to give their best. As Tricia Kang ‘99 said, “Support is an important aspect of the game because it psyches up players as well as boosts the team.”

Gliding over the bar, Kristy Erickson ‘98 displays her perfected high-jump technique in a meet against West. When participating in the high-jump event, an athlete must remember the positioning of the leg, arms, and the back. As Erickson said, “High-jump involves not only physical strength and conditioning, but also mental strength. You have to be able to concentrate on the jump itself, and at the same time, block out the distractions of the other events going on.”

Flying over the hurdle, Shannon Agner ‘99 competes in the 110 meter hurdles during a meet against West. Races involving hurdles require athletes to know, but master the hurdling technique. Mastering this skill provides efficiency, increased speed, and agility when running a hurdle race.

Nancy Dawson ‘99 butts elbows with Eastern as she digs for the ball. Not only is good stick-handling technique needed in lacrosse, but also aggressiveness. With one-on-one match-ups, aggressiveness gives an edge to the player as well as the team.


**LACROSSE:** Jennifer Hess, Emily Cho, Jessica Naumann, Nancy Dawson, Christy Madden, Jeanne Steelman, Mary Walsh, Kristy Gallagher, Laura Knopp, Ariel Schwartz, Michelle Rosenberg, Jill Rusignulo, Diana Chung, Heather Cameron, Cari Reiner, Ellen Hur, Tina Kang, Debbie Jacobs, Megan Tsang, Linda Szczurek, Manja Bashkin, Coach Sue Schooey, Coach Carol Holt, Coach Sheila Ridley

**BASEBALL:** William Butler, Kyle Smith, Doug Rodri, Bernard Welsh, Chad Tennant, Jordan Delkaysar, Ralph Jedlicka, Nick Daly, Justin Latvain, John Pera, John Braut, Joe Kolodzey, Charles Doerr, Greg Rubin, Josh Lieberman, Jeff Fine- man, Christopher Kolodzey, Evan Nathanson, Coach Dave Martin, Coach Robert Nehring
This spring, several new talents helped varsity veterans Josh Cohen (’97) and Anthony Langella (’97) complete a successful spring tennis season. One of the newcomers, Josh Latourette (’00), beat some of the best players from rival schools. His most memorable match, however, was in 1995. “When I beat the #17 ranked boy in the national 14 and under category, it was a turning point for me because I realized that if I worked hard enough, I could defeat even the top ranked players.”

Setting up, Jeremy Schaefer (’99) carefully lines the ball for the putt. Although golf is a relatively new sport to East, players such as Schaefer provide the talent for the team’s success. The “talent” in golf not only involves a sense of hitting distance, but also the ability to relax while performing critical shots.

Up and over, Jason Bune (’99) competes in the 110 meter hurdles against Eastern. As an underclassmen, Bune, as well as other underclassmen on the Boys Track Team, are the basis for the team’s future success. Competing in races now provides the experience and knowledge that is needed in reaching goals set for junior and senior years. The reward in accomplishing these goals will not only benefit the athlete, but also the team.

With hands in the middle, East’s Boy’s Baseball Team “pumps up” before the start of the game against Paul VI. As in all sports, team spirit is the main ingredient for success. Team spirit provides a sense of unity for the players and the coaches, thus creating the platform for everyone to provide 100% for the team.

Baseball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horsehead N.Y.</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wilson Hall S.C.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrtle Beach S.C.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marion S.C.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conway S.C.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsehead N.Y.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaunee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Cape May</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millville</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamomd Tourn.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson State Tourn.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toms River East</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTALS: Wins: | 15 | Losses: | 12 |

Boys Tennis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highland</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloucester Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingston</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Windsor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTALS: Wins: | 21 | Losses: | 2 |

Girls Track

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Washington Township</th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTALS: Wins: | 1 | Losses: | 5 |

Boys Track

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twp. Residennt</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| TOTALS: Wins: | 0 | Losses: | 6 |
SPRING INTO ACTION

Boys Volleyball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunswick</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloster</td>
<td>Tech.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodrow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph's</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>Tech.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tech.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>Tech.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Joseph's</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunswick</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorial</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS: Wins: 19 Losses: 1

Softball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>East Victory</td>
<td>by Forfeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS: Wins: 4 Losses: 14

Golf

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS: Wins: 10 Losses: 12

Lacrosse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maple Shade</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Maurs</td>
<td>East Victory</td>
<td>by Forfei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delran</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas Valley</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingboro</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collingswood</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>West</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS Wins: 5 Losses: 10

With intense concentration, Stephanie Fifis ('98) waits for the ball in a game against Eastern. Playing first base requires not only a player's concentration, but also a player's ability to act quickly.

Following in the footsteps of his brother Kevin, Tim Roche ('00) passes the volleyball to the setter, making sure to keep a solid platform while keeping his eyes on the ball. Starting the year as defending state champs, the team overcame much pressure and took home a second state championship title. Kevin Roche ('97) said, "This year, we had something to prove. We had some injuries that hurt us, but we did well with what we had to work with. That is what makes us state champs."
Trapping the ball perfectly, Shannon Agner ('98) chips the ball to a fellow teammate, starting a counter offensive to the Bishop Eustace offensive play. Being a midfielder, Agner fits the role of an overall good player who can run the field, shoot, as well as dribble the ball.

Running on the soft ground, cross-country members have nothing but the weeds and fellow runners to keep them company. As Andrew Keller ('00) and Adam Lawford ('98) run in rhythm with the pounding of their hearts, they feel a pure satisfaction of accomplishing their goals as they drew nearer to the finish.

With a full swing, Tanya Scarlett ('98) returns a passing shot down the line. As the ball skids off, the point is won, placing the game in hand. Shots such as these require preparation, practice, and the ability to perform under pressure.

Striving for perfection, Heather Feldman ('00) displays her remarkable poise. Although gymnasts perform routines with an appearance of ease and grace, what one sees is a result of months of hard work. However, even with the tough preparation, the performance is the time when gymnasts get to enjoy the fruits of reward for their toil. "I dedicate myself to the sport because I really enjoy the sport; I love gymnastics," said Feldman.

With a collision imminent, Caryn Davis ('98) reaches to place the ball in the net. Soccer is an extremely competitive sport, requiring great endurance from each player. With this in mind, Davis has to prepare herself mentally and physically for any circumstance in order to make a scoring chance possible.

GIRLS SOCCER: Devon Searles, Erin Weaver, Barbara Jones, Elizabeth Agner, Laura Pursell, Richa Vurna, Julie Gorman, Carolyn Snyder, Kara Shore, Laura Hammond, Lindsey McGinn, Rachel Singer, Emily Scott, Shannon Agner, Nnedima Onwujekwe, Meredith Sobie, Emily White, Katie Daly, Karen Donahue, Caryn Braunstein, Jackie Cona, Jessica Naumann, Erin Pursell, Jessica Natali, Emily Novick, Jill Sweeney, Alyssa Reed, Gill Sweeney, Abby Fichter, Marta Kravitz, Audra Herman, Rachel Sterling, Jacqueline Kamison, Christine Madden, Sarah Garonzik, Nancy Dwyer, Alison Sica, Stacy Zallie, Isha Buch, Caryn Davis, Coach Trautman, Coach Young.

Although East Girls’ Gymnastics team is renowned for its adept agility, the strength of each individual player is reflected in the success of the team holistically. As captain Cindy Greenberg (’98) explained, “Each individual’s score contributes to the total team score, thus making gymnastics a very cooperative team sport.”

Concentration. The East Girls’ Tennis team knows discipline well as team-member Danielle Jacobs (’98) focuses on the placement of her backhand stroke. Her ability to shrug off the pressures of the game only helped Jacobs earn a 100-win career at East.


Girls’ Tennis: Tanya Scarlett, Becky Sendrow, Danielle Jacobs, Lauren Richter, Jennifer Brown, Nadine Girland, Holly Braunstein
Jacquie Worthington ('98) sets her pace as she races her opponents and the clock. In cross country, more than the opponent, the clock is the insurmountable foe of every runner. To conquer this foe, cross country runners must possess the courage to take 'the leap of faith' in believing the ability to reach a set goal time.

With his body fully stretched, Nick Daly ('98) soars to the heavens as he saves a potential goal. In the game of soccer, the slightest hesitation inflicts a loss for the entire team. As Daly explained, "The goalie is the one position in soccer where you have to be courageous or you're going to get beat."


BOYS SOCCER: Jan Sterling, Chris Canoso, Kevin Boyle, Kyle Smith, Scott Mooney, Pat McCall, Mike Krewolin, Rashheed Hawkins, Brett Burman, John Mozzio, Josh Gross, Scott Lemmack, Mike Joyce, Zen Garrel, Mark Lewis, Brett Canoso, Dan Lauer, Sean Garrel, Nick Daly, Dan Di Bruno, Jeremy Roseman, Dave Cohen, Coach Victor Domrowski, Coach Karl Mockenmann.

Poise Under Pressure

During a game, a player needs to demonstrate not only technique but also the ability to remain calm during the most difficult situations. Pat McCall ('98) exhibits masterful technique while maneuvering past his opponent. As McCall game attitude reveals, having courage under fire is the key difference between winning and losing. "I am a goal-scoring extraordinaire, letting me overcome even the most tense situations."

Rushing forward to beat her opponent to the ball, Wendy Manus ('98) exhibits the stamina needed in the game of field hockey. Besides stamina, players need to display a “no fear” attitude not only to benefit themselves, but also to demoralize the opponent. "It is necessary to show strength and aggression to score the opposing team," explained Manus.

Brian Tobin ('98) casts up onto the high bar into a handstand stance, relinquishing any fear of the height or dizzying feats he must perform. As a gymnast, one has to push the body to the limit in order to achieve set goals.

Like the Energizer Bunny who keeps going and going, Allison Venuto ('98) makes her way along the cross country race course. The key to succeeding in a sport such as cross country is endurance. No matter how much a runner may just want to stop or collapse from exhaustion, she has to dig deep inside and find the courage to keep going, to win.

As Ian Sterling ('98) and his opponent struggle for the soccer ball, fear of failure is the last thought in their minds. A significant part in putting forth one's best performance requires the ability to eliminate any doubt of the possibility of unfortunate occurrences. "When you're out there, you don't think about getting hurt. When you get hurt, it's probably, because you were thinking about it," said Sterling.

With a level platform, Annalisa Mendoza ('98) passes the ball to her teammate during a warm-up drill called "peppering." A good pass makes a good set, which in effect, creates a possible kill. With peppering, practicing of all three techniques is accomplished.


GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY: Julie Lurman, Alison Venuto, Jackie Worthington, Sheri Levin, Coach Danielle Hellig.
As a fierce opponent approaches, Kara Hawk- slay (’98) instinctively passes the ball. In sports such as field hockey where aggressiveness is only half of the game, players must have no hesitation in looking upon the opponent as the enemy.

Rob Koslow (’01) and Mike Nadelberg (’01) run through one of the forests in Cherry Hill to get the feel of real competition. In cross-country, the best surface to run on is the worst. Having to maneuver through woods with holes and tree roots, runners learn how to cope with these adversities.

As she focuses ever ounce of her energy into the kick, Stephanie Singer (’99) feels the surge of adrenaline all soccer players feel when they are about to make a goal. Even though she is primarily instrumental in centering the pass for a shot, Singer has contributed to a winning play and, like all athletes, the thrill of the point is enough for her to put forth all effort into succeeding.

"Tall people are good volleyball players." This is a hackneyed phrase passed off often due to the height providing advantage at the net for blocking and spiking. Joy Pela (’00) knows of this stereotype all to well and practices her bumping technique to become an overall player concerned not only with hitting, but also with the more important aspects of volleyball such as passing and setting.

Debbie Goodman (’00) carefully times her movement, exhibiting why gymnastics is a sport of precision and accuracy. With long hours of preparation and practice, gymnasts eventually acquire the unique gift of obtaining equilibrium when they enter the zone.

Reaching for a return shot, Becky Sendrow (’98) squares up to return the tennis ball. If anything, tennis requires perfect timing. You have to be in the right place at the right time in order to hit the ball exactly where you want it. Sendrow has perfected her ability of ‘perfect timing’ thus helping her in becoming one of the best tennis players of South Jersey.
After running for over two miles, Sherri Levin ("00") rounds the corner, heading for the welcome sight of the finish line. As simple as cross-country may seem, it is a sport that requires not only endurance within the body but also the heart. The urge to keep racing can only be kept going by the will to succeed.

"Grin and Bear it." The exact words gymnasts repeat to themselves everyday during practice while painstakingly repeating techniques needing much strength and skill. Exhibiting balance as well as strength, Fabio Kwon ("98") concentrates on maintaining his center of gravity as he performs a circle on the pommel horse. In order to receive high scores from judges, gymnasts must achieve perfection not only with power but also with grace.
After successfully controlling the rebound, Christine Daniels ('99) begins her journey down the court, dribbling the ball out against a tight coverage of opponents. In the game of basketball, maintaining possession is difficult because players must get the ball to their net without the opponent stealing the chance of attaining the points. However, with practice and cooperation, players perfect this exercise to the level of making it seem like a walk in the park.

Trying to break the hold of a double leg takedown, Mike Speesler ('00) views to gain points by driving his opponent to the mat. In the sport of wrestling, pinning is one way of winning, but achieving points for certain techniques can also obtain victory. Wrestlers strive towards perfection by backing up as many points as possible while keeping the opposition to a minimum.

WRESTLING: Bill Gragilla, Jake Stein, Mike Adjellizi, Ben Titus, Aaron Wiggins, Craig Doche, Aaron Yaffe, Sal Cavelli, Greg Perkins, John Gragilla, Mike Speesler, Guy Guri, Charles Quickstil, Amir Guri.

"Let's Go Cougars!" Tiffany Carter ('99), Christine Ortega ('99), and Kelley Parker ('99) practice their halftime routine in preparation for the upcoming boys' basketball game. When considering the main purpose of cheerleading to be providing spirit for the school team, the sport may seem glamorous. However, as other sports, cheerleading requires hours of practice in order to perfect routines as well as create new means of fostering school spirit. "We spend many hours practicing to make our routines perfect," said Carter.

Sarah Pearce ('98) bowls with the intention of experiencing the fruits of a bowler's dream: a strike, one of the words that gives great pleasure to anyone at the bowling lanes. Students on East's bowling team realize the road to that dream is one lined with hours of practice.


GIRLS' BOWLING: Maria Stoyer, Sarah Pearce, Lisa Rickenbacher, Jen Padlo, Nina Evangelista.
Swimming the backstroke, Kristel Haeuser ('99) ponders on perfection not only her stroke but also the dreaded turn-around. In swimming, most of the races take up more than one length of the pool. Consequently, swimmers are required to touch the wall at the end of the race. The problem with the backstroke is that swimmers are unable to see the wall; thus, they must rely on a "perfect instinct" for the turn-around.

Jen Padlo ('00) exhibits excellent form with pressure on the lead leg and full extension of the arm. Be it strike, spare, or gutter ball, bowling techniques define the type of bowlers we become. As Padlo said, "We need practice, concentration, and consistency to get the wins we want."

Girls' Basketball: Gina Galie, Anna Lagamba, Allison Schnepper, Stephanie Filis, Alicia Barteis, Annie Cheng, Bari Utair, Tyasha DuBois, Christine Daniello, Joanne Bualto, Kate Walsh, Athena Nienzak, Lara Baron, Lindsay Tjalles, Joy Pela, Lauren Marlowe, Beth Habina, Coach Linda Bolger.
"I am woman, hear me roar!" Atop the shoulder of Diane Lessor ('98), Sarah Schwartz ('98) ends a perfect routine with a bang. Oftentimes, in cheerleading, things don't go as planned. The ability to think on one's feet and complete a routine on pure creativity is a skill well suited for the sport.

As a relay runner, good judgement of timing is the key towards achieving victory. This concept is all too familiar to Wendi Menus ('98), who realized how one has to be aware of when to sprint ahead, rush forward, as well as pass the baton. In accomplishing this feat of concentration, athletes find it useful to keep their minds open and feet light.

Inhaling deeply in preparation for another "deep sea" dive, Dan Kent ('00) warms one of the most difficult strokes of his sport, the butterfly. Although the race is over in a matter of seconds, swimmers concentrate intensely on form and style, ready to adjust at any time. As Kent said, "When you are swimming, you need to focus on the race because the race is too short not to."

BOYS' BASKETBALL: John Enny, Scott Mooney, Kwame Biney, Tim Roche, Matt Minoff, Jeff Walsh, Ed Santos, Marcus Bullock, Scott Plasky, Andrew Schwartz, Jeff Pela, Jason Markus, Coach John Valore.

BOYS' BOWLING: Matt Robinson, Mike Mishkin, Sean Solomo, Rashad Foley, Jason Fensch, Coach Walt Uranich.
Running the middle leg of the 4 X 100 relay race, Shannon Agner (’98) puts the practiced technique of signal- ing to use. Signaling, usually in the form of calling, plays a vital role in the timing of the race due to the fact that each runner needs to receive the baton at an optimum speed. Decisions such as passing the baton are anything but ‘spur of the moment’ and require numerous practice races before creating the environment suitable for an excellent race.

In order to keep up with every subtle nuance in the sport of bowling, Matt Robinson (’01) fine-tunes his release. While criticizing one’s own technique is a positive method for improvement, analyzing the technique of fellow players is also beneficial. Integrating one’s own technique with another’s is a process that definitely does not occur in the spur of the moment; but takes time and patience.

Kicking it into high gear, Bob Moehler (’98) swims for home in the butterfly race. One strategy mastered by swimmers is to begin the sprint towards the finish line. The sprint is a split-second decision plagued all too often by swimmers beginning too early, thus expending all their energy before the end of the race.


GIRLS’ INDOOR TRACK: Shannon Agner, Christy Erickson, Justine Dymerska, Lillian Chou, Wendy Manus, Beth Agner, Allison Venuto, Susan Caruso, Makiko Matsumoto, Devon Glick, Kara Hawksley, Christy Gallagher, Coach Lee Troutman.

BOYS’ SWIMMING: Andrew Hill, Rob VanBunten, Pete Klimas, Nick Keller, Jay Kothati, Eric Kuo, Andrew Townsend, Mike Abruscato, Dave Lopez, Johnny Wang, Matt Denker, Dan Kanoff, Alan Kent, Yunan Wang, Bob Brangan, Tim Giacoto, Bill Deal, Scott Cameron, Bryce MacLarney, Scott Shayer, Chris Riley, Robert Del Aquila, Dan Kent, Adam Bussey, Chris Radziwill, Don Nguyen, Brett Asey, Heather Cameron, Will Wiker, Blake MacLarney, Joe Cuccinotti, Dale McKenney, Dave Lawrence, Chun Ho, Brenten Baker, Coach Fred Knouse, Coach Bo Wood.

Jason Markus ('98) places the rebound back up onto the board after the missed field goal attempt. Feeling a "superiority" over the players below, the sense of being able to accomplish anything overflows within oneself.

Lisa Rackenbaker ('01) sends yet another ball on its way towards the yawning abyss of darkness specked by white pegs at the end of the lane. One unique aspect of bowling is that it's a recreational sport loved not only by members of a team.

Cheerleaders for the boys' basketball team line up with smiles all the way down while preparing for an upcoming game. For many members, cheerleading is an enjoyable sport. Even though the sport requires participants to meet physical demands, the love of the sport makes the time spent practicing worth the effort.

Putting a spin on the ball just prior to the release, Sean Solomon ('99) hopes his effort pays off with a strike. It is true that bowling is an enjoyable sport. However, the sport strikes the chords of the heart when one racks up a strike, or two, or three, ....

---

**Girls Basketball**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>40 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineyard</td>
<td>44 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>49 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingboro</td>
<td>28 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>29 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>45 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>37 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>35 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>31 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penhsauken</td>
<td>44 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>34 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>46 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>43 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>58 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>52 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>48 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>38 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>48 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>52 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>37 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Dept.</td>
<td>28 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>35 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>37 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>27 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:** Wins: 11
Losses: 13

---

**Wrestling**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>3 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overbrook</td>
<td>25 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>1 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>66 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>19 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>2 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>50 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood</td>
<td>30 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>18 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>12 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>29 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddon Twp.</td>
<td>10 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>6 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>37 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>49 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penhsauken</td>
<td>54 21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:** Wins: 5
Losses: 11

---

**Boys Basketball**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Eustace</td>
<td>36 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>71 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Prep</td>
<td>52 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMP</td>
<td>63 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>45 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>39 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>49 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>46 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westampton Tech</td>
<td>71 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>46 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>44 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>37 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penhsauken</td>
<td>32 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>31 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>53 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul VI</td>
<td>45 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>39 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>53 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Spirit</td>
<td>73 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>56 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>40 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>56 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>57 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>64 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Twp.</td>
<td>42 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:** Wins: 15
Losses: 10

---

**Girls Swimming**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holy Cross</td>
<td>103 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>103 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rancocas</td>
<td>119 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley</td>
<td>131 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnaminson</td>
<td>101 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>97 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penhsauken</td>
<td>106 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop Ahr.</td>
<td>69 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moorestown</td>
<td>120 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>137 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunswick</td>
<td>137 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash Twp.</td>
<td>126 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>125 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillbrook</td>
<td>107 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Windsor</td>
<td>111 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penhsauken</td>
<td>97 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westfield</td>
<td>87 5 82 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTALS:** Wins: 15
Losses: 1
Against All Odds

While rushing through the air in a dive, Will Wecker ('01) feels the intense thrill of flying. Only in such a sport as diving can the athlete sour and splash (hopefully, not too much of a splash) into a refreshing pool. The rush of the dive is a common addiction amongst athletes, thus binding them to the sport for life.

Girls Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc. Tech.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS: Wins: 8
Losses: 8

Boys Bowling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptford</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eustace</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawnee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glouc. Tech.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS: Wins: 4
Losses: 11

Boys Swimming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>East</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenape</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triton</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumberland</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.H. West</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camden</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>130.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wash. Twp.</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherokee</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsauken</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haddonfield</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTALS: Wins: 8
Losses: 8

Just inside the arc, Lisa Baron ('99) succeeds in releasing the ball before the defense blocks the shot. Basketball is one of the few sports in which one can play not only as a youngster, but also as an adult. Growing up with the sport infuses a love that is impossible to destroy.
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The preparation for college begins in the early years of high school. Students struggle to take the Honors, AP, and Accelerated courses in order to heighten their GPA. Others immerse themselves in the large array of East activities available by running for Student Government, joining the Spanish Club, or participating in a sport. As Nancy Cheng ('99) said, "As a junior, I also have the pressure of college. At the moment, I am trying to balance my activities with the honors courses that I am also currently taking."

After the pressures of junior year pass, senior year initiates the college application process. Seniors send out for their applications after choosing their schools. Then, they ask their favorite teachers to write their college recommendations. The essays are the last and most difficult step. One week before January first, students realize that watching the sun rise for the fifth time in a row is not beautiful anymore. As Heather Cameron ('98) said, "I never realized how long the application process would be. Writing the high school College Board number 310223 for the hundredth time is not fun." Finally, after all that, the agonizing wait for 'the letter' begins.

In the college application process, students go through college viewbooks to familiarize themselves with the numerous schools that they are considering. Engaging in this task, Chrisa DiFilippo ('98) reads over one of the many viewbooks available at guidance. As Eric Troy said, "At the beginning of the application process, reading viewbooks is the best way to decide which schools you want to apply to."

One of the major ingredients of the college application is the essay. In order to gain suggestions of the essay topics, Maryann O'Donnell ('98) and Gem Bona ('98) meet and discuss ideas to help write their essays. According to senior Christian Chen, "Sometimes when you're stumped on a college essay, it really helps to talk to a friend to get ideas."

Debbie Barn ('98) and Carlee Tanenbaum ('98) peruse over college information in the guidance office, the haven for seniors during the months of September through January. First semester is the busiest time for seniors due to the overwhelming amount of work required when applying to colleges.
During the first semester of senior year, students meet with their guidance counselors for advice as they apply to colleges. Dan Hannum ('98), considering a prospective school, examines a yearbook with Mrs. Ciarroce. Like Dan Hannum said, "As I choose colleges and write my applications, I'm finally realizing how valuable my counselor really is."

Upon entering the twelfth grade, seniors are confronted with a multitude of decisions regarding college. Because of all these choices, students are given an opportunity to figure out which college is right for them. Dana Gubbele ('98) and Cortney Abramsohn ('98) look over college bulletins in the guidance office as they search for their perfect school.

As seniors embark on their final year at East, they undergo much anticipation. Dr. O'Breza, the head of the guidance department, eases the college application process for Brian Doe ('98). As seniors enter their last year, they need as much assistance from the guidance department as possible.
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Florence lover and Eric Dagorski ('99) discuss "Distract" while sharing a special bonding moment together in the hallway. A key responsibility among hall monitors is keeping the corridors in order. Nevertheless, the East monitors go beyond the call of duty, and, in the process, reveal something about their personalities. As Wynn Williamson ('99) said, "Perry Reinick is one of the sharpest, Wittiest men in this school and he is one of the few not teaching a class."

Laughing with one of his students, Mr. Foster presents yet another example of an East teacher doing more than just teaching. As portrayed by the look on his face, Matt Young ('01) is thrilled to be learning about Industrial Technology the best way: hands-on.
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For the science labs, students are paired with lab partners in order to enhance the learning process involved with laboratory work. Students find lab partners to be invaluable because a helping hand is always useful. Seniors Gen Bona and Tanya Scarlett review laboratory data together during their chemistry lab.

Amidst a pile of notes, Tom Caruso ('00) listens intently to Sarah Cho ('00) as she explains a research topic. East students often work together to increase their understanding of specific areas of study. As Rosa Wu ('99) said, "I think that group work is a great way to gain insight because every person sees things differently."

Preparing pastries in Mrs. Dilba's cooking class, Allison Schnepper ('98) and Laura Hammond ('00) work together while mixing the ingredients for a pie. Cooperation not only facilitates the process of completing a project, but also provides environment for fellow peers to get to know one another better. "I feel that by working together with other students, I get to meet new individuals and form new relationships," said Annie Lai ('98).

Seniors Adam Weiner and Netanel Eliezer act out scenes from "Pygmalion" for English class. Projects such as these require the cooperation of peers in order to succeed in achieving the best results. As Winnie Liang ('98) said, "Working with other kids really helps me learn the subject material as well as have fun at the same time."
Learning In Numbers

Sooner or later, everyone has got to do it. Whether it's for a science lab, an English project, or just a tough math problem, students must work together to get the job done. This constant interaction between students eventually evolves into a valuable skill that helps East graduates in the future.

Just how can cooperation lead to success? For one thing, if a student needs help with her biology paper, she can work with her teacher to figure out the problem. Also, when two or more students cooperate to complete an assignment, they not only finish it faster, but they also learn to work with others in an effective way. As Danielle Kraus ('00) said, "It's good to work with other because from what other people say, it becomes more of a learning experience and you get other peoples' input, especially when you're studying. Sometimes it depends on the people you work with. It has taught me to be more open to other peoples' views."

Furthermore, collaboration helps one develop skills that will be necessary in a future career. In the 'real world,' if one wants to get the job or promotion, a firm handle on cooperation skills is almost a must. Jeff Morrow said, "You have to know how to talk to people and communicate; for, you will need it for interviews, job projects, ... your future career will almost always require you to know how to deal with people."

As the 1998 school year comes to a close, many students will be going off to college while others may be applying for a job. No matter what a student plans to do after high school, one thing is for sure: the ability to work effectively with others is a definite benefit on any resume.
What's your fondest memory of high school?

"Going to my junior prom with my wife-to-be and dancing in the cafeteria during lunch." — George Jackson, Fine Arts

"Passing Mr. Nehring's math class." — Charles Musumeci, Substitute

"Preparing and decorating the cafeteria for my junior prom with a group of my closest friends." — Teresa Belchikoff, Mathematics

"Spending time with all my friends during our senior trip to Washington D.C." — William Sheppard, Physical Education

"Playing 'A Theme From The Apartment' on the piano with the high school orchestra." — Glenn Berryann, Science

"Hitting the books and having fun with my friends." — Margaret Jordan, Guidance

"Getting all revved up for the pep rallies, which were sometimes held at night behind the school with bonfires." — Helena Dobromilski, English

"The end of senior year — the graduation ceremony and getting accepted to college." — Stephen Schnell, English

"Getting my driver's license and, finally, being able to go anywhere at any time." — Margaret Regan, Social Studies
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A Break with Tradition

Everyone experiences it. Sometime during one's school day, there will be a class where the teacher seems to drone on forever. Thankfully though, not all East teachers lecture their lessons. In fact, there are quite a few who use innovative methods to get their lesson across. English teacher Mr. Carr is a prime example. He describes his teaching style as "eclectic," and by that he means he tries many different ways to reach his students. "I want my students to be as engaged in the class as possible...I joke around a lot during class, but I'm also very serious when I'm teaching. It paces the class better if there are breaks for some humor. Also, during group discussions, I try to create an environment where people feel comfortable about speaking out." Thus, rather than adhering to one strict regimen, teachers such as Mr. Carr offer relief from the common mundane style of teaching.

Reading a passage from Henry James' "The Turn of the Screw", Mrs. Dobromilski sits between students Melissa Anderson ('98) and Kevin Akinskas ('98) during a class discussion. One style of teaching utilized by teachers is to motivate students into discussion by creating the right environment. "We learn through discussion rather than the recitation of facts. Mrs. Dobromilski plants the seed in our mind and we expand upon the idea," said
Sitting in front of the still life display, which is comprised of Gandalf's sword, a violin, and a painting of a basketball player, is a teacher's primary role. The students, who are engaged in the process of explaining through tangible, visual objects, find their heights when they are able to express their ideas. Mr. Carr's English Language Arts students who have been asked to design a presentation on the theme of "Falling in Love" have been working hard on their projects.

"I think it's important for students to be able to express themselves through their writing," Mr. Carr stated. "This is an opportunity for them to explore their interests and develop their skills."
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Psychology, a popular senior class, allows students to both experience and learn theories simultaneously. Helping Mr. Sharp test the psychological theory of addiction, Sarah Fehder ('01) participates in one of the many activities involved in psychology. “One of the tools we use in psychology is simulations, which make the theories we learn more complete,” said Mr. Sharp.
Mr. Frank spots with a smile as Gary Cobb ('98) perseveres in lifting weights to continue building his upper body strength. Weight training is not only offered as a physical education class, but also as an after school activity. Such activities supported by the physical education department open the door for students concerned with improving their health as well as their strength. This "door" policy is an opportunity that many East students take advantage of. "The school's opening weight training to students is helpful to students who take advantage of it because it's a healthy activity," said Cobb.

With greasy hands and an oil-stained cover up, Mr. Powell explains braking mechanisms to Buddy Di Fabio ('98) and his fellow classmates. Auto shop is one class offered to students that involves hands-on learning as the primary method of education. The department offers students considering a future in mechanical careers the chance to learn from experience by fixing old cars.

A pen, paper, and a bottle of white-out are all instruments that Frank Cattramone ('98) needs to write an essay for English lab. One of the main objectives of East's English department is to teach students how to write not only coherently but also with a personal, unique style. The department's emphasis on composition prepares students heading to college for the daunting task of writing an infinite number of papers weekly; this aspect eliminates one of the many details that East students will not have to worry about during the pre-college months. "The lab program has been very helpful when used properly since, I think, it all depends on the teacher," said Cattramone.

Jen Adams ('98) practices with Karen Willocky ('00) for vocal workshop. The music department is one section of the school curriculum that functions not only during regular school hours, but also during the after-school hours, when much of the learning for students takes place. East's strong music program thrives on the talented individuals of the student body who behold music as an important aspect of their future. The music department gives many opportunities for these students to experience music outside of school with performances such as that at Carnegie Hall in New York City.

Kate Medzitokvish ('98) looks on as seniors Sharon Cravens and Rebecca Sellers concentrate on completing questions for their physics class. The physics department strives to promote the student's awareness of an existing connection between "book" physics and the events occurring in their surroundings — in the real world. For example, towards the end of the school year, the department takes students on a field trip to Great Adventure, where physics is applied to rides such as Free Fall and The Great American Scream Machine.

Using various kitchen appliances, seniors Stephanie Mennies and Sharon Cravens work together to cook a meal for the class, World of Foods. For many East students, this class is very helpful because it exposes them to various forms of cooking and food. Such exposure will be particularly useful when students go out into the real world and must cook food for themselves. As Mennies said, "You have to go through life knowing how to cook. Without that, you'll starve."
Kristy Erickson (95)  
“I love Math. I had some really great teachers, and they just made it so fun for me. Solving a hard math problem just gives me this really cool feeling. I love it.”

Jerry Levine (99)  
“In our programming classes, we are treated to the use of Jurassic age computers upon which we write amazing DOS-based stuff. It’s really neat to do this.”

Diana Kang (98)  
“3-D Art is the only class where you don’t get any directions for the projects. The teacher is really open to ideas and it is this openness that emphasizes self-actualization.”

Jeff Hwang (99)  
“Although many students don’t find health class very vital, it’s actually pretty helpful. This class provides some time for extra studying as well as teaching about nutrition and STD’s.”

In an animated conversation, Hope Weinstein (98) and Rashid Hawkins (98) learn skills not found in a typical history textbook. They learn the invaluable skills in the social studies department’s unique course, Natural Helpers. Although the class attracts people who already have a “helping” instinct, it gives people life-skills which will help carry them into the working field and beyond.

“AH! You cut off too much!” cries the dummy head as Georgette Keels (99) practices one of the many haircutting techniques used in cosmetology. The art of cosmetics and their use compose a department at East based on students’ learning through hands on experience in school as well as in competitions. With this foundation, this department offers students interested in the cosmetology field the freedom of earning a license to work as a cosmetologist immediately after high school.

In her ROTC uniform, Janine Tait (99) positions the reflector and lamp in preparation for an upcoming photo shoot. Photography is one department at East that promotes a learning experience solely based on the expression of the students’ creativity. For example, the culminating project for photography students is their participation in the displaying of their works for family members and friends. During this occasion, students take advantage of the opportunity to stand by their creations and exhibit what they have learned via pictures. “Photography is a way to express myself. Many people don’t realize that it is used for that purpose,” said Tait.
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Dear Cara,

We are so proud of you and all that you are: kind and considerate, a true friend, a conscientious, loyal worker, a dedicated student and officer, a loving sister, and a devoted daughter. You have accomplished so much in your young life---all to perfection. We could not wish for more except that your life always be filled with family and friends, laughter and love, health and happiness. May all the joy you have given to others be returned to you a hundredfold. God Bless You.

We Love You,
Mom, Dad, and Steven
Filling the bottle w/water at Val's party; Martin and paintball gun; 3-D Rich; Hot Mike; ghetto cruiser (bass); Ted's slammin' system; Bridget's studman from the start; Nichole won THE BET; stalker sure (yeah) - butt tucked, feet out; prosthetic arm; "Bossman"; gettin' slammin' puppet show; Tyson fight; 5 dollars; cat w/ funny tail; V's; return to innocence; riding the train; everythings rewinding; melting at Oma's; footing it; hootchess have standards; Nichole's love on Iris; using the raw men's room; cigarette machine at IHOP; Nichole's parties; Bell Atlantic scam; hooter's, knocker's; Melissa's chant (udinay arbay); TLC's What about your friends; If Nichole ruled the world; Debbie does Alice; Wilderness Run before homeroom; taxi drivers; speedline; Mother Hen; Val's limo; stalker Brad Rieson; "stalk, conquer, curb"; tattoos and belly button rings; Sailor Eddie's; Welcome Aboard; Abstinence; The Big V; Nichole's smashed pride and joy; sneaking out; Nichole's blacklight; BINDY; Friday soundtrack; fighting with jealous chicks; 8th & Market or 9th & 10th?; Jimmy; dorito breath; Irish Pub; scary guy with glasses; Movies 10; Friday night movie quote; 8th period lunch; IHOP; picking out Eric's card; Freshman hall Sophomore year; Junior girls; lucky marble; lost in Brandon's neighborhood; blue goose/love mobile; first you gotta kiss your boyfriend at the door; Fear; AOL boyfriend; poit system; Brian's apartment; retainer and toothbrush; Mt. Misery; Jim's off-white pants; chili; picking noses; Club MX3; tanning salon; the raptor; Hey!; Umpas; special Vicki; writing this page; and many more......

A true friend is a friend that knows more about you than you know about yourself......
If it hurts you to look back and frightens you to look ahead, just look beside you and I'll be there........
“Got no time for spreading roots, the time has come to be gone. And though our health we’ve drank a thousand times, it’s time to ramble on.”

Phil (Simba) - “The older kids made us do it.”, Dustin (Buzzy) - “Me and Potter...”, Jeff (Shaggy) - “Can I get some?!”, Matt (Bu) - “I have no idea what you’re talking about.”, Ed (Special Ed) - “My toenail!”, Mike (Samuri) - “Wooah!”, Brian (Dr. D.O.E.) - “I’ve had something in my eye for 6 weeks.”, Ari (FD) - “Don’t waste the batteries!”, Rob (Ghostface) - “Are you sure my keys are in the car?”, Nick (Bushwacker) - “I can’t go to sleep until I talk to Lou.”, Bob (Bean) - “It never happened.”, Lou (Sweet Lou) - “Spite is right.”, Doug (Rodi) - “You wanna put money on it?”, Scott (Da Pope) - “They hate me because they ain’t me.”, Pat (Billy) - “I am the goal scorer extraordinaire.”, Jason (J.J. Smooth) - “I gun trunk.”

MEMORIES: NEXT PAGE
A little somethin for the honey:( Society Hill Parties; liquid fire; Thanksgiving 94; Tool Team; 5th period lunch; pool hopping; eggs; pumpkins; scarecrows; fireworks; toilet paper; bikes; the blue bag; titans; sweets; woods; parks; Ed’s toecramps; toenail; pool at Doe’s; buttpoolaphobia; McKee’s back porch, basement; sleeping on porches; week hangovers; Phil carrying everyone home; Sharp roof/woods; trashcans; fire extinguishers; tackle soccer; five most popular allen wrenches; The Gauntlet; stanky fangers; its snowing; Mr. East #9; what happened last night; the size of quarters; Phil’s nutrag; Daly at Rashid’s - bad pizza, Ari at Brian’s - bad pizza; Lou- 22 times at Sharp; Doug’s retarded and the walk home; New Years 94; walks to 7-Eleven; Rob and Ed survive the woods; Don’s going-away party; Varallo’s house; Lou at bar mitzvah; McKee eats bugs, licks put; Phil’s BBQ; EZP; starters vs. scrubs; JV2; Ed and Mike K. - extreme team; freshman basketball, football; owl candle; basketball at McKee’s and Ari’s; Daly’s house summer 95; Cotillion; Daly’s Audrey Experience, The House, JR’s house, Natalie - Matt, Mike, Phil, New Years 95-96 at Fifis; nubaf; The Accident; parties at Wuhl’s; Bob and Doug - quarters champs; Goldworm’s house; BK/Denny’s Crew; Main Street playground; mission impossible; alarm goes off at Jay’s; so smooth, so rough; Dan G. and Sienna house; Uncle Bob’s weedling; Matt’s car - R. Kelly, Crossroads, Mo’ Money, Montell; brown bomber; breakin in - Ari’s and Dustin’s; boot to Phil’s face; flash on 70; Denny’s - the best time of my life; Rashid’s house many times; Brian and Rob - quarters champs; Brett Harte; egg wars; ninjas; snipers; Jay’s roof; flowing at Stockton; Da Pope and His Clergy; 4-Life; The Wolfpack; Surf Ed Turlf; SNAFU; shout out to CFlow, Ben K. and Dan S.; brawls at Diane’s; Shaggy falls off car; Masaro’s house - wrecked; Jill’s roof; props to Rubin’s house and cabinet; Moeller falls off roof; cowboys in the night; losing Lawton; Red Book Barn; Dee posted bail; pulling Buzzy on tricycle; promised land; Dustin’s house; Whitman on floor; mistakes - Bidni, Kate, Amy, Fritche, Laura, Sheera, big shoulders; hot dog bun; Scott’s parties; superbows; fight nights; Club Crawford’s; Manuel’s; The Dogg Pound; soccer pre-games at Rob and Ed’s; pre-games at Soble’s; Club Wawa; the bank; Dunkin Donuts beatdown; Dollal - “Crazy Banshut”; pimpstance; the projects; sand trooper; sheepherding; deer hunting; dumps on the phone/lawns; movies - Brian and Cohen retarded; video games - Madden, Metal, 8 way Track and Field, Rage; pong at Pync’s; Nick and Nick - 40 Dogs; Fifis parties; Bert and Show Dogg - October swim; polar bear club; Jay’s parties; Rob and Ed’s 17th birthday at The Shack; lap dances; New Years 96-97; Brian - 11:59 to 12:01; Rob loses his keys; 2 mad dogs for Show Dogg; Rob boots in car; Cohen boots out; the resinator; Matt’s 18th birthday; zagara’s pickups; Junior Prom at the Shadeway; Freddy and his stick; Donna Lever and KDogg; Brian’s 200$ order; Ed loses registration; Matt and Lifestyles at CVS; ironmen; Lou - 56 raisins; McKee and the dog; ECF’nW; the gamblers - McCall and Rodio; Atlantic City; the lounge at Tropicana; off-roading; water parks; JTJ; the cult; Potter’s front lawn; Pat’s Steak; Nick’s Roast Beef; loud and wacked late-nights at Soble’s; Rob and Ed’s basement - chill environment; Jeff’s room; gek’s at Daly’s summer 97; bouncers; Gross’ party; Phillies game; Rubin’s 97; Halloween 97 - Medford mayhem; Bob’s gay; Cornholio breaks Rashid’s table; fat freshman girl’s house; McCall missing in action, breaks out; best hands in S.J.; Diamond Lounge; golf; Moeller’s threesome; nakedness; Daly vs. Moeller; caribou country; bushes at Reilly’s; Rob’s wears his sunglasses at night; zoinks; wipe with leaves; smelly fleeces; slim jims, corn nuts; slushies; kodiak - the bear; catchin dips, cigs; party balls; dub ice; blt’s; grandnatty; bottle of rocks; power drives; thirties; skunked reeb; gek’s; aterfb, slagger; rumleminze; jd; cuervo; Phil vs. Soble and Moeller; Ed’s driving; Bob and Jen’?; Lost Highway; Bob Dylan; Dave Matthews; U2; Pantera; Motley Crue; The Stones; $45 t-shirts; football games 97; November 10, 1997 - In memory of Mike Tumburino.

*Special thanks: the runners, Main Street, Voorhees, Cherry Hill, Benash, the Ranch, Runnemed, and most especially Carool’s.
Caryn and Sarah

Duke, "Bye Rose", no friends, pregnant girl, forbidden beach trips with Brad, bikes, Clueless and Higher Learning, Trout, summers (96, 97), "Caryn this is..." "Can you drive us home?". Thanks Sarah, t minus 9, get out of here, bye Dave. change the machine, Dave's/Caryn's room, IHOP with Pete, England, Dave's parties, star of Brad, Sarah's boogies and other sick things, dead bugs, our movies, love advice, speeches, Natural Helpers, Road Kill Café, Sarah's bed, bugs everywhere, twat, skit, no sheets, sending Dave girls, Sarah's couches, the love Dr. is in, cupcakes, Christina, how did you get my number?, blond girl, being 4 again, DMB knockdowns, Christian quarters, cotillion and prom, Caryn's dress, General, magazine cut-outs, butt buddies, singing Respect with Novs, frozen hair, random dances, Vitos, One eyed Willy, "Lazy Eye", drive by eggings, matching Jimmys, Heeey Laura, Arner, Smidgen, Luau, Nicks and Brauts, Princess Diana, sober summer, finally 17, nail polish colors, shopping/playing, denial(hint, hint), cruisin', birthday Bread Co., 6 month countdown till good-byes, Hercules, No Diggity, Twiggy, jogging talks, #9, Senior prom hellos, 1st hooker, Singer Group, Janice and Phil, Heeeellll, "American girls are different", Penn State, Caryn made friends, sibling double dates, Dianes, Sarah's door experience. Big Dave--Little Dave, hasta Brad, Steve Miller, "never stop me", Exorcist quotes, Nine Months, giving but not receiving, Florida p's. Nancy's advice, poison ivy-tss, running from CJ, 3:00 AM door knocks, Relax yo self, Captain Caryn, rough month, bad boy, Sarah's Halloween, driving stick, you think we lesbians?, college boys, Wisconsin, long distance relationships—"shh, don't tell" "Believe me, your secrets safe with me", bastards, three way break up, speaker phone and the pottery time, Missy's Caryn cough, soccer champs, Thanksgiving, I'll feel that next week, "we swear it never happened", good liars, piercing, crying, Matt(x2), Little Mermaid, "Don't talk back", Abercrombie, fights to wars, awkward hellos, move on boys, "I'm not bitter", neat, new beginnings, Caryn's college dilemma, and many more to come...Thanks Snowball
"Just as time knew to move on since the beginning
And the seasons know exactly when to change
Just as kindness knows no shame
Know through all your love and pain
That I'll be loving you always" - Our man Stevie, the Wonder

Give it up for: J.C. Superstar; freshman cheerleading (dropping Sarah); powder puff; Nike, Rudy, Garfield; trick-or-treating; skinny dipping; Yacatan's party with Wolf; pimpin' in the limo; orgy with Tim; Kuhl's back porch, Schwartz's front porch, Jill's hammock; bad ballet and figure skating; Belch imitations; Saved by the Bell; Breakfast Club, Ferris Bueller, Princess Bride; swinging; philosophising; The Simpsons; South Park (the cook); swimteam; omelettes; clear face; The Sandaway; Jill's eggs when you sleep over; Pegs & Les, Bob & Barbs, Judie & Steve; Jo, David, Sue, Robyn, and Jeffrey (the heartthrob); walks to Bret Harte; laughing at restaurants; laughing in people's faces; outbursts of laughter at the wrong time; bumpin' to Stevie; Mexican Food Factory, going to shows (Medeski, James Taylor, and Maceo); getting lost in Philly; and taking this picture with Tim - Thanks, bro  Late!
To Our Darling Daughter, Kerri

Memories are made of these: our best Christmas gift, ever! - "you dressed me like that?" - Cabbage Patch haircuts - kitchen sponges - snow forts and leaf towns - pitchforks, splinters and TV's - 1st day pictures - "bumpy roads" - swim meets and soccer games - All Town Band and Summer Theater - stay-overs - lunch notes - Care Bears and Pooh Bears - "for the baby book" - "Apple Dumplin" and Tootsie Roller" - 1st dates and proms - concerts and gowns - driving lessons and SATs - "to pieces" and Butterfly Kisses --- and oh so many more!

From Rocky Hill to Cherry Hill, you've learned to climb those rocks when life wasn't a bowl of cherries; and now, as you graduate, the world is yours. We know you'll succeed in reaching your goals and look forward to all the memories yet to be made!

With all of our love and pride,
Mom, Dad and Tim

XXX 000

---

Julia

When you entered nursery school, we knew you could do it all. . . .
Now, you know you can.

Congratulations

Love you always,
Mom & Dad

Where has the time gone? It seems as if you just started nursery school and now you are graduating high school. You have given us happiness and joy since the day you were born and we are very proud of all of your talents and accomplishments. We wish you a wonderful life, a bright future and we know the best is yet to come.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Lauren
Asian economic turmoil triggers global unrest. In October, Hong Kong's stock market crashes. Asian countries receive billions in bailout dollars from the International Monetary Fund.

A 15-day school strike in Ontario, Canada, affects 2.1 million students. Late in October, 128,000 teachers walk out to protest a controversial bill that would alter educational funding and centralize government control of education.

Hong Kong reverted to China at 12:01 a.m., July 1, after 156 years of British colonial rule. China says Hong Kong will continue its Western way of life and free-market economy.

Governments and businesses worldwide race to remedy the "Year 2000" problem. Unless key computer systems are reprogrammed to recognize dates in the new century, the world faces the threat of catastrophic failure in critical areas like banking, air safety, public utilities and defense.

Montserrat, once called "the Emerald Isle of the Caribbean," is devastated by ongoing eruptions from a volcano that had been dormant for 400 years. Two-thirds of the populace evacuates.

Powerful earthquakes in central Italy kill 11 people and damage art treasures, including centuries-old frescoes by Italian Renaissance painters, in the Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi.

Change sweeps Great Britain as Labor Party leader Tony Blair's landslide election in May 1997 ousts the Conservatives and makes Blair, at 44, Britain's youngest prime minister in 185 years.

Halloween fever seizes France. At the base of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, 8,000 pumpkins are displayed, and French children participate in an American-style Halloween celebration.

The remains of Ernesto "Che" Guevara, martyred Marxist revolutionary, are laid to rest in Cuba in October, 30 years after his execution in Bolivia, where his bones recently had been found.

After 23 years of autocratic rule, President Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire is deposed in May 1997 and later dies in exile. His successor, Laurent Kabila, changes Zaire's name to Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Halloween Pauline slams into Mexico's Pacific coast in October, causing flash floods, landslides and at least 200 fatalities. The resort city of Acapulco is heavily damaged.
President Jiang Zemin of China meets for summit talks with President Bill Clinton in October, the first visit in 12 years of a Chinese leader to the U.S. During his stay, demonstrators protest China's treatment of Tibet.

Diana, Princess of Wales, one of the world's most famous and admired women, dies at 36 in a violent car crash in Paris on August 31.

The death of "the people's princess" generates an emotional outpouring of love and grief, evidenced by floral tributes heaped at Diana's Kensington Palace home.

At the funeral, Elton John performs "Candle in the Wind 1997," rewritten in tribute to Diana. The recording quickly sells more than 35 million copies, becoming the best-selling single of all time. Sales proceeds benefit the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fund.

One of the most poignant images of Diana's funeral: her young sons following her coffin into Westminster Abbey.

Crisis flares again in Iraq in late 1997 as Saddam Hussein protests U.N. sanctions and blocks inspection of suspected Iraqi weapon sites.

Floods, drought and mismanagement in North Korea create a severe famine. As many as one million North Koreans die of starvation.

Pope John Paul II visits Communist Cuba in January 1998, the first time a pope has done so. During his five-day visit the pope celebrates public masses and meets privately with President Fidel Castro.

In June, shortly before Diana's death, an auction of 79 of her evening gowns raises $1.25 million for AIDS and cancer charities. Top price paid for a single gown: $222,500.
On July 23, a suspect murderer Andrew Cunanan, 27, commits suicide in Miami Beach. Cunanan was the prime suspect in a cross-country killing spree that left five dead, including fashion designer Gianni Versace.

Once mighty Apple Computer is close to failure when arch-rival Bill Gates of Microsoft "rescues" it with a $150 million bail-out in August. The event opens a new era of cooperation between formerly fierce competitors.

In April 1997, floods ravage the entire Red River Valley between Minnesota and the Dakotas. Ninety percent of downtown Grand Forks, North Dakota, is underwater.

Americans join "Stop the Violence" campaigns nationwide in an attempt to generate awareness of and solutions to the problem of violence in America.

Joe Camel is snuffed out as the Federal Trade Commission bans tobacco advertising aimed at minors and institutes sweeping tobacco advertising restrictions.

Theodore Kaczynski admits he is the Unabomber responsible for killing three and injuring 29 others in an 18-year bombing campaign. His January 1998 guilty plea spares Kaczynski the death penalty but condemns him to life in prison with no possibility of release.

British nanny Louise Woodward, 19, is convicted in Massachusetts of murdering a child in her care. The judge later reduces the charge to involuntary manslaughter and releases her.

Timothy McVeigh is convicted of murder and conspiracy in June for the April 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City. McVeigh is later sentenced to death.

First Lt. Kelly Flinn accepts a general discharge from the Air Force, avoiding court-martial for lying about an affair and disobeying orders. Flinn had been the first and only female B-52 pilot in the service.
A rare urban tornado prowls through Miami on May 12, uprooting trees, shattering windows and snapping power lines. Fortunately, the storm inflicts only minor injuries.

Attorney General Janet Reno refuses to name an independent prosecutor to investigate Clinton administration fundraising, causing friction with FBI Director Louis Freeh.

Terry Nichols is found guilty of conspiracy and manslaughter in the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing. Nichols is spared a federal death sentence in January 1998, but still faces Oklahoma state charges.

UFO enthusiasts gather in Roswell, New Mexico, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the alleged UFO crash there in July 1947.

Bobbi McCaughey, Carlisle, Iowa, gives birth November 19 to seven babies, the U.S.'s first living septuplets. McCaughey and her husband Kenny now have eight children.

At the Internet/Online Summit in December, Vice President Al Gore announces government initiatives to protect young Internet users from online pornography.

Flash

The all-male Promise Keepers movement inspires praise and controversy for its message of spiritual revival and personal responsibility for men. In October, the group holds a giant rally in Washington, D.C.

Once-secret tape recordings of former presidents Kennedy and Nixon are released publicly. The tapes provide an unvarnished, and sometimes unflattering, glimpse into the two presidents' actions and conversations in the White House.

Fast-food giant Burger King is forced to stop serving burgers when supplier Hudson Foods recalls 28 million pounds of hamburger suspected of contamination with E. coli bacteria. It is the biggest beef recall in U.S. history.

On October 25, at least 300,000 African-American women gather in Philadelphia for the Million Woman March. Winnie Madikizela-Mandela is one of the speakers.
Russia’s aging Mir space station collides with an unmanned supply vehicle in June and is seriously damaged. This is only one in a series of crises casting doubt on the viability of the station.

Viewers worldwide see the first-ever high-resolution color pictures of Mars when the Pathfinder spacecraft lands July 4. The lander and its rover, Sojourner, collect and transmit extraordinary data for three months.

For $8.36 million, Chicago’s Field Museum of Natural History buys “Sue,” the most complete Tyrannosaurus rex fossil yet discovered. The sale occurs October 4 at Sotheby’s in New York.

In September, CAT scans of petrified dinosaur eggs found in China reveal a dinosaur embryo.

Scottish scientists in February 1997 announce the world’s first cloning of an adult mammal. The sheep, named Dolly, fuels controversy over possible misuse of the technology.

Research produces medical breakthroughs, including a genetically engineered “bullet” molecule being tested to fight cancer and new drugs to control or prevent Parkinson’s disease, osteoporosis and congestive heart failure.

The popular diet regimen fen-phen is pulled off the market in September. The combination of fenfluramine and phentermine is shown to cause heart valve disorders, as is the diet drug Redux, also recalled.

Fuel cells that convert a fuel’s energy directly into electricity are being developed for use in cars, making possible an efficient, low-emission car of the future.

The first prescription pill for male-pattern baldness is approved by the Food and Drug Administration in December. The drug Propecia is made by Merck and Company.

Aided by the Hubble Space Telescope, astronomers discover the Pistol Star—the brightest star yet observed in the Milky Way. The Pistol Star is 25,000 light years from Earth.
Comet Hale-Bopp captures imaginations worldwide as it streaks past Earth for the first time in 4,200 years—or, since 2203 B.C. Hale-Bopp next returns in 4397.

On October 13, the British jet car Thrust SSC becomes the first vehicle to break the sound barrier on land, traveling 766.6 miles per hour in the Nevada desert.

El Niño stirs up global weather patterns. Caused by warmer-than-normal water temperatures in the equatorial Pacific, the '97 El Niño is blamed for storms and weather problems worldwide.

In December, 159 nations gather in Kyoto, Japan, and negotiate a climate treaty to combat global warming by reducing greenhouse gases.

The Food and Drug Administration approves a dental laser for treating cavities. Unlike traditional dental drills, the laser in most cases causes virtually no discomfort.

Protesters unsuccessfully attempt to prevent the October launch of NASA's Cassini spacecraft to Saturn, fearing an accident could shower the Earth with the rocket's radioactive plutonium.

Hong Kong authorities in December order the slaughter of more than a million chickens in an effort to halt the spread of a bird flu virus that killed six people.

The space shuttle Columbia releases the errant Spartan satellite in November. U.S. astronaut Winston Scott and Takao Doi, the first Japanese astronaut to do a space walk, retrieve the satellite for return to Earth.

Riven, the long-awaited computer adventure game sequel to Myst, proves to be just as popular and even more sophisticated visually than its predecessor.

French oceanographer and award-winning filmmaker Jacques Cousteau dies in June at 87. His work gained renown through the popular television series "The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau."
Teen People, a savvy monthly magazine for and about teenagers, premieres in February 1998.

In October, a cyberfashion show at the M.I.T. Media Lab Wearable Symposium features fashions with built-in computer devices and electronic hardware. M.I.T. students designed the high-tech fashions.

Princess Diana tribute merchandise abounds, including a double CD set and a new Beanie Baby named Princess, a royal purple bear adorned with a rose. Profits benefit the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fund.

Fashion looks to the Far East. The stick-on bird, a tiny decorative accent worn in the middle of the forehead, is popularized by Gwen Stefani, lead singer of the band No Doubt.

Nike introduces a new “I Can” advertising campaign on New Year’s Day. The company does not plan to abandon its “Just Do It” slogan, introduced in 1985, which will continue to appear on T-shirts and posters.

Diet Scent Patches are introduced in June by Slimline, a British company. Designed to help people diet successfully, the small arm stickers produce an unpleasant odor to discourage the wearer from eating sweets.

“Two Fat Ladies” becomes the Food Network’s hottest new cooking show in the U.S., attracting fans with its unconventional British stars, two overweight, middle-aged women.

This year’s look in cosmetics is glimmering, sparkling and colorful. Riding this wave, cosmetics giant Christian Dior introduces Mascara Flash, temporary hair color in a variety of outrageous tints.

Platform shoes, a fashion statement during the disco 70s, make a style comeback in a big way in 1997, inspiring even platform sneakers.
The Chevrolet Corvette is named Motor Trend magazine's 1998 Car of the Year.

A new $50 bill featuring a larger, off-center portrait of President Ulysses S. Grant is unveiled in October. Design details make the bill more difficult to forge.

Mattel introduces Share a Smile Becky in May 1997. Seated in a bright pink wheelchair, the doll is marketed as a friend to the traditional Barbie.

Digital "pets" are a 1997 toy craze. These virtual critters keep their owners busy by beeping when they need care or feeding. If ignored, they "die."

As many as 700 school districts nationwide teach "emotional intelligence," aiming to develop children's values and people skills as well as their minds.

Beeper are a status symbol and a lifestyle must-have for many teens juggling school, jobs and after-school activities. More than 40 million beepers are carried in the U.S., an estimated 25 percent of them by people between the ages of 12 and 24. In some schools, beepers are forbidden as disruptive.

Popular board games appear on CD-ROM in ever-growing numbers, including interactive favorites Monopoly, Scrabble, Sorry, Risk and Boggle.

Canada issues a Superhero postage stamp series that includes a 45-cent stamp featuring the colorful, comic-book image of Superman.
ABC's gritty police drama "NYPD Blue" remains one of the most popular one-hour dramas on television in 1997, capturing four Emmy Awards.

Comedian Chris Farley dies at 33 of a drug overdose on December 18. He starred in NBC's "Saturday Night Live" and movies including Tommy Boy and Beverly Hills Ninja.

Jerry Seinfeld, creator and star of the NBC hit "Seinfeld," announces in December that the 1997-1998 season is the show's last. The final episode airs in May, ending the popular show's nine-year run.

Horror films draw teenagers to the box office. I Know What You Did Last Summer, starring Jennifer Love Hewitt and Sarah Michelle Gellar, is one of the year's biggest attractions.

In its second season, the WB's campy sitcom "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" blossoms into a huge favorite with many viewers.

Jenny McCarthy stars in a new fall NBC comedy "Jenny" that, in January 1998, goes into hiatus only a few months into its first season. McCarthy had been an MTV personality before moving to the network.

Critically acclaimed Amistad, directed by Steven Spielberg, tells the story of an 1839 slave ship mutiny. The film culminates years of effort by producer Debbie Allen to bring the story to life.

The Lost World, Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park sequel, breaks summer box-office records everywhere. It earns $229 million in the U.S.

Fox network launches "King of the Hill," an animated show that focuses on the lives of a propane dealer from Texas and his family. The show goes on to become a smash hit.

Scream 2, the chilling hit sequel to Scream, is a wildly successful mix of carnage and comedy starring Neve Campbell, Jerry O'Connell, Tori Spelling, Jada Pinkett and a host of other stars.
Religion is a common theme on eight fall-season network TV shows inspired by the success of CBS's "Touched by an Angel" starring Roma Downey, Della Reese and John Dye. New programs include ABC's "Nothing Sacred" and "Teen Angel."

Titanic is a huge critical and box-office success. The movie event of the year, this $200 million picture is the most costly in history. After 45 days in the theaters, Titanic had earned $308 million.

Star Wars captures a new generation of fans when George Lucas re-releases the film trilogy 20 years after the first film was shown. In Washington, D.C., the National Air and Space Museum mounts a huge exhibition of now-historic Star Wars artifacts.

Michael Flatley's pulsating show "Lord of the Dance" fuels the extraordinary popularity of Irish dance. The show tours 15 cities in the U.S. through October.

In the fall, Fox debuts "Ally McBeal," a comedy/drama starring Calista Flockhart as a young Boston attorney. The show captures a Golden Globe Award in January 1998 for best series/musical or comedy.

Matt Damon stars as an attorney in The Rainmaker, a movie based on the John Grisham novel. Damon's successes also include the film Good Will Hunting.

Summer blockbuster Men in Black grosses more than $500 million worldwide to become 1997's biggest hit. The sci-fi comedy stars Will Smith and Tommy Lee Jones.

Tomorrow Never Dies, starring Pierce Brosnan as 007, is a holiday box-office hit and confirms the enduring popularity of James Bond movies.

The 1997 season premiere episode of "ER" is broadcast live and draws 42.7 million viewers for NBC, including those who watch it on a giant screen in Times Square.
Chumbawamba’s hit single “Tubthumping” brings long-awaited success to this British band. The song becomes popular at pro sports events, kicking off games for several teams.

Fiona Apple, 20, one of rock’s female superstars, is named MTV’s Best New Artist in a Video. Her single “Criminal” soars to the top of the charts.

With their hit single “MMMBop,” three young brothers from Tulsa become one of the biggest breakthrough acts of 1997 as the band Hanson.

Lilith Fair, an all-female summer rock concert, draws large crowds on its 37-stop tour. Canadian singer-songwriter Sarah McLachlan masterminds the festival and releases a hit album, Surfacing.

Drummer Bill Berry leaves R.E.M. after 17 years with the popular rock group. R.E.M. plans to continue as a trio.

Kenny G. enters the Guinness Book of World Records for holding the longest musical note—45 minutes, 47 seconds—on his saxophone.

Smash Mouth popularizes a genre of alternative rock known as neo-ska with its hit single “Walkin’ on the Sun” and debut album Fush Yu Mang.
British pop phenomenon, the Spice Girls, makes millions with mega-hits such as "Wannabe" and sells 14 million albums and 10 million singles.

Adam Yauch of the Beastie Boys engineered the second Tibetan Freedom Concert, held in June in New York, offering 27 music acts and a free-Tibet political message.

The album No Way Out by Puff Daddy & the Family goes multiplatinum. Puffy’s single "I’ll Be Missing You," an elegy to his friend the Notorious B.I.G., also tops the charts.

Sixteen-year-old R&B phenomenon Jonny Lang opens for the Rolling Stones’ fall tour and spends 16 weeks at No. 1 on Billboard’s blues chart with his album Lie to Me.

Kenneth “Babyface” Edmonds, superstar producer songwriter singer, receives more 1998 Grammy nominations than any other artist, including one for his album The Day. Edmonds and wife Tracey also produce the film Soul Food in 1997.

Metallica releases a seventh album, Re-Load, that confirms its position as the premier heavy-metal band in the music world.

Radiohead is Spin magazine’s Band of the Year. Critics praise Radiohead’s album OK Computer, variously described as haunting, revolting, inscrutable, stunning and gorgeous. The album receives a 1998 Grammy nomination for Rock/Pop Album of the Year.

At 15, country music sensation LeAnn Rimes sells more than 12.5 million recordings in the U.S. in 1997 and is named Billboard Music Awards’ Artist of the Year. Her single "How Do I Live" is one of the year’s best sellers.
In July, 16-year-old Swiss tennis star Martina Hingis becomes the youngest Wimbledon champion since 1887. Hingis wins three of the four 1997 Grand Slam events.

Quarterback John Elway leads the Denver Broncos to a 31-34 victory over the Green Bay Packers in Super Bowl XXXII in San Diego, January 25, 1998. It is Elway's first Super Bowl win in four appearances.

Tiger Woods, 21, becomes the youngest golfer ever to win the Masters Tournament. His 18-under-par score sets a Masters record. Woods wins 3 other tournaments and sets a PGA Tour earnings record of $2.1 million for the season.

The Florida Marlins are baseball's 1997 World Series champs and the first team ever to win the Series without winning its league pennant. The Marlins defeat the Cleveland Indians in seven games.

Mike Tyson bites off part of Evander Holyfield's ear and is disqualified in the WBA Heavyweight rematch in June 1997. Tyson is fined nearly $3 million and his boxing license is revoked.

Pittsburgh Penguins' Mario Lemieux retires in April 1997 after a spectacular comeback from Hodgkin's disease and injury. Lemieux is elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame in September.

In April 1997, the premier issue of Sports Illustrated Women hits the newsstands. The magazine reflects the explosive growth of female participation in sports.

Swedish golfing phenomenon Annika Sorenstam, 26, tops the LPGA earnings list in 1997 with a record $1,236,789.

Professional sports salaries keep skyrocketing. One of the most publicized of 1997 is Kevin Garnett's $126 million contract to play basketball for the Minnesota Timberwolves.

Charles Woodson, Michigan's versatile junior cornerback, becomes the first primarily defensive player to win the Heisman Trophy, awarded in December.
Jeff Gordon, at 36, wins the 1997 NASCAR Winston Cup, his second Winston Cup points title in three years. Gordon's 1997 points total 4,710.

The Chicago Bulls beat the Utah Jazz in June 1997 for their fifth NBA championship in seven years. Michael Jordan is chosen Finals MVP a record fifth time.

When the college football season ends, two teams share the national championship. Michigan (12-0) is named No. 1 by the sports writers' poll, and Nebraska (12-0) by the coaches' poll.

Nagano, Japan, hosts the 1998 Winter Olympic Games during February. Three new medal sports make their Olympic debut: curling, snowboarding and women's ice hockey.

Detroit Red Wings captain Steve Yzerman powers his team to the 1997 Stanley Cup championship, its first in 42 years, by sweeping the Philadelphia Flyers in four games.

In its debut season, the WNBA exceeds all league expectations for success. The Houston Comets' championship win over the New York Liberty caps the 1997 season.

Mark McGwire, of the St Louis Cardinals, slams 52 homers in 1998 and 58 in 1997. McGwire becomes only the second player in baseball history with back-to-back, 50-home-run seasons, the other being Babe Ruth.

Woman officiates in an all-male professional sports league for the first time. The pioneers, Dee Kanter and Violet Palmer, are referees in the NBA.

Dean Smith, winningest coach in college basketball history, retires in October after 36 seasons at North Carolina. Sports Illustrated names him 1997 Sportsman of the Year.
Miss Illinois, Katherine Shindle, is crowned Miss America 1998. For the first time in its 77-year history the pageant allows contestants to wear two-piece swimsuits in competition.

Beloved actor Jimmy Stewart dies in July at 89. Stewart's enduring nice-guy popularity is exemplified by "It's a Wonderful Life," his 1946 movie that is now an American cultural icon.

Chelsea Clinton begins her freshman year at Stanford University in Palo Alto, California. Despite security measures, she reportedly will lead as normal a college life as possible.

For the first time, a computer beats a world chess champion when IBM's Deep Blue beats Russian Garry Kasparov in a six-game match in May 1997.

Rotarian Catholic nun Mother Teresa of Calcutta dies September 5 at the age of 87. Revered for a lifetime of helping the poorest of the poor, her many honors include the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize.

American Jody Williams and the International Campaign to Ban Land Mines are awarded the 1997 Nobel Peace Prize in October. The U.S. and China refuse to sign an international treaty that would ban land mines.

Ted Turner, vice chairman of the Time Warner media empire, pledges $1 billion to United Nations programs. It is the largest single gift in philanthropic history.

Former leader of the Soviet Union Mikhail Gorbachev films a TV commercial for Pizza Hut. He reportedly earns $1 million for the appearance, money he plans to use to benefit his Gorbachev Foundation.

Singer John Denver dies in October at 53 when the experimental plane he is piloting crashes into California's Monterey Bay.

Sarah Ferguson, Duchess of York, appears in ads as a spokesperson for Weight Watchers International. She is the former wife of England's Prince Andrew.
"Long is the road we must travel on down. Short are the legs that will struggle behind. I wish I knew for sure just where we're bound, what we'll be doing, and what we'll be finding. Wherever we go, there will be birds to cheer you, flowers to color in the fields around. Wherever we go, I'll be right here near you, you can't get lost when you're always found." — Grateful Dead

The beginning—Karin's group—7 years ago—*The maid did it!* A leaf clover hunt, slurpee surprises, Zed's mixes, foxy lady, stylin' + profilin', Tom's River—Vamp + Neville Jr., our filings, Raffles, Sawmill, still stalkers, the whaler, "Mr. H., did you just go on the jet ski?" Spam + gang, New Egypt road trip—raving, plethora of concerts—DMB '95 + '96—Philsh—HORDE (Crowes) —VF—etc. bummering stuff, Villanova boy, Sunshine Daydream, Old Whiskey + Ex, South Street Trips—kris's bead purchases, Santana—Montana—banana—Bahama?, "I love parking lots in the spring time w/ rice Krispie treats." shore trip—in whity, Rachel's 1—roach—T.R., Kristel's 1—P.R. house, Cool Water Canyon, Buffet on the boat, Brentwoods, free food at Wahoos, summer '96—Bret Harte + Sharp w/Billy + Bonnie, Carmines, Grease, Kristel Haze, Little Kristel Haesler w/her head caved in, cream cheese + salsa chips, searching for high street—Down To Earth—Slick, car rides w/Mike—The rules—arms + legs w/ the vehicle at all times, no touchy, no singy. Rod Stewart, Hastiehoff, Mulberries everywhere, "We need more milk!" talking too much—even on the blocks, Lady In Red—Cherry Bowl, white chocolate moose, "Go, there's a bee on me!" alligators—Fred + Barney, Tye One On, barefoot tennis, many more to come because our friendship is never ending.

Jill, Great job! Best of luck in everything you do. We're proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Michael, Kersten, Leandra & Kyle

The Legend of Toyland * Barbie Land * Pondermnia * promiscuous CP's * Little House on the Prairie * Tickle Torture * the make-up procedure * singing massages * White House X-mas Parties * Jessie & Lindsey (Maggie) * too many families * Cambridge Girls Academy * DuBarbelle Academy * cleaning Pop-pop's office * GH *

To Jennifer: Congratulations! But beyond being an extraordinary student, you are an amazing sister...

stealing the sheets * Gum is despicable! * lights out, everyone out * Popperschott, DSW, and other burned names * Fashion Consultant * pretending to be twins * Annie at LBMC * Dad's special lunches * I find it repulsive to bathe in jelly * my shirt was made in Macau * assume the position * mummy, she's got my hand * the yellow bowl * The Tammy and Jennifer Show * lack of decision-making skills * Barbie & the Rockers reminiscing * The Romy Tape * "this is not my idea of a good time" rages * malapropisms * Jazzball * just love * the get well card that also serves as a...

* Jenn-Tamm Mobile * the lying face * stealing my clothes when I'm sleeping * diary reading * Howard Stern * laying claim to Momm's jewelry * ugh, he's got that look in his eyes * "Let it Be Me" * Brady Bunch * red light, green light * Judyisms * the joy of childbirth * the missing Chem. notebook * the best co-counselor that never were * tracing dys-functionalities and a lifetime more to come!

Tammy, your sister & forever friend
For Naomi Duncan, future ambassador and humanitarian.
We are very proud of you; be proud of yourself, your precious spark. A gem requires proper care feeding, your sparkle. Never doubt for you and the nachas you bring us.

From Arts and Basics to Cherry Hill East to the University of Cincinnati, your presence brings beauty to education. Congratulations!!

Even though you are now graduating high school; remember study, knowledge, and wisdom is really a life long pleasure.

Dis-moi qui tu fréquentes, et je te dirai qui tu es.
Congratulations, Mother & Dad

Erica,
It has been our great pleasure to watch you grow into such a special young woman.

We are very proud of all your achievements!

Now follow your dreams and reach for the stars!!

We love you.
Mom, Dad, Andrew, Steven, Grandma, and Katie

Dear Lindsay,

The "Best of Times is Now," with so many more ahead during your college years and beyond. I'm so proud of you.
You always rise to the occasion!

May smiles and laughter light your way
May love surround you every day
Wherever you go
Whatever you do
Remember...I'll always be here for you,

With unconditional love

Congratulations as you graduate from Cherry Hill High School East!

May your life be filled with
good fortune, good health,
true love and happiness eternally
Always follow your heart
Always follow your dreams
And "All That Jazz"
Love,
Mom
DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH WE LOVE YOU?

DO YOU KNOW HOW PROUD WE ARE OF YOU?

DO YOU KNOW WHAT WE WANT FOR YOU?

DO YOU KNOW WHAT ELSE?

We love you more than you can imagine, are so incredibly proud of you, want you to be happy always, and most importantly, WE WILL ALWAYS BE HERE FOR YOU!

Love always ~ your sisters & “bro”
Jen, Glenn, Ashley & Chantry
SHARON

We are so very proud of you. It has been a joy to watch you grow from a little girl to a young woman and senior in High School. You are very special to us and to a lot of other people. We have been so proud of all your accomplishments and in particular becoming a U.S. National Roller Skating double Gold Medalist.

Good luck in college.

Love, Mom and Dad

TO OUR JOSH, YOU LIGHT UP OUR LIVES! WE KNOW THAT YOU WILL ALWAYS MAKE US PROUD CONGRATULATIONS LOVE ALWAYS, MOM, DAD & STEPHANIE

circus, cotton candy sticks, Dr. Seuss hat, “It’s Arianna!”, Memorial Day, Mt. Misery, Mrs. Hill, moving our bags, Halloween, rerouted walk, Village Thrift, “I’m gonna smack her!”, root beer to-go, Johnny-Baby, pee jar, canoeing, Dazed and Confused, “check ya later”, 4-chair trick, the ha ha game, Bucknell, the Brusque, “I feel like we’re in college!”, ping-pong, the ride to Lewisberg, Cherokee homecoming, fight of the year, kick boxing, “it smells like feet in here”, exact schedules, Tammi, Jillian 564, gift certificates, prom night, poor boy, the concert, Pop’s, Olga’s, Leo in Hollywood, dog on wheels at Laurel Acres, miniature golfing, tank top girl, Lone Star, finger pointing thing, Mrs. Hu’s class—both years, trampoline, story books, Father’s Day at the shore, tanning salon, driver’s licenses, end of the summer party....... 

Lauren, We’ve had some great times these past four years. You were always there when I needed a shoulder to cry on. I treasure our friendship and hope it will continue for the rest of our lives. I love you! Love always, Jill

Jill, Without you, my four years at East would not have been the same. We’ve made many memories that I will never forget and will cherish always. I’m sure we’ll be friends forever. I love you, Jill! Love, Lauren
Emily & Jen

"Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their work. If one falls down, his friend can help him up." - Ecclesiastes 4:9-10

7th grade Sunday school class; Jen's bike; Audrey/Elisa/Lisa/Summer/Elsa; "West Side Story" Disc look-a-likes; Country Square "the SPAZ"; Friday night pick up at the Chic's; VBS; Dennis barfing in van - "Teena, it smells like pizza"; snowman SUES SOAP OPERA LIFE: V.C. Andrews Mrs. K; unraveled in MINNIE: ChippShow; movies with DK and AW; trap year graduation; Math 8; 7th grade orchestra; OW's leopard printundies; Fresh girls sleepover; breakfast at Blue's; Al-south Jersey-Jen look-a-likes; Oriental purr-Danny Cui Hui Sili; Ascot a.k.a. Sally; path; CHS; seafooded; chip-chip weakens; Sleppovers with Run and Yuli; mad long prayer meeting; eyebrow obsession; Bagels; missing Bad Boys previews twice; period talk with Ed/Eugene; Water Run Dry; Bennigan's; naked bro; mistake crushed - "let's not go there"; big sisters - Sue and Reesa; BDL's KARATE CHOP DANCE; Eliza's party van; FOP; Gotillion night; 9 HR. TALK; Pilgrim's progress; Soph yr lunch; the "big fight"; AW-FUTURE HUSBAND; DK-alleged ly; YIKES; "What the Devil"; king elephant; Dragon; UN; MTV marathons; 16 candles - "Yeah you"; 90210 at Pofy; winter retreat - period. "It's a girl thing"; Danny's Taco Bell FART; Weezer, clammy hands; Sassy nipples; Showa's freaky exhumation; Benny's sweet 16 card; Charles' lame surprise party; Rich's "b-day party"; weird Al; BW; random call, "why are you doing this to me?"; Death of a Salesman; gothic tale; Sherry Maygure night; bio midterm / Sleeppover; Benny; all call; strawberry gelastic face; fear of Rados; college friends; Jim Kibum; Pizzaholic; Lenn - bearing problem; big thumb; band gestures; "Doe-It's Herbie Hancock"; Medium/Terah - Korean dances, noraebang, fey & A-mon, video, Haengbok; gangsta girl makeover; 8th grad; 5th Street; AOL; Daddymac's weird 7's and mental notes, sylvia; How do I live - "It is On" - life's fat face; Yoson; Enrique + Spunky + Jenky-samikas (aka ricky + rayane + angelina); Can't Buy Me Love; Natalie's eyelash curler, fake Korean namjas - where r they; gopaul bok; Kangta/Matrix obsession; planner pics; suddenly BE; Projects; HEEAD; X-Mas PAGRANT: National Diesel and_BIN; gangsta Jersey; 99's big butt/Headband; Jankod; Robin's dances; Jean's b-day; snagging stupid boys; NW trips; prom talky shady/skechy people; waddup; Linda/June-suppliers; u best recognize fool; PENN boys; BOYF.; mooject; fruit seller; MAD;

WERD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Jamie,
You have always worked hard to do your best and have made us proud. We look forward to the wonderful future ahead of you. To our beautiful daughter and sister we say,

Congratulations!
Love, Dad, Mom, and Bill

Leigh
You have given us nothing but pleasure from the time you were a baby, until the present. We are grateful for you sharing your warmth, your wit, your humor, and your love for the last 18 years.

May all your dreams and wishes come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Toto
Ralph and Lauren

MEMORIES: Ocean City Boardwalk, Rita's cup, mint chocolate chip, "Can we stay over?", "Lauren, I want pizza!", "Is there a gas station around here?", punch in door, 911, "Wanna party?", cookie dough, cigars, on the roof, "Is he ok?", water remedy, "I know what to do!", sushi, "Can we sit here?", bad movies, "Ralph, I'm scared. Come with me.", water ice, ready to run, "We've gotta talk!", Powder Puff '96, "Want his/her number?!!!", the prom, approval, "Where is SHE!!!!!!!", crying together, "N.V. parties", "crazy night", fly down, football game, the concert, simultaneous mouths, crashed in car, superbowl party, double date, the white house, tickling, falling asleep, the "scene" in Ponzios, the circus, the van, lots of food, "I want the tiger one!", catching balls, "strip pedittle, soap opera, alley cats.............

"A friend is someone who reaches for your hand but touches your heart."

Braeden,
Whatever shoes you choose to wear, we're with you all the way.
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom & Dad

PERRI

Jeff, Beck Crush, Cafeteria After School, Romeo And Juliet, My Best Friend's Wedding, No Valentines Presents, Jeff, "I Think I'm Gonna Boot", All Dogs Go To Heaven, Dr. Jeff, "Solve My Problems", Front Steps, Lilith With Mr. Potter And Shaw, Scratched CD, "Crash", Obsession, "Shift My Stick", Vibrator, P___ Fruit!, B-Wing Stairwell, "Kennis", "Your Phat!", Jealousy In The Bushes, All Cried Out, "If I Don't Kiss Her Now I Never Will—WOW!! Many Memories To Come: We Don't Need To Say Anything About Each Other Because We Both Know How The Other Feels

JARED AND JEFF

"IN PROSPERITY OUR FRIENDS KNOW US; IN ADVERSITY WE KNOW OUR FRIENDS."

Pre game/Late night At Sole's, Jack Night, Sleepovers, Going Strong All Day, Pat's, Late Night Talks, Outside Rules, Packed Ride—"Seniors!", Parties, Mook's Death Ride, Lemon Drops-Cuervo = Back Seat Adventure And Late night Felonies, Walker and Shaggy—"We Know What Wookies Doing!", Halloween '97 Adventures, Club WiWa-Meatball Sandwiches, "Start Your Engines!", Shaggy Talking Trash, Making Frozen Treats, South Park."Everybody Shut Up!"—"Where Is Wokie Anyway?"
Cliquets: The Fabulous Five; “Duh Gus Gus”; We love you, Jon Adler, Hallelujah!; Oedipus went to Colonus; Fairies; “He’s a madrigal!”; sleep overs at Oksana’s; “Don’t doubt me”; Oksana’s surprise party; Dunkin’ Donuts; Bye Bye Love; Debbie bringing the calculator to Friday’s; “When I look in the mirror and I see a big fat pig all I can say is Ohik...Ohik!”; Tye Dyeing; Junior Prom; Candyland; Senior Sleepover; Junior Bonding; miniature golf; Chinese fire drills; Erica baking waffles; trying to study for finals; Pennypacker picnics; “Wanna buy a bike”; all girl Laser tag; Courtney- an angel; Winnie The Pooh

“We will be bestfriends until forever”- Winnie the Pooh

Diane wandering; Cleveland; Halloween dances; Sleep over at Courtney’s; obsession with Shaun; the Jared craze; Scream; Tea time; writing Simon papers together; the “towel” in Brett’s car; Carrie; tic tac’s-turning on the light; chocolate covered pretzels; “That’s how the Benn’s make all the money”- the gumball machine; jailbreak; fake nails-Oksana and Diane; The Hunchback of Notre Dame; Diane’s dance recital; pushing Erica’s car to Courtney’s house; leaving parties early; Secrets; candy peaches; getting masks for English; getting coffin for dance- I want a lollipop; Cooper; Debbie’s precasting; Oksana’s Ukrainian traditions; Mime; Halloween; playground; swimming at Jared’s; Coffee World-Sharp woods; Great Harvest Bread Co.; “It’s not a picnic girls”; Billy’s Bar Mitzvah; The Burbs; Heathers; South Street, “You buy it so I can borrow it”; collages, Indigo Girls, Avita, hell week, Cinderella; Erica: purple; Oksana: green
Jason and Amy

Slack's Hoagie Shack, Jarad's room, hayride, Ritz, backseat of Pathfinder, front seat of Probe, Super G, Flyer's playoff game, Eagles v. Dallas, NYC, romantic night at the shore, I'm so hungry- I can eat a whopper, Elmo, Taurus, northface 700, "Just keep shovin' it in," "Come here" Haayy, spying on old house, "You bought me an Audi?" 6 long weeks, telephone bill=work in dad's office, tennis matches, cheerleading games, visits to the mall, "I'm terrible," "Must be nice," Empire State Building, shopping on Park and Madison Avenue, first time in NYC and the princess dies. Stacker, AAAHH, Richie, sh*t, baking cookies, jetskiing, "This my dog Sandy," Amy cries at Anastasia, polo sport key chain, "Where can we go?" dad's apartment, Barnes and Noble, George of the house, please hold, Spark's steak house, watching tv with parents, Everybody loves Raymond," sixth period lunch, Ponzios, Nike, plant people, driving mom's car, fight at Outback, weekend at Ellen's, shower, Cafe 21, knocking off thermostat, getting served, Niketown, Gucci, millions of roses, driving golf balls with fat guy, Russell, Jock-O. Penelope, playing tennis, double doozie, cookie man, Pete Sampras. Puff Daddy, "Every time I close my eyes." Boys II Men, Cocoa the monkey, surprise visit at camp, okaayy, 7 years at the Ritz, kiss me, pretty bird, "I'll see your pretty face in the morning," "Call me when you get home." Mrs. Kuhl's history class, health class, "Am I going to see you tonight?" hand clap. Soho. Jeff. Garry. The claw. "Will you marry me?" Rachel and Jarad. "Give me some Aretha." Jarads basement. Inventing the applebees. I love thongs, kissing like retards, turkey burgers, cream of chicken soup. love notes on windshield, hershey kisses on my floor. Grif the fish. dead fish. pancakes make people fat. Pee Wee imitations. "fine then", "hey dork", inspector. "Mesmerizing points of view, hypnotic conversations. contemplative swinging moods. drew me to you."
Friends from then....

Until now....

We love you Laura, More than you know, And we are so proud too, As off to college you go.

All our love, Mom, Dad, Jeffrey, Maxie, & Casper

Leigh Perri

To Our Favorite Oldest: GINA May there be no happiness you can't achieve no dream you can't fulfill!!

Love, Mom & Dad

"Yesterday marked the beginning and tomorrow marks the end, and somewhere in the middle, we became the best of friends."

Sophomore Cotillion, The Ground Round and our waiter's handy change purse, "Ketchup anyone?"; "What do you want to do?"..."I don't know, whatever."; Let's go bowling! White mesh and his buddy, shot put bowling, Beavis and Butthead bowlers; Sleepovers(a way to avoid curfews)..."Hey guys I can stay out past 9pm!", Truth or Dare, but mostly truth,"If you were the last person on Earth...?", Jackie surprises us all with a little secret...; our dinners out...Olive Garden-"Would anyone like a balloon?"..."Lauren?!", Friendly's-let's crawl under the table and fall into the aisles just to impress the waiter, The BET is born...will it ever be fulfilled? exciting summer plans that fell through; CVS trips...experimenting with hair dye that doesn't work.

Kristine Judy

Jackie Lauren
Dana & Alison

“Truly great friends are hard to find, harder to leave, and impossible to forget.”

Becky & Lauren

Wherever you are, it is your best friends that make your world.
I'll miss you next year.
Always, Slaw

Cecile & Kristy

FRIENDS FOREVER
No matter where we will be, USA, France, or Germany.
Our friendship will always last,
In present, future, and past.

Memories
CEYA Volleyball Champs • Dynamite • Church • Pizza • Fremany • dances • supporters • “Are you sure? Do you mind?” • “I don’t mind. I don’t care. It’s as you want.” • “You can dive?” • French lunch • Honeys craziness in the car • and many more to come.
The Kuhl Sisters

To my dearest sister Alise,
I'll miss:
Doing puzzles when it snows,
Choosing out each other's clothes
Chilling many late nights together,
Being dumb and being clever
Driving around in your car,
Loving it though we don't get very far
Thinking about you going away to school,
Knowing life here will not be as cool
Chillin' on our porch outside is shot,
Playing with Garfield, our kitty-cat
Sharing everything with you,
Wondering if I can come too
Singing to our favorite tunes,
Wishing you wouldn't have to go so soon
Dancing with Michael McKee,
Playing Manhala while watching T.V.
Listening to all of your advice
Realizing Alise that you're so nice
Always & forever looking up to you
Alise, I will always love you

You are not only my sister, but my bestest friend in the whole world. I'll miss you to death. Time has gone by so fast. Thanks for all the memories and for sharing two chill years with me at school. Thanks for always being there for me too. I love you!

💖
Jo
BROTHERS FOR LIFE

JOSH G.  KEITH B.
MIKE C.  NICK S.
JARED S.  LEON H.
MIKE K.  MATT G.
JOSH P.  RASHID H.

It ignited with the clan of bushmen and Gary Jastrow; Chillin' with Soble and Miss Moto; boxin' in ride; Mr. Morris, Johnnie Walker, Dr. Rubbers; Wookie, Burn; Sho-Dog, Slick Willie, Goldie, Rash, Pop, Raw Daddy; “They’re not gonna smell your breath ‘cause you’re gonna be on the floor”; Faced at Burn’s (Summer ’96); Rip; Matthew Gross’ Bar Mitzvah wagon; Death Ride(s); Intro into clan; Halloween ’97; Junior Prom ’97 – 4/20; GO-GO failed, Lost Highway, AAA; Brother Janic; “It’s that Burn sittin’ gunn in the cop car”; Boty; Izabella; Dorothy; Worm Household: Operation Faced: The clan faced in vicinity; “Two more, and we’ll both be good”; Eddie Pyne; Gross’ Slammer; Menage-a-trois; Craziest Day Ever (8/26/97) – Ref’d by Burn-Starring Slick Willy and Dr. Rubbers; Carool’s; Pre-game/late night at Soble’s house; Society Hill parties; Sho-Dog’s Madd Dogg consumption; Polaroids in the gutter; Green Monster; Tina Maria; Rashid’s yts; Huff’s Studio; comfortable grass; Brother Jill; Shaggy, Johnnie Walker and Wookie’s Secret; Ketchup (7/26/96); Goldie and P-Lance’s hot tub; Soco/Jack Night with Wookie, Dr. Rubbers, and Shaggy (walking prohibited ‘til dusk); Iron Lungs; struggle for survival; Kryptal ’95; Fuzzy Kentucky’s; Lounge Lizards of Spirit Week Dance ’96; Faced – Starring Dr. Rubbers, Johnnie Walker, Mr. B., Ociher L.; Sledge Hammer ’97; The Bear; On patrol; “Take my cooler – give me my 40”; 6” grade arson arrest – Slick Willy, Dr. Rubbers, Johnnie Walker; Burn’s Zone; Nice; Phillip Morris’ infamous bench incident; Seniors of ’97; more boxin’ in the ride; Bootin’ nights; Asian spice; Sho-Dog’s projectile vomit; ... and as they all scattered into nothingness; each chose his own path and his own destiny.
Erica and Lindsay
Friends Forever

"Friend- one who knows all about you and loves you all the same"

FRIENDLY'S, Brownie sundae, Vienna Mocha Chunk, "My sucker is broken, I cannot suck!!!!!!!", Wendy, Pooh Bear, Curly (the beanie baby), Jolly the walrus or AKA..., Shift with Steven. Back to your childhood, Chevrak kickoff (the one event Erica went to in four years!!), homeroom, vocal workshop sophomore year, chansons junior year, making fun of each other in eighth grade in reading class, Mr. Swi's awesome English class, numerous sleepovers at Lindsay's house, "Dinner at Erica's? Of course, where else?", walking to the Main Street park at two o'clock in the morning, Halloween '97, babysitting for Wendy, going to the JCC to exercise, the Philly gang especially Howard (HaHaHaHa), Our Evan and Sara, Leo's cousin, thedly, marching band, "...You can put it in your mouth Mrs. Murphy cause it only weighs a quarter of a pound...", "Rise and Shine and give G-d your glory, glory..., My Best Friends Wedding, "If you wanna be happy for the rest of your life...", "Wishin and Hopin and Thinkin and Prayin...", Andrew is a pain in our tushies, Picture Perfect, A Smile Like Yours, Ezzi jumping over the couch, panting Jenn, walking out of Gypsy before it was over, Rosie, Real World, Road Rules, owing Alex four dollars, Friday nights together, "Where are my CD's you borrowed um in August?", hugs, kisses, and tickles, Wizard of Oz, scrunchie making for the Cubby and Michael Foundation, Evan sewing, chicken fingers and mozzarella sticks, fighting over radio stations in Lindsay's car, Billy Joel, making four mixes for Erica, car ride to Plymouth Meeting, Diane's, Great Adventure the day after the prom.

"No love, no friendship can cross the path of our destiny without leaving some mark on it forever"

LINDSAY AND SARA
BEST FRIENDS
FOREVER

"What is a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies."

May 7th, 1995, 8th Grade Rush Picnic, automatic shotgun, tickle bug, looking at pictures, MY Sara, the "right" way to hug, Montagnaro's, too class, chicken fingers, pickles, lemons, dating best friends at the same time, Beau Sweetheart '96, RLTI '95, Chansons, Concert Choir, Joseph - teaching Lindsay's the dance, Actors Studio 2, MIT Mom in Training, Sagittarius, reading horoscopes, ear piercing, Cougarettes, Andy convincing Sara's mom to let her stay at Lindsay's birthday party, writing Lindsay's bus note at her orthodontist appointment, Sara's first boyfriend, "I told you so!", Sara's first kiss, flirting, crying on the phone, our moms becoming friends, line dancing at Lone Star, a good word with Mrs. Goldberg, "Evan is SOOO cute!", going to the Main Street Park at 2am, driving at 2am, Junior Prom, helping Lindsay get ready for Rich's prom, being sisters, Doug, listening to stories about camp, calling during "General Hospital", calling while Sara's sleeping, "With a Little Help From My Friends", "That's What Friends Are For", "Butterfly Kisses", "Foolish Games", Philly Region BBYO, Acheem AZA event, midnight bowling, Evan gaining the "MY", "Hey, Sara, is your mom home, I need to talk to her? No? OK, bye.", "MWAH", "MWAH, MWAH", birthdays, Halloween '95, getting the emergency lights stuck on Lindsay's car, emergency brake on for a week, chapstick, shopping, "Evita", "Jerry Maguire", "Did I tell you?", N'sia letters, trading rings, collection of pictures, sleepovers, recurring names, guys who are ??-??, "Sara, I've never seen you do that before!", Super Bowl Sunday '96, typing at 11:30 in '95, writing to BBYO friends on AOL, group dates at Spaghetti House, "Alert! Alert!", pickle ball, waiting after fourth period, hugs from Evan, "Sara, can you put your legs behind your head?" "Sure!" "Will you go out with me?"

"A best friend knows all your secrets, understands your fears, and shares your dreams."
Congratulations

Matthew
We are all very proud of you and wish you happiness, health, and success forever!!!

Love,
Mom & Dad
&
Jonathan

Watch out Bill Gates...... here he comes!!!!!!!!!!

Natalie
&
Jess

A friendship like ours will last forever.

Dear Brett,

Congratulations and Best of Luck!

All our love!

Mom, Harvey, Jason, Shawn, Debbie,

and
MARY ANN & CHRISTINA

"Promise me you won't forget me because if I thought you would, I wouldn't leave."
-Winnie the Pooh

getting arrested in Down's Farm; Jason M: clams and hot tea, rolling up the sleeves with the jacket on, cerebral palsey; crazy dancing at the Cotillion; McDonald's; Jimmer; Anthony's notes; "The Bag"; the limo ride; getting chased on Labor Day; toothpick gift; perfect eyebrows; Jim W.; "He touched my hand"; fruit, the secret pictures; the shore plans; Christina running over John's foot; signed towel at Maui; sending the letter; honking in the driveway; "Don't ya think... Yeah, I really do think"; Christina's party; "Lean On Me" and "I Will Survive"; "I hugged him three times!!!"; Wildwood '96; Great Adventure '96; wearing stockings on our head... I love all the times we've spent together and wouldn't trade these memories for anything.

"WHAT A BETTER WAY TO LET IT END THAN HAND IN HAND WITH A FRIEND"

Jamie & Leigh  BFF

double dates, the cast, feeding Leigh from the tub, Super G, Zanzibar Blue, snagged by Jamie's mom, slugs, weekend in PJ's, living vicariously, Dead through accident, christening the green room, grundle, the break through... "Through thick and thin and even more memories than you can imagine, we've been through it all together!"

"I'm letting go of you now, but holding on forever."

Lindsay,
Words cannot express how proud you have made me.

"From then until now, the good times and bad, We will always hold a special place in each others heart-FOREVER!"

JOSH & LAUREN

Let your dreams carry you to the stars.

Love,
Dad
we girls, Burger King, laundry room maroon-hat man, All- American boy, Society Hill parties, Dara & Alana's, eighth grade adventures, Carrie's, water girls, Kate & Nat's 15th, " phone is ringing..........oh my god!", cerottes, Roniter, Giraffe, Frosh Dance fashwung, Hertt!! rotting, G-Dog & Connie, DBA crew, E.F., Till, chigs, " Man you're cheesy", magic dagger, Ro's sweet 16, keep it on the DO, stalking, tanning salons, dancing in the den, pimp mobile, narking, Adina & Cara's walk from Society, Wawa, deck party, rumble after Monster, Kate's car, West-side, Da Pimp, Atco ghost, Ramos & the crew, Jr. Prom, Roadway Inn, Adina's disappearance, Egypt, role call, " Alright I'm baked", Nopzios, diners, Beavis, weekend at Nicole's, Craig's insomnia, apple hits, coffee, Margate 97', Adam's & Baton Rouge, Italian Bistro, Sharp, Jr. Fila crew, Friday's, ports, scratching arms, A.D.D., balloons, Breakers, bangin' skins, lost in Philly, E's taxi, clubbing, booting on South St., playground, bonfire in Marlton, thorns, Nat buggin', but-crack, F-N-A, G-Dog on bed, Red Dog, Crackie's complaining, Joan, 80's boy, Hert-Boy, porcelain-god, P. Daddy, Adina bustin' in on Nat, clip-on mirrors, sour milk, chewbacca's house, pigs, Hope's tickets, no gas in Jaime's car, systems, mafioso, mainstreet, rocks at wrong window, spit-balls at Cara's, the W-sign, blinkers, Ro's rignards, boomers & smot, 3 hr. traff in O.C., the lost Sentra in Margate, Soph. Cotillion night, " Getting raped", Smokin' Grooves, Wu Tang & Rage, the departure & arrival, and many more memories to come in 98'! Friends always
Always keep your positive outlook — It will give you the energy to accomplish great things.
Always keep your confidence — It will allow you to take risks and not be afraid of failure.
Always keep your sensitivity — It will help you to understand and do something about injustices in the world.
Always keep your determination - It will give you the ability to achieve your goals.
Don't be satisfied with less than all you can be, for you have greatness within you!

All the love and luck you truly deserve.
With love and pride,
Dad, Mom, Alex and Zowie

Eric and Danielle

Peer Pressure

Congratulations Carlee!
My little girl is going off to college.
Learn a lot, have fun and take care.
Don’t forget to come home when you
need a decent night’s sleep.
Al, Buddy, Corky and I will miss you.
Love Always,
Mom
DO YOU KNOW WHO I AM?

Sure We Do, Jessica!!

You are that terrific girl who has grown into a wonderful young lady.
Oh – those curls! And oh, that smile!

Always keep that determination and perseverance;
Always believe in yourself, and
Always be happy with who you are

We are so proud of all that you are
and all that you have become

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Alyssa, Matt and Lucky
To my brother:

Realizing the year has come to an end
Our friendship and memories will still extend

Growing up was so much fun,
But now our horseplaying and fighting is all done

Your coaching in soccer was a big help to me
I'd say you're the best big brother anyone can be

Your personality and loyalty make you who you are
By the way "sorry for the dirty accident you had to
clean up in your car."

Being in the same school as you was really a change
You were so over protective of me that you kept me
in eye range.

Thanks for checking me into school when I was late
But when you push me around it's the only thing I hate.

When it comes to neatness, you're definitely on top,
You think you're "the man" and can't be stopped.

When it comes to girls, you get me confused
I just hope that they don't get abused.

You're always roaming in another town
But when I ask for a favor, you never let me down.

On Halloween decorating is fun
But when you and the crew go out you seem to come
home with a ton.

Celebrating Rosh Hashanah was the best we had
With Phil and Nick for company the conversation
never got bad.

It's nice to have pancakes when you get up late
For you, McKee, Potter and Gross you could not
wait.

During lunch you sometimes were fickle
But for Tambo, he could never find a nickel.

With you and your friends going to college, school
won't be the same
I guess I'll have to wait for the holidays or
Thanksgiving game.

Thanks for being my best friend because you really
care,
College will be really fun, so enjoy yourself there!

I love you!

Love, Meredith
As we look back on our Wonder Years
we'll always remember our laughter and tears. "Friends are friends forever"
Society Hill Parties And Pool Hopping, Slammers At Rize's, Walks To Open Pantry, Varalos, The House, Marcus', Stogies, April In The Ocean, "Shaggy, Where Are You?", Blender In The Basement?, Water Park, Shaggy's House, Club Metropolitan - "Nice Goin', Phil", McKee's Porch, Crawford's, Ronita's Sweet Sixteen, Late Nights In Shaggy's Mobile, Trampoline, Pulling The Trash Chair, "Meet Me At WaWa", "Slushies!", Chad's, Prom Night, Mook's, Epic - Schlager, Moeller's 18th, Main Street, Marnell's Irish Festival, Shaggy...Ride That Sheep", Partying At Margate '97, Scream, "I'm Here To Pick Up Michael McKee"- "Sorry Shaggy", Daily's House, Zagara's Parties, Atco - Wheelin, Burny's, Gross' - "McKee Wake Up", Bouncing At Rubin's, Sharp/Harlie/Stockton, Aries, Skating Rink, Plasky's, Halloween - '97 - Scream Theme, Late Night At Wookie's, Pool At Doe's, Varalos' Car, Amongst Friends, Dunkin' Donuts, Basement Of Fifis', Late - Late At Pat's, Shows At East, Music Stores, "Shaggy, Finish Up And Let's Go!", Many, Many Days After, "Boom, Boom, Boom", "Where's My Tape?", "You Wanna Hear My System?", W.C.B., Stealin' Hay On Our "Lost Highway", "On A School Night?", "Come On You Gotta Shave It!", "You Guys Are Lushes.", "Ya, But Proud Lushes!
TO EVERYONE: TO MANY, MANY MORE NIGHTS OF... AND DAYS AFTER; AND TO ALL THOSE WHO CAN'T HANG..... WOAH!!
FROM THE ONLY TWO... TRUE SURVIVORS

"TODAY IS THE FIRST DAY OF THE REST OF YOUR LIFE."

We are so proud of you, Tracey!
Love,
Mom and Dad

RINSKI

WE LOVE YOU

MOM
AND
DAD
BVI-where’s the salad, we love you JL, Jimmy Buffet, Court’s raw swim test, sometimes me and TJ, that’s bad, biscuit, ragged shirt, Jeff’s face, oreos, you were a loser at my old summer camp, they always brush their hair, popeyes gas station, James’ B-day party, SSS over radio, Andy’s p+p’s+radio, sleeping in the rain, nonexistent floor, no bathroom, no shower, no clean clothes, 1st shark sighting, Lizzy-it’s Liz, saltwater shower—4, Dave-Seum-Nate—we’re 18, Jenny strung bare, tacking+sea kayaking to nowhere, B&Bkisses, spiderman...seahorse. TG’s, Wuhl’s crazy vt photoshoots, T’s vt w/tank room, kiss me, the olds, all out school events, Chip n Date, shore trips, DMB w/Dawn, J’s+Jesse concerts-you hit that guy, Egypt-pigeon hole, shesha, I’ll show you what Egypt’s all about, mounting, Percy Pine and Hill (Kevin Pete), hop back up on your camel little missy, The Spot, The Bus Stop, Tamtam tables of 4, say say say 24 checkers in chess, get off, Marriott, wanna go to Dahab, hell hike and crack oasis w/ poison spider + water hole, Andrew cracks, we love Preston, God Hans, torturing Court, you all’s not a word, Patrice chase, your unprofessional, I’m saving the tuna for my cat, dive from hell, hammerhead, underwater photography, Dobbin’s sick obsession, sorry about your knife, fast love + Montel, Stella, karaoke, dancing w/MFO, style walking, max dep botm camel ride, swimming w/out crew, Horus II, hyperman, fly save the storks, black jack drinks, LA boats, Cancun-Leo, Pericos, Cat’s, Jess v. Josh, hell do you do in the bathroom, yards, Aunt Cheryl. Puerta tattoo and peircing-I’m a I don’t, nasty madlips, undertoe, hiding out, Mexican tired, bus sliding, jungle, stir w/man, Delilah’s Dan, Russ’s thanks Deluxe-12hrs, crack, raw I live to punish myself, 210 6-4”, Montreal, bust-a-ferry closed, ferry to nowhere, Lacrosse games with Valore-toll, T-shirts, pictures, drinking kills-caught, the Beast. Dewey-outlets, I’ll waterski, Mama Maria’s v. Grotto, fireworks, Mickey-where’s the party at...Norwester, Mr. T@Poodle. Dave’s boyfriend, wine tasting party, electric pink CDs, license@16-shore-I have experience, BT in NY-passed out-boggle, Kevin+friends, Frodo-the sky is red-lots walk-officer, where’s a bathroom 1hr, freaks and preverts, 59 East, Friday’s, UNO’s, Vito’s, Road to Wellville, NIN+Jim Rose+Marilyn Manson, dead body, Kool aid hair-my mom doesn’t approve, ingenious trick at GA, Becky+Kyle, set up lam+wrong truck, lighton-hi Jess, run through the bushes, pick them up!, everyone-did you take your medicine, Stewart’s, sucky car, did you take a shower, croptops, same CD, rain on the beach, water, Zeppinis, lazer Nirvana, Getty station, desperate boss seeks MJ in Motown, drive-by-Mardi Gras, no handles-seizures, Indigo Girls*3-1, follow, no, Lesbian flirting, singing Closer to Find, English 3K-gorgeous professor, she has no respect for authority-SMD, you want it, THE VIBE

“You and me have a better time than most can dream of, have it better than the rest.”
Memories of what was.....Dreams of what will be.....Play Group buddies.....Forever Friends

Lauren,

We want you to realize how wonderful it is to have you for a daughter. Sometimes, of course, we worry about you, but that's just a natural part of being a parent. More often, we think about how special you are, and how much joy your cheerfulness has added to our lives. We may have criticized you at times, we may have tried at times to change you, but we love you just the way you are. The way you are makes us proud. Good luck in all you do, you are the best!

Love,
Mom & Dad
DEAR CORTNEY,
WE DREAM FOR YOU...
A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE,
WITH WONDERFUL FRIENDS,
GOOD HEALTH, HAPPINESS,
AND SUCCESS
THAT SHOULD NEVER END.

LOVE,
MOM, DAD, HEATH,
ROSS AND BENTLEY

Wendy & Devon
ALONE I DARE NOT CLIMB...
WITH YOU I REACH NEW HEIGHTS.

MEMORIES: Timbuktu, midnight bowling, running,
Friendlys, grammar help, Cliff's notes, White Mt: falling
down stairs, "watch out", 100%, Cool Runnings, ODU:
ice cream, "wake up, our toilet is possessed." Friday night
movies, third period lunch, Shaya's surprise, Ian's shoes,
field hockey, basketball, winter track, jacket shell, Jello,
junior prom, Martin vs. Yaffa, alarm at Macy's, green
house, Alice in Wonderland, Did she take her medicine?
Ice, Dracula, homecoming drivers, East cast sign off.
B131 thespian take-over, "get your hands off my food",
Mitch's fries, "the goalies drank your water", Galileo,
switching cars, Piggy's asthma,

Deena and Julie
true friends become a part of each other,
shape each other, and never truly leave each other.

summers 94,95,97, birthdays, Charthouse, Counting
Crows, Ebenezers, Coffee World, Cancer Walk, hair.
10 dollars-what?, liscences, cappuccino, Fridays,
295-nls, a/b, 10,000 seats-why me?, phone bills,
"Girlfriends", colleges, docs, stuffing envelopes,
piano, cards and postcards, kickboxing and guitar
lessons, poetry, analytical conversations, the smiles
and laughs, "people who just don't get it," I'd rather
be doing nothing with you than something with anybody
else": "Some people I'll choose to remember, others
I'll choose to forget" - we'll remember this, I love you-
I love you back!

Julie and Deena
~ true friends forever~
Football- Ralphmobile, Society Hill, Rubin's Party House, FRIDAY'S, Babe Ruth, Sophmore West
Game Review- Eve of Christmas Eve, Smokey Basement, Holyfield\Tyson I, Cotillion-REEB
RUNS- Traffic Director Jed 3, Medford- Gutter, Prom Plans, Eustace, POSC and POSH-
Haddon Twp- DeNick's Family Parties-
Fire Convention- Pididdle, Fisch's House Reunion- New Year's Eve, Goldshock
"Peepy"- Grabby's- St.Patty's Day, MUGS, Prom, Credit Card, Holyfield\Tyson II-
Dave Matthews Band- "Pretty Good Night Ralph"- Sea Isle Summer '97, Kentucky-
Stairway, Labor Day, Afterbeam- Billy Joel Video- "Her come the FSB's". BUSTED-
Hawaii- Greg's 16th, Scenes from TGI Friday's Restaurant, Shoppingcart, MNF
The Spill- Hillary- Memory Night
Tornadoes in the basement & the killer hose, Cole, Ethan, & Matthew, BOMR, You can't die of boredom, May 3rd 1996, Sorry I tried to kill you, IT LOOKS LIKE PLANTS! Kate's not a REAL babysitter, Dolphins, Heh, heh, heh... a wave, I hate Harrisburg, Natalie makes her own calendars, Girls, what's goin' on down here? Natalie cancels X-mas, Dyeables: Were you there? Fudgecycles, Lassie took my SAT's, Scum: Part II (Why don't you like Pink Floyd?) Meeting Glenn, Marriage certificates, 4-year Club, Nov. 15th, Joey's drinking problem, Shaggy and Scrappy Top Ten List, Thomas the Train sheets, Attack of the killer teens, Ice cream in D & A's kitchen, Music Now, Parties, Shut up, man, MM, Advil, Let's be realistic... Florida, Monograms, Looking in calculators, Throwing frogs, Yellow dress, 6th grade guidance, Jalapeno Pepper Posse, East Basketball games, Walking down Springdale, Hi Shaun... Bye Shaun, Nights in Venice, Bug spray, Beady eyes, Toad, Sophie & Jane.

BEST WISHES
AND BEST OF LUCK TO
CHIRAG

MOM, DAD, and NEIL

FIFTH AVENUE CARD SHOP
1132 MARKET STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 567-7314

NEIL'S HALLMARK SHOP
~
36 SOUTH 11TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 569-3499

PHILLY'S NUTS & CANDY
~
11 SOUTH 12TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 567-6001
Cari and Amy

-orange juice
-trips to CVS
-shopping sprees
-makeupover nights
-Barnes & Nobles
-we're just... different
-TCBY
-dwelling
-house hunting
-cheezy 80's
-lacking summer plans
-cooking dinner
-sleepovers
-junior prom

"Don't walk in front of me, I may not follow.
Don't walk behind me, I may not lead.
Walk beside me. And just be my friend."

Cari and Mishy

"Yesterday marked the beginning, and tomorrow marks the end, and somewhere in the middle, we became the best of friends."

first sleepover ☝️ it's our fault ☝️ camp stories ☝️ gym buddies ☝️ Mishy's 10 pound lunches ☝️ Carl's health programs ☝️ late night snacks ☝️ precor wait list ☝️ fitness program that never happened ☝️ kick the can ☝️ Mishy's lost watch ☝️ the Michigan scandal ☝️ salvaging the hair ☝️ logical solutions for everything ☝️ countdowns ☝️ no hablamos espanol ☝️ wandering in New York City ☝️ plans for mile and a half ☝️ she hates us ☝️ psych parties ☝️ binges ☝️ lacrosse fashion police ☝️ should we play? ☝️ ski trip ☝️ the double diamond ☝️ the country house ☝️ field hockey windbreakers ☝️ the north face ☝️ breaking in our birks ☝️ richterman talks ☝️ antisocial ☝️ steve miller, dave matthews, and phish concerts ☝️ lost in philly ☝️ j crew catalogue shopping- the disappointment of senior year ☝️ the demonic creature and her lover ☝️ collages ☝️ secret friends ☝️ random dates to freshman dance ☝️ stop crying ☝️ shabbat dinner ☝️ disney world ☝️ senior prom ☝️ junior prom surprises ☝️ cherry hill 5 minute workouts ☝️ although we may part, our memories never will !!!!"
Some people come into our lives and quickly go some stay for a while and leave footprints on our heart. And we are never ever the same.

Banana • Mickey, Minnie, Mac • Israel part one and two • Memorial Day Dance • Fashionably late (except Jess who is really late) • Duchess • Spelling • Draw/Drawer • Gorilla • Mazol • Rabbit • Guppy • No teeth • Summer • The duck flies at midnight • Can you say obsession • Passenger driving/dips • Margarita • Operation Rat • S.O.W • "NORI" • Pretzel • Hand Warmers • Earth Science with Grasso • Cortney's long sweaters • Ilana/Wendy sweating problems • Sophomore Carillon and after... • Ladybugs • Mighty Ducks • Yummy • Tallucci • Cortney-sanitary queen • Melrose-Monday 8 o'clock channel 29 • Mark • Mick • Mike • J2 • Turkey Trot • Myrtle the turtle • USY • Turtle and the Hone • Preg anding • Always a step ahead • Cindy's homework help and the lack of it • Midnight conversations • Blond and blue • AA • Balderdash • Rattlesnake • Physics with Siler • Ouija Board • Soviet twins • Take out the trash • Cleaning Cortney's Room • The Last Unicorn • Jonathon • "Phobia" • "Wow our phone numbers are so much alike" • Sarcasm • Maccabi

First time was better.

Courtney
Wendy
Cindy
Lauren

Ilana
Jaime
Jessica

# Jon R • Algebra with Deluca • Hillman • Wawa?? • Checking out Bank alarm • Fashion faux pas • Slush • Easy Fresh • "Hi, my name is Jaime would you like a donut, it's my birthday" • "Adam... come back to bed" • Dan K-didn't we go to Sons of Israel with him • Cindy's Juicy Juice • Moppy • Nice Wendy • Twizzlers • Skiing • Ari • Feminine • Kav • Robbery at 23 N Woodleigh Dr. • Sharing a brain • Crazy Bob • Fern and Big Rob • Ilana's fits • "Did you get highlights?" • Warm and Gentle Fuzzy • Gross Boy • Knives belong in the kitchen not pockets • New Years Eve in Israel • Straight or Curly • Institutional Boy • Ilana's stupid Jokes • "Goody two shoes" • Cindy's interruptions • Party of Five crying session • BA at the shore • 90210 • New Years Eve '96 • Clueless • Autograph picture of Scott Wolf • Candyman • Rocky Horror • 8th Grade Dance • cramming en francais • slow & Cindy's cadaver • hand warmers • Este chico es muy caliente.
Douglas and Emily
And if the sun refused to shine,
I would still be loving you

Four hour first words, "Who should I like? What should I eat?", eighth grade baseball bus, rainy Moorsetown game, the place, our dance with Donovan, you're my soul mate, Motown Philly, accidentally evil, rules, charity prom, mattress-o-love, late late night talks, "Are your hands cold?", ride home from NY, our farm-two boys and two girls(not in that order), angel, James Taylor concert, "Is Caryn sleeping?", Say Good-bye, look me in the eyes, Maggie, junior prom, Sand-a-Way, "Look what you do to me!", Between you and me-keeping them in business, birthday promises, 3/7/98, screw your neighbor, your business?, my business?, who's business?, playing with the cat, food shopping, "NO!", back seat of my jeep, the black car, battle wounds, "Where's the boiler room?", Sonny and Brenda?, bite marks, falling down the stairs, dancing, Mrs. London's Cafe, 90210 nights, Aladdin, driving your stick, Caryn's candy cane underwear?, physical force, our movie list, basketball and cheerleading, "Just let me", house break-ins, "You're my boyfriend", "You're my girlfriend", kiss my finger, hide it in your pocket and meet me at the bathroom, "I'm getting a jeep wrangler-blue-tan top", tucking me in, pleasant wake-ups, crisis management, I like watching you move, ten dollars-two hours, Caryn's basement, that's my butt, "you're going to get me in trouble", car messages, plenty of ice, sleeping at Caryn's, "don't tempt me", overalls and braids, The Little Toaster Oven, "when are we going to Florida?", Josh's bunkbeds, the many hours spent on the blue couches, Who wants perfection?, thank you-Caryn, "That's nice dear", "You're my favorite and always will be; I promise" I LOVE YOU TOO MUCH MOST.

If the mountains crumbled to the sea,
it would still be you and me
Cari and Neeli

Do tell, do tell® word around the campfire® kick the can® frosh dance® Fridays and a movie ritual® burnt cookies® Team 9 Talent Show® you wouldn’t tell me what section you were in® toy cars® bad influence on the lunch table® Pig weddings® lasagna for lunch parties® ice cream like soup® hemp bracelet® key chains® double drive by and Diane’s® dwelling® singles bashing® Have Fun and Be Careful® pink lemonade® black leather couch-Neeli in the middle® summer discussions-Stone Harbor, Hilton Head, drive cross country® random nights® bowling® Old Orchard-Jaguar dealership-Jared to the rescue® going to the shore® sophomore cotillion-late to pictures-separate table® baking for Thanksgiving® teaching Neeli to cook with Cari as the experimenter® racetrack-3blue® my aunt’s house-Cari giving away money® Cari’s one liners® not so much® Mad About You® Sarah M.-Ice Cream and Mary sing alongs® yogurt pretzels and carob raisins at the Ritz® sushi® annoying waiters at Friday® sorority-the last night and long car talk, this year we never took them out for dinner® experimenting-its no good in coffee® studying psychology® belgian waffles with ice cream® teaching Neeli Hebrew® Malibu shores® talking stuffed animals® girl bonding® fashion magazines at Barnes and Noble® horoscopes® Cant Buy Me Love® 80’s movies® lunch table dishing® Less Than Zero-do you guys know what that is® double doozies at communications® nothings going on-the usual!!!

"I have a feeling that we are going to be friends for a long time"

BEN * BECKY * MATT

freshman dance® DMB concert® Israel® Waiting for Guffman® Shawshank Redemption® Ben’s water bed® crew® post junior prom® Becky’s sweet sixteen® variety show & battle® oh so detailed chats® going to Yale® Ben’s hot tub® "Ben, you’re such a sweetie"® Mah and Backah® yeah, baby, yeah®
"THE FRIEND IS THE MAN WHO KNOWS ALL ABOUT YOU, AND STILL LIKES YOU."


FRIENDS FOR LIFE...


Beckala,

Take pride in all the wonders you've accomplished, Keep strong in all that's left for you to do.

We love you so,
Mom, Dad, Carrie, Abigail
Reggie, Norman, Matilda
MONICA & LISA

"HOLD A TRUE FRIEND WITH BOTH YOUR HANDS."


Congradulations Lisa!

Always Remember, Try Your Best In Everything and You Will Succeed!

Mommy Wong
Adina & Hope

The most beautiful discovery true friends can make is that they can grow up without growing apart.

Our Memories—Woodcrest, Carter, Sparky, spy games on the Tolls, Bob Tracker, camp, water girls, peep show in Virginia, obsessions, Frosh Dance, moving walls, "Let's chet out of here guys!", Nehring and Hu's class, Pink Floyd, "It all started here," bad break up, Margate 97', Adams Ave., Baton Rouge house, D.J. Urk- "I swear I didn't throw up!!", old lady upstairs tow truck guy, Mark's shore house, beach parties, late nights at Michelli's, Todd's house after Sophomore Cotillion, "Everyone's mad at us." Howie's jokes, G-biano junk, all up in the P-Finder, mad concerts- Smokin' Grooves, Bush, Dave Matthews, Wu Tang. The Stones w/ Mark, Jane's Addiction, high speed chase, in back of Sharp, Society Hill parties, phone conversations, Dara and Alana's, crazy Jr. Prom night, the disappearance, jacuzzi, Roadway Inn, skiing trips, E.F., "Man you're compact," bugging out everywhere, Craig driving backwards, Victory, Biggs, "Your Momma," taxi, the triangle, Double-E, Olga's, Tez, moosehead, black mats, the hunchback, west-side hookups, flying trash cans, sessions, Feldman's alarm, Adina bustin' in late night, Club Wawa and Shore Wawa, G-Dog, shady lies, chillin' in Vorhees, 3 hour traffic in O.C., Applesauce, 80's boy, wham, Bob's house, bug-out night, Black Dog, Hope's porch, the stalking road, down-home punch, weekend at Sherwood's, the window, Egypt..........................And many more memories to come. Best Friends Forever!
Friends For Life
Josh & Leigh

Random excursions down the shore, 8th grade dance, driving on a trip, boy and girl problems, that horrible wedding, all those stupid movies. I wish you were Mandy, looking forward to Mexico. You are my only friend, a strong absence of memories.

We are two difficult people to tolerate, but we have found warmth within each other's hearts.
Leigh- We are an asset to each other.
Josh- I know I always have a shoulder to cry on...

Congratulations Lauren Penina Slawsky

We see a little part of us in everything you do,
And then we look again and see a unique person- YOU!
What marvels you've accomplished and things you've done,
What love you've brought into our lives,
What laughter and what fun,
That's why we feel so proud of you and celebrate this day-
may all the future holds for you bring success in every way.

Love, Mom, Dad, & Stephanie
To Jennifer, our tyger burning bright:

May the flame of your success continue to burn brightly in the years to come.

You set your goals and brilliantly surpassed all of them. We are so proud!

Love,
Momm, Dadd, & Tammy

Your #1
In Sports!

In Life!

Love,
Mom, Dad
Alison & Steven
We're Proud of You Scott!

You're certainly a man of many talents!
Good Luck in College
Love Mom & Dad Mooney

Sima

Sima,  
Whether it was my first day in elementary school or your last day in high school, I knew that I could always count on you. You are the best friend I could ever have. The laughter and memories we share will last forever. Next year won't be the same without you. Good-luck in college!

Love,

Sona
Congratulations, ILANA

Always a joy in our lives . . .

Winning smiles for the camera
Your dance recitals, musical
and drama performances,
Your academic successes . . .

Our Shining Star!

We wish you the brightest future
May all your dreams come true!!

We Love You, ILANA
Mom, Dad, and Mira

Sam, Jaime, Monica, and Matt

1st Annual Thanksgiving Sleepover '97; Phantoms; $75 bowling; Fridays; McDonalds Sundaes; nachos; hot peppers; sneeze; Sheryl Crow; Uncle Fus; Billy Joel; Utah; Billy the Kid; vibrators; History of the World: Part 1; Rocky; "Hey Phantoms Fans!!!"; directions; "Heellllooo!"; lube works; "this is absurd"; Elmo & Zoe; American Eagle bags; "the robe"; Dilbert; the clean room; "the look"; under 17 and no license; confused (where do we eat?); koosh; the stinky cheese man; "how would you like your burger cooked? Pepsi"; The Time Warp.
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU

WITH YOUR CONTINUED DETERMINATION AND PERSEVERANCE WE KNOW YOU WILL ATTAIN WHATEVER GOALS YOU SET FORTH.

GOOD LUCK IN COLLEGE AND ALWAYS...

WE LOVE YOU A&F
MOM, DAD,
JAMI AND DARYN

To Our Mike

Congratulations...Good Luck!

We Love You
Mom, Dad, Tim, Grandma & Aunt Ronnie
Congratulations
Stephanie!!!

WE LOOK AT YOU TODAY AND SEE OUR
BEAUTIFUL DAUGHTER, NO LONGER A BABY,
BUT A BEAUTIFUL, YOUNG, AND
INTELLIGENT WOMAN

IT IS INCREDIBLE HOW MUCH YOU HAVE
GROWN IN SO MANY WONDERFUL WAYS

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU AND ALL OF
YOUR REMARKABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS

WE HOPE YOU CONTINUE TO BE THE STRONG YET
SENSITIVE PERSON THAT YOU HAVE ALWAYS BEEN

WE WISH YOU MUCH SUCCESS IN WHATEVER
PATH THAT YOU CHOOSE TO FOLLOW

GOOD LUCK ALWAYS!!
YOUR LOVING FAMILY
Erin
Bud
Larry
Debbie
and
Buddy
Harry

"PICTURES ARE WORTH 1,000 WORDS"

Mime Co.

The WIZARD of Oz

JOSPEH AMAZING TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT

PAVAS

CAROUSEL

CABARET

Lab Theatre

Belles

One-Acts

East Singers
Congratulations to
Anna J. La Gamba

Dear Anna,
You have brought much joy to our lives and we are very proud of you. You are very special, and we love you very much!

We wish you a future filled with happiness and success. May all your dreams come true.

With all our love,
Mom, Dad, Roberto, Lidia, Elena, Gino, Mikey, Robert, Jeff and the rest of the family

"Life is a Journey, and the two of us make it fun."

JEFF

I looked back at all those years and came to a conclusion: we were right in eighth grade and we are right now. I don't know where I'd be without you, Jeff, my soulmate. Thanks for putting up with me, I know I'm tough, but you did it with grace. I'm confident that you'll always be with me. Love and kisses your friend for life, Jackie.

JACKIE-Since the first time I set eyes on you, I knew that there was something there between us...something special. Ever since then I've fallen in love with you and you've become the most important person in my life. No matter what the future brings, you will always be my girl and you will remain in my heart forever! I love you with all my heart and soul, love always Jeff.
What began in fourth grade.....


GREG RUBIN

MARK MAGGI

......will be in our memories for the rest of our lives.
YOU ARE EVERYTHING WE HOPED YOU WOULD BECOME WHEN WE NAMED YOU 18 YEARS AGO. IF YOU CONTINUE TO LIVE SO THAT EVERY PERSON YOU TOUCH AND EVERY ACTIVITY YOU ARE INVOLVED IN—DANCE, BASKETBALL, CHEERLEADING, ACTIVITIES LIST CONTINUED IN NEXT VOLUME—BESTIARDS BECAUSE YOU ARE THERE, YOUR LIFE WILL BE THE SUCCESSFUL AND JOYOUS EXPERIENCE WE HOPE AND EXPECT IT TO BE.

AS YOU LEAVE FOR CALIFORNIA YOU TAKE OUR PRIDE & OUR LOVE WITH Y'
Congratulations Danielle
We are proud of you!

You left your mark on East tennis

* Most single wins by an East Girls tennis player (102)
* All-State - 4 years
* All-Conference - 4 years
* All-Group - 4 years
* All-South Jersey - 2 years

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Alexandra

I Know Now That Our Love Is True through Thick and Thin
I Am Destined To Be With You. I thank God everyday for bringing
you into my life. Not only are you a wonderful boyfriend you are
my best friend. You are one in a million and I'm glad your mine.
Thank you for everything.
Love Always & Forever,
Cara

It all started our Junior year in sixth period History class.
Little did we know our friendship would lead to love. There is
one lesson to be learned. If you truly love someone don't
hesitate to tell them, thank God I didn't. I couldn't be
happier. No matter where life leads us may we be together
forever.

Love Always,
Ralph
"those two little letters", how we became friends; Ryan and Robs, Chris(x), "it's better not to get up there at all than to get up there and suck!" "it's a throat thing", Throb, GSPYO --- Disney World - 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,1, Cello Mafia - The Godfather, Triton Crew, Mickey Mouse Shampoo, the "Yummy One", summer at the Downs Farm Swim Club Snack Bar, Matt, never seeing each other junior year, shaving cream, Miss Saigon, Les Miserables, chilling at Big John's, milkshakes, Pooh and Eyore.

HANNAH and SUSAN

Best Friends Forever

Then & Now

Sisters & Best Friends

Ernie, Rere & Janel
This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But the end of the beginning

Freshmen football, freshman geometry, Dan hates Frank, Tim hangs up, Tim Shaves Head, Camden Game, Football at church field, Frosh Baseball, running camp, Joey Bagadorns, Halloween at Zizzamias, Super Nintendo and interleague parties, tennis court concerts, SNAFU conception, Founding Fathers, carolling, SNAFU Album, Ren Dog Party at Tims(no tim), Bucks Adventures, Rock-N-Bowl(shoes), Future Bowl, SNAFU vs TCBY rumbles, New Years Eve 95, Enter NY Chapter, Carmine vs Frank, smashed w/Heather, Nirvana w/Leon, Waiting for Tim's mom, Dan G's pool, I'm Joe's brother, Phillies Games(4th of July), Dan G's going away, Joe Z reverse slam(Labor Day), Jeff Walsh Beat in, Sergio Menedez & The Brasil 77, Snow Blower, Lindenwold Day, Cable Guy, Cops on self, Fridays, Cherokee Girls, Catholic Girls, Eastern Girls, Holy Cross Girls(Stalker Tim), Havin our way w/the little mexican, Whitmans Bloody noses, YMCA, Joe Z clean house at Fridays, Frank's Pool, Frank's Driveway, his living room, Tim's, Lunch table, Jeff's jeep, Bowling alley Frank/Joe/Sal Ski trip, NY vs NJ stickball and basketball, Block party, The streak and its end, Whitman rages on Frank rips door off jeep, Frank Raped, Galactic Empire, Walsh basketball games, Dan and Joes excellent adventures, Band Nerds, OH! Cara, Falcon self-destruct, Cooper street ball, Junior Prom:Cara's white amplits, Teen wolf, Boardwalk the best P ever, Joe's Valentines, Goin Commando, Pagers, OC Rumble, Ballin up in S. Philly w/Carlos, Chip & Putt, Rab Conner(Joe's bunnies, whitman's rage), Sal and Johnny Magic, Club Wawa, Uhhhh!, Hissss!, Oh really?, Joe's Runnings w/law(Atco Ghost, Rubin's, Christian), Tim & Dan Lake house, JTW, Joe's poetry and Karoke, Mrs. C., screen door, Water polo, Four Horsemen, Crabbin trip, Wrestling trips, FDU trip, Staten Island trips, sleeping beauty(Dan) Welsh, Come on Whitt!, Capt'n, John Blaze, Diesel Hot, Stick it up your nose, seeriously WOW, Casinos, Fantasy, Home coming queen, Chicago, Karoke at the office, The Fun Bus, Lipstick, Safety Bus, Mabelline(the Z), Family Truckster

AND A NEW CHAPTER BEGINS...
BEST FRIENDS
Laura and Steph

stealing the trampoline • last day of freshman year • freshman biddies • locked out of JN's • "Are you making eggs?" • feefes • throwing up on carpet • wetting the bed • echo pizza • losing permit • "CD, was that pizza you had for dinner • Yen's trip to the hospital • prom night 97 • breaking down the door • stripping in the limo • the Sandaway • getting kicked out of every room • no heat • Steph's friend the case • PM's cigar • fof and wuhlers • Dave Matthews • putting hand up shorts • getting a runner • water fight • throwing Laura down a hill • Blues Traveler • old guy touching D's butt • busting out • sitting in back of stranger's truck • Zap's yt • tris room • sucking belt • Fig and Belez • Laura's yt • wacky straw • lost retainers • white out ceiling • Super G at 3 • "MM slept at my house • AZ the snoring kid • "she came to the door in a towel • Maxie is intoxicated • broken door, window, cabinet, and blinds • Steph's yt • all I want for Christmas is you • cops • unexpected guests • cleaning carpet • KS sleeping in car • hiccup • KS sleeping on heater • KS sleeping outside • Steph's shore house • marshmallow fight • chicklet-shield • mexican feast • power hour • I never • pizza bagels • omelets at 2 • no toll money • $1000 black jack • "I have to give it back to where it came from • D's shore house • Planet Hollywood • cigars • blueberry pancakes • fridge full of fun • naked grandma • D's mistakes • "Quit playing games with my yt • heads banged on table • quarters in blender • head buts • 1,2,3 pee • "Don't look" • Laura's bug in • blueberry morning • OR's lunch table • brown sugar baby • 69 as evidence • KS and PM, what a team • PM's escape • special water ice • days at Stefanis • stealing the car • Rolling Stones • Dave N' Busters • hot box in JN's car • greek night • the rash • gatorade • dancing on stools • east hang-out • booting in school bathroom • soccer games • pile-on • hard core fans • swimming at EP's • pitchers at EP's • buffet • the only girl to do agek stand • tris car • mischief with JN and EP • klepto • nympho • trotting • dancing with little boys • Julio • "It's only 8 years • saginaw • Zap's mixes • jiggles • ecp • "Thanks Dad • "Want to go to a diner • Chicklet ice skating • Steph is sleep-talking • "Get back down there mister

"For good times and bad times, I'll be on your side forever more"
TRACEY AND NEELI

"Promise me you won't forget me, because if I thought you would, I wouldn't go."

Chanticleer buds — Home Ee with Mrs. Stag — Pooh Bear and friends — Bezz — Comic Strip Shorts — Mazda Miata — poor unfortunate Miata, poor unfortunate soul — Mean Nurse in Room 13 — I'm on my way for chili dog and grape slushie — Sahara Sam's — Team 3 — Blizzard of '93 — Am I a baby, stupid, not to be trusted out by myself.... — Its the nature of the beast — emergency breakthroughs — walks to Marlton Crossing, Diane's, and Main St. — Annie: she had to go bathroom — the Mouse — He stares at girls in the Ensemble — Do you like the pretty girls on Models Inc.? — the A.O. — Who said this: "mmglf"? — "Thank you for the leather mini" — Did you take your weekly with or without soap? — Right off the boat — Casual Contempo — C'mon Little Car — cards — Secret — harmonizing you, you, YOU — bikes on the boardwalk — Likely Split — Vanilla — Neeli, stop it and the corresponding dance — the miserable birthday party — flowers from a secret admirer — O.k., Emily, Thank you — New Hope — stories about Cricht and Marker — falling asleep during Father of the Bride — E-h-right — Elliot and 20/20 — Dance recitals — Seder dinner — Haddonfield street fair — harmonizing the Indigo Girls: Steel bars, steel bars — Neeli's Aunt's house — the lake lifeguard — Me? no. — Home Alone II: limousine and a piza — driving to the shore and parallel parking — sledging — Crystal Clear Pepsi — the bridge — Chanticleer sign — ghetto queen roommate — "Girls, what do you want for dinner?" — I want it — Eare, Eore — Halia, usted me oye — Neeli: I decide what we do — Escape From Sobibor — The Troglo-dots — sun carrots — Old Beazer — visiting Mrs. Sokolov — it's a burglar-no, it's Neeli — ostrich neck — choking on a carrot — Rainy days are always the best —

the allen — Deenie — That's in, and you can't go there — I'd like to exchange an egg — the molesting uncle — sparrow legs/parenthesis — Neeli's putty patch in the ocean — Thank you, TRACEY — The Moth — weddings — the Clepto — J.C.C — Irene: "I have to pack up" — mending — the Soup and Such — face distortion game — late night phone calls — Ostrich Neck — Snaggle-tooth — snubbing — going to see plays — Barbies — asparagus-head — Night in Venice-syringe shots — up the ladder — so far up you can barely see her feet — the big W — While I was driving in my car — Neeli calling, not all there — Eat worms — working the Cotillion and Freshmen Dance — Miss America party — if all the raindrops were lemon drops and gum drops.... — first and last birthday calls — sweet 16 presents — 21 — pretty nails — code language: How many pages was your paper? — ceramic fish — P.B. B-day party — Eunice's phone call — could stand to lose a few — beaver face — Can't Buy Me Love — candle collecting — Easter egg dying — pencil souvenirs — semblance to a pencil — math party — arguing about the trial — Tracle Bar — Boston — Ilean is Neeli backwards — Rotary — 80's promwear — the derivative of Neeli — Lilith Fair — Down the shore — Breaking up is hard to do — morning snack — No, she's not big — Johnathan — and so you know, Marjorie, and so your children will know, that was the night that the lights went out in Georgia — call me before you go to bed — Goodbye makes the journey harder still —

"Don't let your life pass you by; weep not for the memories."
CONGRATULATIONS TO "MY MANDY"

You have amazed me with your talent for dancing,

You have touched my heart with your sweet & thoughtful ways,

You have given me more happiness than any one person deserves........

May that happiness be yours as you go off to college & always.

I Love you,

Mom

To Mishy, the best middle sister...

-love Jake
"No eye has seen,  
no ear has heard,  
and no mind has imagined  
the things God has prepared  
for those who love HIM."  
1 Corinthians 2:9

Seek His will  
in everything you do.

Congratulations on your  
graduation!

We love you!

Love, Mahamad and Dohad

Ernie & Hanlon

CONGRATULATIONS ERICA SHAYA & JUSTIN WARING!

From nursery school experiences,  
And through high school years,  
You've shared a long-lasting friendship,  
With laughter and tears.  

As kindred spirits,  
You make an awesome team,  
Always supporting each other,  
To reach your dreams.

Erica, on the softball field,  
You're a shining star,  
And with your scholastic abilities,  
We know you'll go far.

Justin, you're amazing,  
With science and math,  
Your academic skills will lead to success,  
Whatever your path.

As you head off to college,  
And prepare to leave the nest,  
From your families' hearts with love,  
We wish you the BEST!
NINA & KERRI

Mike, Brad, Dave, Brutus, awkward car moments, Coliseum, weekend stories, “watching” movies, sophomore cotillion-dateless, peachin’, daisy pickin’, “The fight with HER!” M&M’s, Snickers, Good ‘n’ Plenty, Mr. Goodbar, Hershey Kiss, Reese’s, Charleston Chew, Nutrageous, lunch table stories, checking messages, “What’s up?”, “Whatever dude!”, Freshman, “Nin-you can do better…” “He’s white trash…” The pervert in the “yes” mobile, getting gas, wrestling, stalking studmen, Lucas Mucus and the missing fleece, hockey, Junior prom—“Mom I’m sleeping at Jill’s”, the groping couple on the dance floor, “Who’d Nina go with to the prom, 1,2,3 or 4?”, “Ron I’m sick”, Nina bailed out on prom night, Great Adventure-Kerri being sick, Charlie Brown, writing back on notes, making plans, very emotional, fights everyday, Mrs. Hu, Nina and the driving tests—need I say more…, the “Dorothy” thing, Ellen C., the couple in the hall, DENIED, “Oh but I so much do…”, smoking, Denny’s, ugly, dork, being “trashed”, Mr. Nickeringopper, fatboy, Jimmy, Matty, Lucas, Frank, DJ, my Brad, not wearing shorts, being a hermit, stalk job, Mr. Chamberlain and the overhead, John Pera, your “other” lunch table, “This is getting boring wanna move in the back seat?”, “You can put your hand here…”, “what are you trying to do, swallow me?”, Chris Heenan, Jen and Doug, Nina-problems getting close…, Frank singing Wu-Tang, Nina and Frank’s movies, Raiding the floor, “WHATEVER!”, “I know what you did last summer”- and the long walk afterwards, Boodie, Dorney Park, demonstration with Jen’s juice bottle, Jimmy and Chip in back of the coliseum, Leo’s English stories, stickers………..and more to come!

Now as we reach the end,
You and I, my friend,
To end the fable, that our lives have become,
These years pass by, like shooting stars in the sky,
In and out so quick, You wish you could reach up and grab one.
Hold on forever, but you know you can’t,
Time passes and we must move on,
Bigger and better places where we belong,
No time for crying now, time to go now,
But forever we shall be, friends YOU and ME.
EMILY

For your
smiles and laughter
kindness and compassion
courage and determination

For the joy you bring to our lives
For being a "Giver" and not a "Taker"
For Pooh
For your roots and wings
For all you are and all you will be

We Love You With All Our Heart
XOXOXO
Mom Dad and Wendi

Laura and Danielle
Friends until the end

Our friendship was
made to last.
18 years have
already past.
It has been a long
journey through time
with all those times.
Our childhood was
one of innocence
until we came to
Beck. That was
when we began to
disconnect.
Now as seniors, our
friendship is as
strong as ever.
This time we know
it will never sever.

“And we’re back together again
and I’m never gonna lose you as
a friend.”
We wish you
joy, success,
happiness,
a lifetime
of love!
and -

May all your hopes & dreams of today -
Become your realities of tomorrow!

Congratulations To The
Class of 1998
From the
Cherry Hill East
Home & School
Association
Friends Forever

Jamie ○ Jess ○ Leigh ○ Lauren
Erica ○ Jessie ○ Perri

"It takes a lot of understanding, time, and trust to gain a close friendship with someone. As I approach a time of my life of complete uncertainty, my friends are my most precious asset."
Even though we haven't known each other for long we've definitely been through a lot. Boyfriend problems, school, friends, life and you name it, we have been there and done that. Because we are different in many ways, we benefit enormously from each other. Despite these existing differences, we share similarities as well. One main similarity is: WE LOVE TO PARTY! The one thing that we have always wanted to do was to go clubbing together, but whenever we make plans to go anywhere, we never go through with it! Maybe some other time. If you look at the three of us, we look pretty normal, but just stick us into a studio and you'll get a comedy! We'll never forget Alicia's giggling (she doesn't realize how funny it is) or Sonia declaring "I don't like you anymore" (even though she doesn't mean it). Sheryl will never give up singing Walt Disney tunes during lunch at the top of her lungs. Looking back, we've been through good and bad times, and during the bad times, we've been there for each other through thick and thin. When we get depressed, we try to think of the Spice Girls song "Shake It" or "Ladies Night" to cheer us up. These are all of the reasons as to why we call ourselves "Spice". Because spices come in hundreds of varieties like people, the "variety" in the three of us is what helps us learn more about ourselves and helps us better ourselves (we named ourselves just for fun and Sheryl was going to call herself molasses, but she didn't want any mean jokes made about her). We know our friendship will last a lifetime even though we may be far at times. This one is an everlasting one because of the wonderful memories, those memories that are simply "Unforgettable".
We are all proud of you for being as sweet and loving as you are.

We love you very much!

Mom, Larry, Ian, Michael,

Nicky, Alex, & Jacob

DEVON,

THANK YOU FOR SO MANY WONDERFUL MEMORIES. WE ARE SO VERY, VERY PROUD OF YOU AND OF THE YOUNG WOMAN YOU HAVE BECOME.

ALWAYS REMEMBER AND NEVER FORGET.....

WE LOVE YOU VERY MUCH.

MOM, DAD,
JAKE, AND
DUSTIN
Barb & Kristy

Best Friends Forever

Memories:
- BOOJA ☞ Melvin, we love you! ☑ High as a kite! ☑ Henrietta ☑ Ham sandwiches on lab day ☑ 115 mph (at least) in Chicken Legs' car ☑ Books, what are books? ☐ Hi, I'm Kent. I'm a history and elementary education major. ☑ Are you sure that's him? ☐ I hate math. Well, I hate history. ☐ The Heimlich maneuver ☑ heat seats ☑ Wendy's ☐ OK, who does she like? ☐ Gargoyles ☑ Someday, someone is going to get you, and I'm gonna be there. ☒ Leif ☐ Mouse ☑ soccer at lunch ☑ football at CCD ☑ crossing the street ☑ sunglasses = attitude ☑ Mr. Romeo I & II ☐ Johnny & Lucy ☐ ambulances ☑ corn fights ☐ TAG ☑ stalkings ☑ Hakuna Matata ☑ water-skiing/knee-boarding ☐ I'm sick, I'm sick, I'm sick... ☑ manatees ☐ Chicken legs ☑ I see the way your pupils dilate.... ☐ Dude ☐ SkiBob ☑ strange requests ☐ Road Trip ☑ detours ☑ 16 page letter ☑ Monkey Boys ☐ Shorty ☐ Don't Fall! ☐ Chorus ☑ Eagle 106 ☐ Bus #2 ☑ soccer games ☑ Big Wheels ☑ stalkee turned stalker ☑ stop within ten feet ☑ I can't walk in front of your driveway ☑ cheesy lines ☑ Ahhhhh! ☐ got milk? ☐ They're not ordinary bugs, they're smart bugs! ☑ "Chicks love the car!" ☑ obsess much? ☑ broken leg/knee/thumbs/wrist/etc. ☐ Clemerton ☑ Philadelphia Zoo ☑ Great Adventure ☐ fist fights ☐ Can't talk, I'm watching the Eagles game ☑ post cards from around the world ☑ soccer in tennis courts ☑ Spaceballs vs. Star Wars ☑ too much milk = lactose intolerant ☑ many secrets ☑ safeties ☐ "Not only is he cute, but he's Italian" ☑ 14 years ☑ bio classes ☑ lunch stories ☑ smoke = cough ☑ bathroom trips ☑ fish ☐ If you don't call, I will ☑ Where's Kristy? Only I know. ☑ Stockton ☑ 11 fingers ☑ Mt. Misery ☑ dream interpretations ☑ 16 & 13 ☑ CEYA ☑ secret language ☑ flashlight tag & messages ☑ shoes ☑ birthday cake ☑ sleepovers ☑ "Butt down, bar down" ☑ Generations vs. Voyager ☑ red means stop ☑ high jump ☑ spring week ☑ Irish Italians ☑ walks in the woods ☑ It's not what you think. Well, what am I thinking? ☑ Are you thinking what I'm thinking? Uh-huh. ☑ Jim Carey Movies ☑ Sweetie-pie ☑ Many, many more.
"We are all like brothers, except for the fact that we have different parents"

64 sessions at the haven*car tag*sleepover at bombs*
"Your parents will be home in 30 minutes.....who wants an omelete."*sleepover at wades*all night talks*"why don't you just turn around and watch the game.....WHACK!!!"*
bombs brawl at shawnee*seinfeld*90210*crankin fabs*individual pictures*chillin in Ventnor*phats lane*I hate that kid!!**McDonalds.....WHAT!!!*bombs asian connection*flippin out in mt. holly*night at diane's*ghosty has five queens-sorry brett*shore fights*psycho kirk*scream on aol*dewey did it*all SARCASM all the time*count hockey*waaaaaaaahaaaaaaaaaaaaaade*horrific sunburn*tuna*pug with stark,mandy, and stein*breaking..........bones and cars*"do you have the herpes"*boom-boom carlo*"Full house" at saps*craig obsessing over V**Thought fuscus was before the tony-palmyra*goof saved by the bell*bomb*fakey jr.*"how ya gettin home.....that's what i thought"*edez*gray m&m's*good call on freshman*siler*sev's*dunkin donuts denial*lean*oh yeah, rookie of the year, that's it*"stay tuned for the next scene"*poker-no wilds*giving craig the boot, twice*stern*mamalooka booboobday*c* cubed*friendly's*"we love our chicken!!"*ping pong*"hey craig where's my money, our money, it's been at least 5 months*"stogie silverman*snapple goes well with everything*pitch and put*joel*"you can't walk to Pat's*"roll call*late nights at sterlings*tones*backseat cram*"But Matt said we could**license on birthdays, some 2 weeks later*music-we'll travel near and far to hear it*"Any suggestions.....oh, okay, sounds like fun."

"Friends are people who know all about you, but like you anyway"

© Wade, Ian, Josh, Brett, Craig - Thanks for the memories ©
"I Believe In You And Me"
- The Four Tops

Justin & Devon
Brad’s back porch; "The Back Porch Crew"; Zelda; Uh Fooey; The Boatmobile; Birdkiller; Brad’s secure; Jack Timko Wrestling; Perloff’s; Joe Ahrens’ sleepovers; Brad’s dad; Extreme Championship Wrestling; Pat’s Steaks; Midnight Bowling; Power Windows & Siding; church-field football; catching; The basement; Tyska in the Sunfire; Domingo; nighttime walks; Shotgun Pete; Nicki; Madden tournaments; wet cement; pick up the quarter; Brad’s cartwheel; forest fire; Where’s your Brainsac?; Dunkin’ Donuts; Stratford; Taco Bell; Concussion City; Bloodhound Gang; Ghoulie; hanging out with C-Braz; KurbURDog; Denny’s; two tails; Rob Van Dam; Eastern Cotillion; Kung Fu Noodles; Stop, you’re gonna wake up my mom!; assemblies; Pop Warner; monkey wrench; Stockton; Def Karaoke Jam; What?; basketball cards;
Joshua and Amanda

"Love means never having to say you’re sorry"

Thanksgiving night * decorating my Christmas tree * walking home in the rain at 3am * Valentine’s Day dinner * I Love You * why me? * junior prom * limo ride after prom * I need you to express your feelings ... You feel too much * dinners with your parents * New Year’s Eve * Scream * swimming at my aunt’s house * is that a video camera? * dance recital * New tub * Bonding with Kathleen’s bathroom floor * Shannon’s house * lonely summer * I need time * Granted * Neeli’s Aunt’s House * arcade with parents * Bethany Beach * hot tub * our date * Mrs. Londons * cleaning up Mike’s wounds * Greek Night * 90210 * meeting Pop-pop * night with Emily and Doug * PERFECT * Rocky * the night we ended up doing laundry * Roses * Japanese Restaurant * playing matchmaker * Love Story * taking Savanah for walks * Dad’s surprise party * make it a Blockbuster night * honey * "He doesn’t want to meet me" * Biting-marks * "How did that movie end?" * the obsession * 11:11 * "Visit me—I’m sick" * We don’t have problems—so we create them

Josh—You’ve brightened up my life with all that you are. You’ve cared for me, listened to me, and most of all you’ve loved me. You bring me more happiness than you’ll ever know. You forever have a place in my heart.

Mandy—You stepped into my life and changed it forever. You’re all that makes me happy. I only look forward to our future.
lost in Philly w/7 people in the Hyundai

FRIDAY
Tickle Me Elmo
ANY GETTING SICK!
rollerblading
spades
Ouija board
prom w/dest dates

Tillie gonna go park

New Years at Saxy's

South Park

Cindy and the toilet paper roll
POOPING AT PITT
chilling at Saxy's
Il Rubicone

Pulp Fiction

clown boy
Clerks
cops and volleyball
Contempo specials
Music Wars

Liss parallel parking

Jess ordering Trojans

Jess, Nat, Shira, Becky, Alyssa, Susan, Amy

CONCERTS
Jonathan Evan Adler...

The time moves so swiftly...
Just yesterday you were learning to talk.
then there was Nursery, Kindergarten,
Elementary and Middle School.
You started at East unheralded, then there
were the shows, and East Singers, and the
Thespians. Just look at all you have achieved!
We are all so proud!
Mom, I and your sisters wish you all the
best in the future and continued success
at the University of Pennsylvania.

We all love you so very much,
Dad, Mom, Jenn, and Marissa
JACKIE & LISA

"ALWAYS TOGETHER AND NEVER APART, MAYBE IN DISTANCE, BUT NEVER IN HEART."

Wildwood '97, the little red dog, shore with Herb, what are you deaf... do you think he heard me?, get my licence plate honey, the boardwalk dollar, belly button rings, the diggity BIDIMBLI dude, strip B-ball at Mooks, picking up the ketchup to laugh, Gavin's retard cup," I like to touch ...," grape escape, creepy crawlers, my burger has a pulse," I'm a Jew", crying on the porch until 3a.m., goldschlager, "Waste not, want not, I am bug not.", tiny grey sweatpants, prank calls, 45 min. laugh, worm, Friday with Megan, mini-golfing w/ Adam, big booty hoes, Cottilion, Prom at Roadway Inn, the gas station hold up, shopping sprees, honk and wave the other way, fourth of July with Rob & Gabe, drink drink pass, puff puff give, drive home w/ Julia (Admiral Wilson), freak show Joe, Korn, sailing to Wildwood, Rigiovanni girls, V23, WBU, whipped cream toilet, the Gavin dance Sherry Park-squatting from the cops, Berstler, blinky the clown, laying in the rain on 'tris, the bird picture, going to get slushies for 4 hrs., Lois-"Tell your friend to sit there a while.", Mann Bichsze, freshman dance party at Melissa's, surprise parties for each other, Sam's a.m. calls, bow wow wow w/ Steve, teaching Hayoun the ropes, junior year 5th period lunch, Carolini, shore trip with Ron, Jill's Elvis party. Jasqeeck, 40w/ O-Dog, Weinberg and Sid, Jackie's under the table glance of the moving sheets, the ten commandments, the invisible B.F., bug out John w/ fireworks, Berstler's welcome home party, the Eckerd fiasco, high tariffs, St. Patty's day at Marnell's, breaking free, boardwalk alien, sheldon, my pepe fell off, I like pizza, "saddle bags", Jackie cleans streaks for Keith, I stole this card, blackouts on Shell's couch, Dolar, illegal Dunkin Donuts, Playboy's arcade, cucumberunion, crab balls, body parts in the sand, "I peed in your pants", practicing in Monica's shore bed, Gravitron, poopcookies, sunburned butts, wiffelball bat, "I have a hair"-BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!!!
Do you remember
Many years ago
When we were young,
How we used to play together
Every day?

It seems like yesterday-
The childlike world
Of clowns and cotton candy
And summer days
That never seemed to end
When we played hide 'n' seek
From four o'clock till dusk
Then sat outside on someone's stoop
And listened to the crickets
And slapped away the mosquitoes
And talked about our dreams
And what we'd do when we grew up
Until our mothers called us in.

And do you remember
That one winter when it snowed
For days and days on end
And we tried to build an igloo
Like the Eskimos?
Or when we made a game
Of raking leaves
All up and down the street
Until we'd made the biggest pile
The world had ever seen
And then we jumped in it?
Or how about the time
We gathered honeysuckle
From your yard
And sold it to the neighbors?
And the grand day when finally
The training wheels came off our bikes
And we were free
To explore the whole world
In an afternoon
So long as we stayed
On our own street.

And I long once more
For the summer days
When I stood on your porch
And banged on your door
And bade you come outside to greet
The afternoon's adventures

Won't you come out to play, once more?
For we are still so young...
Ucky are we to have you as our daughter and sister. 

Always will we burst with pride at your accomplishments.

Never waverin is our belief in your abilities.

Exciting are we in the milestone of your graduation.

Lately we feel about the remarkable young lady you are.

Ever will we stop loving you.

All our love,
Mom, Dad and Tara

"I’ve been afraid of changes because I’ve built my life around you. But time makes you bolder, even children get older, and I’m getting older too."

Sarah

We would like to make a shout out to: 3rd grade; throwing Howie’s hat in the toilet; food shows; Jazz Unlimited recitals; Golan 3 w/Wolf; Katie; Daves; honeybuns; eating grapefruits like oranges—there’s no wrong way to eat a grapefruit; the Stones; Janet Jackson concert; bad ballet; Sarah’s CD’s—Cec Penisten “Thought ‘cha knew”; our old rooms; Chowderfest ’94; the bug blanket; Peg’s commercials; The White Sands; dinner w/bells; our secret language; The White Album—where ever it is; “She drank the bon water!”; high tea—Sarah’s overdose; Aunt Hennes and Uncle Bobs; Israeli pipe in the jewelry box; Sarise soup maker; army showers; Sarah’s dramatic performances; Border’s and Barnes; Hippy & Teddy; Woodcrest Willy’s Softball; getting lost w/Ian in Philly; Blake’s imitation of Sarah; cup o’ noodles soup; Casey and Taryn; the squirrel; hangin’ w/Jude; Daisy, Jojo, and Cat; and many more. We would like to dedicate this page to Laura Nyro and the Woodcrest Class of ’92. To those who have touched our lives, we love you. Peace out! -Sarah & Alise
Kara Michelle Kozlov

We hope you know how proud we are.
You are our pride and joy.
We are so lucky to have you in our lives.

We wish you all the happiness and wonderful things that you so deserve.
We could not have asked for a sweeter daughter.
Congratulations and all our love on a job so well done.

All our love,
Mom and Dad
National Merit Scholarship
GOVERNOR'S SCHOOL

East Singers
Madrigals
Casual Harmony

TO OUR SON, BROTHER AND GRADUATE:

MICHAEL SETH BENN

MAZEL TOV TODAY, TOMORROW AND ALWAYS.
WE ARE SO VERY, VERY PROUD OF YOU!

YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND ESSENCE OF BEING
REPRESENT WHO YOU ARE AND WHAT YOU ARE.
NEVER CHANGE. YOU ARE TRULY AN INSPIRATION
TO ALL WHO HAVE HAD THE GOOD FORTUNE TO
KNOW YOU. KEEP SINGING AND ACHIEVING ALL
THAT AWAITS YOU. MAY YOUR EVERY DREAM BECOME
YOUR REALITY. REMEMBER, REACH FOR THE MOON
AND YOU'LL LAND AMONG THE STARS!

WE LOVE YOU.

MOM, DAD, BRYAN, ADAM AND MICHELLE

BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SHOW

MOCK TRIAL

Spring Choral and Orchestra Concert

CONCERTS

Spanish City High School

An International Thespian Society

Spring Choral and Orchestra Concert

The Cherry Hill Board of Education

Cherry Hill High School East
Lab Theatre
DRAMA DEPARTMENT

N.J. ALL-STATE CHORUS
Chrissy and Heather

“A True Friend thinks of you while all others are thinking of themselves”

Florida ’95,’96,’97•Brigantine•Reflections•Taj Mahal incident•”You got beef?”•DJ’s in the neon, the difference one notch makes•ducking in convertible•New year’s•Ocean City ’97 the best week of our lives•M&M’s•“is Mike gay?”•”I don’t know, ask him”•Party Foul•Myra and the missing purse•”What’s that smell...its just Linda blowing up the microwave•decorating houses•toilet paper•Hi, my name’s Keith•NEVER•Doug and the ants•Monkey lips•Jobi•sand piles and McDonalds milkshakes•late night phone calls•early morning phone calls•”Want some Cheese•Rat?”•Wally World•Harrah’s•Adventure’s in babysitting(double meaning)•Pleasure Island•Eddie’s room•”hiccup, hiccup”•’Where’s Christina?”•Val’s pet•late night sneakage•Usp•The Box•somebody stole my wallet, in Disney World?•Skippy•I saw a shooting drone•it’s budgy, the little helicopter•What’s the fat girls name from the Facts of Life?•Herbert Hoover•Loo Loo the pregnant bird•Heather the screaming banchie in pajamas•”Ed, do you know Christmas is in 5 months?”•Skating rink•Night Terrors in Lou’s room•Heather’s near death experience•Skating in Heather’s garage•”How does it feel to get BUSTED?”•”ALF, what are you doing?”•Zoom•soupy football mouth•For sale signs•Denny’s onion ring covers•Nugget and Mert•Throwing fans and trash cans•Chissy, break up with him for me•HalliOata•The penthouse suite•Hairspray•Dying
Chissy’s hair•Sledding with Jackie Rouch•the gazebo•Bring your own sombrero•Hawaii 5-0•The Jeremy battle•Football games•Chissy, come pick me up, HOW•Table for 4 girls•Lou’s car, the shooting lighter•Shadow Warriors•Cheebie•Fragment•Figlet•The wrath of Mr. Regan•Brawlin’ with 9 year olds at the pool•I promise you won’t fall in•Amityville Horror•”I’m telling you it’s a pig!”•Photo shoots in blizzards•Chicken Fajitas•Chimicangas•Church Street Station•I’m going straight•Only on Sunday’s...and many more memories to come...

Heather,
You have been a big sister to me for as long as I can remember.
You’ve helped me through it all and I love you for that! We’ll truly be best friends forever.
Love,
Chissy

Chissy,
(My little sister). We’ve been through so much that we couldn’t possibly write it all down.
You’ve been there for me through all my good times and my heartbreaks. I love you. Stay close forever!
Love,
Heather
Dear Zara,

To my little sis,
Who I love a lot.
High School is over,
But your future is not.

Go meet it straight on,
With joy and good cheer.
Work hard and strive,
Because tomorrow draws near.

I know you can do it.
You have all the stuff,
That success is made of,
And beauty enough.

All my love,
Your sister,
Jessica
"A friend is someone who knows you and loves you for what you were and who you are and who also shares your hopes and dreams for who you can become."

Zara Hauser

"Choo-Choo"; Big Dill!!; Bucknell; reverse around the building; cleaning up the parking lot; Tina; Bison Bottle; TCBY(3); rest stops; fuel station; driving on empty; route 130; The Mart; Are you OK with it, cause we are?; Wes, John, Rob; hazing; honking; The Ritz Carlton; "Mehr-Mehr" & "Koz-Koz"; South Street; Doug?; Admiral Wilson; traffic delays; "Egyptian Man"; Mr. Groper?; the crust; too tired for what?; In depth car gossip; loaded baked potato; "We'll find it!"; "Did'ya lose a few too many teeth?"; "11:00... naah, 12:00"; get a job and go!; "... Not without my boots!!"; BJ's; rushing through CVS; hydroplaning; Zara and salad; first time for everything; next Mike Tyson... with feet; too many bags; shady mechanic; "Let's make a deal!"; "Are you 18"; flying ice; nympho-roommate; TWINS?; "Body piercing... come on!"; "Oops, wrong room"; "Wait... what's your name?"......and hopefully, many more fun times are yet to come!!!
HANLON & ERNIE

June 15, 1995: ☺ first candlelit dinner- pickle song- I love you 4, I love you more- Friday’s & a movie- fence incident- scar (does this hurt?)- ‘crotch’- snowboard trips- frozen ear- skunk lips- “me sittin’ on top of a rifle”- member yesterday you said tomorrow…. - picnics- hugging contests- Beach Bash ’04 - if your hand’s bigger than your face…- “get all your stuffed animals that I ever gave you…”- slap wars- um, I’m falling off a cliff!- MHSC- Nair-Daisies- love you Han, love you Ern ☺
Jenn and Erika

Jeves, Ree, Reii Je-Je Surpees, Jen Van G"Why is everyone always ratting on me?" "What about me? What about me?" Sunfire. Matt always stomping upstairs instead of decorating the Christmas tree sneaking at night to play games in the corner between our rooms demon· spawn.giving Erika stitches in her heads XMASBLOW. playing mailbox concerts Jenn thinking she could fly with a trashbag sliding down the stairs on the blue suitcase potato chip bunnies Erika getting sent to the trailer getting trouble on the camp bus with Kafi Matt putting his butt through the wall and trying to hide it from Mom Jenn on her bike and Erika yelling "faster, faster" and smashing into the lamp post. Erika singing under the little spotlight on the bed on the cruise "Erika "driving" in the development. Zelly and McFly putting pins in Jenn's sweatshirt jacket trying to get a picture with Larry Maples, the magician. playing Miss America on the black floor making up dances Room dance videotaping Miss America on the black floor ballet dancing on the black floor parasailing. driving down the highway in a Chevy '69. how bazaar. gluing pennies on Jenn's wall. "What're we gonna do with him Mommy?" making fun of Jenn. I'm just going to throw myself in front of a car on the highway Della and Sue Flora.

Jenn and Mom

Getting Jenn to meet Billy Corgan concerts seeing the topless lady on the way to King's College banging Jenn into the door with her broken wrist at the hospital bothering Mom when she is trying to sleep (Praise. praise) Mom still won't drive with Jenn bakery trying to figure out where Erika came from going to McDonalds and getting Super Size Fries Dr. Seuss movies moss covered, 3 handled, family gradunza squeezing behind the dining room table put your head between your legs and kith your ath goodbye getting backstage at concerts clean your room stealing the blankets Hotties mom making Jenn wait until she was 18 to pierce her ears "is that where you cut your budget?" Hanging with Dr. Chad Doods I love you always Mom!!
Puffy painting (you copied!), magic shows, Denny's Nacho Supreme (extra sour cream, no guacamole, and beans on the side), dressing up as Barney, stale candy drawer, eating Switzers, softball in Kilburn Ct., riding bikes to the tot-lot (in the wind), catching fire flies (with gloves on), Jessica tanning and Betsy burning, swimming after school, messy rooms, Sonia and Zara (their birthday party), learning to curl your tongue, haunted house with Cabbage Patch Kids, bubble necklaces, Halloween with Vicky, "Drop dead Fred!", Double Dare pie-in-the-face, singing "Ooh Baby", karaoke in Jessica's basement), water ballets (Jessica catch me!), Girl Scouts, "From a Distance", Bette Midler, singing and dancing shows, shopping together, Jessica clashing and Betsy matching, flea market each Sunday, roller skating skirts, advanced backwards skating, sun blossoms, Sibil Sigmund's peach Snapple, sweet 16 party, talking in SAT course, meeting our other best friend Kim, Dunkin' Doughnuts, "Is my lipstick okay?", curfews, prom, and many more to come!

To our wonderful Jonathan...

You have always made us so proud and we all love you so very much...

We want to wish you every happiness today and always.

Mazel Tov on your Graduation from Cherry Hill East and your acceptance to the University of Pennsylvania...

May good health, good fortune and happiness follow you always!

Love,
Bubbe Anna, Grandma Belle, and Grandpa Murray
Dear Annie,

CONGRATULATIONS

- Best wishes to you and your class of 1998
- Cherish your high school experience
- Enjoy your college life
- Experiment and conquer your new challenge

Love,
Mom, Dad, Alvin, and Cheerio

P.S. We are so very very proud of you.

Caryn and Emily

Eight and under relays, Kathleen, soccer, slacker, Trout, getting the boot at matrix, all american girl gone corrupt, Sean and Ryan, lunch-10.11, the park-twice, "I recommend...", mattress-o-love, busrides I'd-that kid, nutigrain bar, "Emily, what would you do if I opened the door", I wonder what CJ must think, bailing at Josh's, neardheath-DMB, random peeing, Hyoung's bathroom, it's electric, Miami beach, illegal immigrants, chocolate bunny, random tears, open arms, General, all you can eat mexican bar, luau, screw your neighbor, balanced quarter, spytech-Doug's room, track, big mama, bubba, the fencer, "problem", Phil's record, sleep apnea, naked spa, Laura's interuptions, towels for blankets, Little Mermaid, "I'm not Carol", soloflex man, Say Goodbye, lice scare, Bread Co., Doug's overalls, matt and Doug, Alkima, Florida X 2, colitillion, Sand-a-way, prom, car plan, studying for algebra final, frozen hotdog, Emily as Cuervo, Otis spunkmeyer in the boot, guys would be jealous, threesome?, Florida P's, garden hose at window-she must be dead. Our Last Goodbye, motown philly, Bronstein and Garonzik, Heffer's boot, tribe, blue couches, stress relief, underwear??, Caryn no get-BAM! and many more

BEST FRIENDS ARE HARD TO FIND, HARDEST TO LEAVE, AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET
Lisa & Naomi
Friends Forever

There have been times when you didn't have any time and yet, you took the time.
There have been times when you had enough cares of your own and yet, you cared.
There have been times when you had given all you had to give, and yet, you kept giving.
ADAM

You are a true star, both inside and out. We are very proud of all you stand for. Reach for the stars and may all your dreams come true.

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Evan
Mazel tov on your graduation

Interesting how quickly 4 years have passed

Cherish these memories all your life

How proud of you we are!

Another milestone to share with you

Every happiness for your future

Lovingly we wish you your heart's desires

May you continue to achieve all that is important to you.

Love,

Grandmom Dot & Grandad Jules
Grandmom Mae & Grandpop Harry

To our dearest Neeli—
You are our Brown-eyed Girl (Van Morrison)

Do you remember what we used to say? (Van Morrison)
Our life is so precious together. We have grown. We have grown (John Lennon)
How sweet it is to be loved by you. We needed the shelter of someone's dreams and there you were with sweet love and emotion. Deeply touching our devotion.

We want to stop and thank you Neeli.
How sweet it is to be loved by you. (James Taylor).
We hope you don't mind but we put down the words...(Elton John)

We will never know the days to come but we think about them anyway. (Carly Simon)
These days are the days you will remember never before and never since.
We promise the whole world to be as warm as this... (10,000 Maniacs)
Listen not to your critics who put their dreams on a shelf.
If you want the truth to admit you gotta find it in yourself. (Garth Brooks)
Take these chances. (Dave Matthews)
Life is not living it just is merely surviving when you are standing outside the fire.(Garth Brooks)
It's all about soul and deeper devotion. (Billy Joel)

Congratulations!!!!!!!

With love always... We love you, and are extremely proud of:
not only what you have accomplished, but who you have become

"If you wanna play games, you can just keep moving" — Ron McDonald


Magic Forest, 007, Sean's Crib, Cuervo, H.O.R.D.E, The Dairy Queen, Haddonfield Lumber, T.O.T.T, Great Harvest, Wow, In memory of Rusty and Muffin, and soon to be Ginger, Sarah, Rebbecca, Jamie, 2 meenute,DD Robbery, Chubby Hubby,Alice in Wonderland, V1R--, Right now, when? You just missed it. To all of our friends, thanks for the great times. See ya in the next one!

There was just a little bit of bull in all that? Right? Major bull……
Dear Jenna
and the Class of "1998"
Good, Better, Best,
And may you never Rest.
Until your Good is Better
And Your Better is your Best!

Jill, Lewis, & Jared Silverstein

---

MATT SAPERSTONE

We are very proud of all you have accomplished.
May your future be filled with happiness and success.

CONGRATULATIONS

Love,
Mom, Dad, Randy
Grandma and Grandpa

---

Daniel -
We all are very proud of you,
And support everything you do.
We hope that all your dreams come true,
And when they do, ours will too!
Congratulations to you and the Class of 1998!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Lisa

---

Holly and Carlee
Friends Forever

Rocky Horror; Ocean City; Miss Carlee, Miss Holly; Exchanging dirty jokes with Danny;
Those 7th grade sleep over parties; Those guys at the mall-Brian and Kevin; Watching South Park at THAT party:"Are you going to talk through the whole movie?"; "Why can't I ever go to New York with you?"; "I can't stand to be near barf."; Holly: "Do you want to see a movie?" Carlee: "Okay, but NOT at the Marlton 8."

---

Congratulations to the Class of 98
From the Board of Education
Arin  Brae den  Jaime

"Come stand by my side where I'm going, take my hand if I stumble and fall, it's the strength that we share when we're growing that gives me what I need most of all."

"Romeo and Juliet" * The Rose * Yellow Submarine
Word Association - Ripped Bodies! * Celestial Cafe
Swings & hot tub on prom nite * 80's list * Movie Quotes
Advice on Adam 2 yrs in a row * HE! * White Mountain
"Watch Out!!" * The 80's video, Earthquake effects
"We' N'Effe!" * The Musical Horse Locket * Doc stories
"I've Had the Time of My Life" Lip Synch * Stargazing
Friendly's for appetizers only * "This is our last Halloween"
"Heathers" * Antioch 12 - 16 * Teaching Alexia bad words
Throwing darts at Matt's head * Rainbows * Days of Our Lives
Midnight walks in pajamas and bare feet * Antioch team
Pecos Meme * Swim Managing * Clouds with silver lining
Foolish Games * Where Have All the Cowboys Gone?
Braden's basement * Surprise b-day party * Sleepovers
"I'm a-saltin' you!!" * Olga's * Mishy's pool psych parties
Buffy VS. "You could strike me dead, or not, I prefer not"
"Titanic" * Journals * Mr. Steele's class * SNS Motel
"The road to hell is paved by unbought stuffed dogs" * The Shore
The bridge at Antioch w/ Chrissy and Damien * Protokids
Sharing boogie boards * The Don * Jumps in the backyard
Thespians vs. Jocks * Laying in the hammock * Garlic anything
Model walking * "Long time, no see!" * Swimming in a puddle
Bagels and coffee * "Rabbit is good, Rabbit is wise."
All-nights to see the sunrise * Field Hockey & LaX
Sat. nite meditation * The Bunnies and the Beast of East

Best Friends Forever!!!

---

Elysia,

YOU'VE COME A LONG WAY BABY!

You achieved your goals
Now follow your dreams

With love & pride,
Mom, Grammy & Grampy
Aunt Robin & Uncle Stanley
Evan & Adam
NEELI and MANDY

"The best thing about
Friends is that they
Can grow separately
Without growing apart"

If it wasn't for Kelle*Matching outfits*pool party*Maya's wedding*magic trick-didn't
work*Mall Madness*days of beauty*restaurant*Earth Day play-Dr.Googleheimer* Ms.
Hunter's class*Andre Agassi*Dirty Dancing*The Nintendo Suit*summer theatre-Coco and
Hillary*birthday parties* bubble within a bubble*Monopoly marathon* painting
stools*dancing*"What's going on in the Forest?"*Betty Mug*chicken cheese steaks*falling
asleep during Pretty Woman*Jersey Girl*Welcome to Chanticleer parties*Freshman
dance*surprise parties*sweet 16 gifts*Neeli's obsessions*Greg, Dan, Dave, Josh, and
Jeremy*Atlantic City-Planet Hollywood*Dave Matthews*my aunts dog peeing on your
sleeping bag*Barfula*Grease*trick-or-treating*Florida-dancing at Epcot*playing
teacher*chicken and pasta*one day romances-Teddy and Justin* General Hospital and after
school sessions* walking to Main Street-the playground and The Pub*down the shore after
the prom-sand fight*Diane's* Lillith Fair *Neeli's aunt house*pink lemonade*I like it when
she goes ba ba ba ba ba* we'll get through it together*that's going to hurt you, word around
the campfire, stressor, awesome-sublime*Mandy talking to Mrs. Vasa late night*talking
about anything, anytime just because we can*

"Winter, Spring, Summer, or Fall, all you have to do is call-I'll come running!!"
You're always there when I need a friend,
That's how I know this friendship will never end.
We are truly best friends,
Whenever we fight we make amends.
We have lots of memories we can share
Like all of the times we've dyed our hair.
When ever the world goes SQUAT SQUAT
You know just to laugh,
And to not get hurt.
Pit gave us something to do,
We hooked up with guys but we don't know who.
We've had lots of big shopping sprees,
And they were great fun because they were free.
We don't keep useless junk,
We dance better than Chunk the Funk.
Disney World was a blast,
And with that we memory we did cast.
No one wanted to meet us,
Until tigger finally did great us.
New York City was FANTASTIC!
But coming home at 7am was quite drastic.
Driving in Ocean City was not that great,
9th street is now the place Alyssa does hate.
The Junior Prom we will never forget,
Our dates were over 21 and alcohol they could get.
We had some thoughts down at Fisherman's Wharf,
But he never will know that larry dork.
To the vest coast was the Fix-A-Flat can,
Stef thought we would send it because he's in a band.
We got pierced when we were bored,
All we got charged was what we could afford.
Trips to the airport, they were divine,
Lucky for us it's not hard to find.
Concerts as always, they were the best,
For unmentionable reasons Pantera stands out above the rest.
Our friendship, we know, will always last,
And with these memories we will never forget our past.
Our senior year is soon over, with nothing to do,
Except to say I Love You, and Will Miss You!

"Friends Forever"
Becky & Alyssa

AMY  SUSAN

Cherry Hood*McDonald's*Jess ordering Trojans*Oh no, Amy's sick again*Ben, Mickelburg, Bakerman*Wrestling with Satan*Pitt* Bathroom buddies*Oh no, someone blew chunks in the bathroom*Goldschlager* "Friday"*Alyssa's house*Walmart*Victoria secret and Contempo specials*Oh my god I touched his hand*Elmo*Beanie babies*Snowstorm '94*Aunt's house*Ben & Jerry's*Wawa*World's only convertible pick-up*Rage concert*Chris & Chris*We need some stuff call Chris*Let's rent a porno*Did it happen yet?
Susan*Frosty's*Any hook-ups yet*Guess what...Danny called last night!*I'm bored...lets die our hair*Lipasackers*Urban & Philly*Prom '97*I really think we had the oldest dates there*Powderpuff*Yellow roses*Where's the buter*Any cheese Silverman*Ope was that my chest*Isabella & Susaka*AV, SS, AS, BS,
JC, NP, SP, MD

"GOOD FRIENDS ARE HARD TO FIND, HARD TO LEAVE,
AND IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET"
Anne and Brooke

"The Best of What's Around"

May 12, 1997, Junior Prom, Guiseppe's, Great Adventure with Jen, Kat, and Jeff, Scream, Blockbuster, The English Patient, 2 weeks, Chicken Soup for the Soul, Honey, "Have sweet dreams," Christmas lights, Eps, nails, the journal, "How Do I Live."

"A Friend is someone who knows the song in your heart and sings it when you forget the words."

"One fine day you'll look at me, and then you'll know our love was meant to be."

Cara ✧ Braeden ✧ Heather

"If It Hurts To Look Behind You, And Frightens You To Look Ahead, Just Look Beside You And I'll Be There"
AMY JILL LEITMAN

For all that you are...adorable, creative, moody, charming, warm, opinionated, spunky, flirtatious, caring, precocious, affectionate, relentless, sports enthusiast, cosmopolitan, and AMY-ABLE...and for all that you will be...

We thank you and love you

Mom, Dad, Ellen and Richie

Congratulations Tim!

You climbed a big hill
We are proud of you!
Love, Mom & Dad,
Paul, Vicki & Greg, and Chris & Julia

Best Wishes to the entire class of 1998

Jaime...

Your future shines as bright as your smile

Congratulations
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kimberly, Bridgette
It seems like only yesterday...

If I could put time in a bottle...

The first thing that I'd like to do is to save all those moments of happiness that I spent with you...

Dear Brian & Kevin,

You have brought such joy into our lives. From the day you both were born, the sun has been shining in my heart!

Your accomplishments in school and your “outside” activities have garnered many honors - but no awards are greater than attaining those of integrity, honor, trust and pride. In those you have soared to the highest levels. We are so proud of you! We love you - and you will always be in our hearts!

Love
Mom & Dad

But there never seems to be enough time... to do the things we want to do...
ALLISON & NIKKI
BEST FRIENDS FOREVER

"I DON'T KNOW HOW IT STARTED, I HOPE IT NEVER ENDS.
BUT SOMEWHERE ALONG THE LINES,
WE BECAME THE BEST OF FRIENDS"

Jurassic Park, catabolic diet, teacher's flying off bikes,
Brooklyn, at least I didn't do anything, Mike, Belt Parkway
problems, behind closed doors, payment for? finding a room
for "our friends" in AC, beadies, Nikki's burnt hair, burning a
hole in the Wrangler, the search that ended with Ozzi, being set-
up, Scream, Howard Stern, take the money and run (Klntt &
Mike), Eastern parties, Bill the gymnast, out of the way excursions,
5 scoops at Friendly's, our little secret, Olga's, late night shoprite
runs, French video, the secret ingredient, brownies, Lucky attacks
Nikki, pajama club at JCC, Lady in Red, concerts (Brian & Lou),
JD, who has nicer eyes? Birthdays, fried ice cream, rejected from
Bally's, going 100, bungee jumping, parallel parking at Penn, Tim
has h. at Uno's, shopping spree's, chicken gyro's, Phantom's games,
frat boy's, Freshman, our favorite boy's (the devil & the dork), Kirk
Williams - if we go faster he'll stop us, cupcakes, Diane's, getting
the roof up at the Mansion, wrong turns, Chichi's.

THE MEMORIES WE HAVE SHARED WILL REMAIN IN OUR HEARTS
FOREVER!!!
Erica and Shira

Chaverim summer of 1993, Shira getting sick so she did not go to Boston, Erica's birthday sleepover, calling throughout the year to keep in touch with each other, vocal workshop freshman year, marching band, we love airplanes, Israel: meeting in airport, flying to Israel, walking around without shoes on, personal TV's, first night in was Hanukkah, liquid soap getting all over Erica's shabbat clothes, attempting to rinse out Erica's clothes, Erica's favorite clothes, sleeping in your clothes, squeegeing the shower, ant bites, trying to get away from two certain people, Souli, our tour guides David and Shlomit, endless bus rides, ear popping, camp fire, riding camels, climbing Masada, schnitzel, having to say goodbye to Israel for now, band trip to Disney, breaking Goofy, running to watch ER and 20/20, making Leigh and Sara laugh every night at dinner, heading Toy Story parade at MGM, wandering if SunJet would get us home in one piece, "Why is always cold when I come over to go swimming!", Chansons with a certain people, dancing in kithorn, chocking on pumpkin bread, Beth El retreat, getting really bad babysitting jobs from the retreat, Junior prom, taking pictures at Erica's, sharing a limo, sleepover at Jenn's after the prom, Great Adventure the day after the prom, band trip to Cleveland, nine hour bus ride to Cleveland, our tour guide Sue, sleeping during the Cleveland Orchestra, trying to get the air on in the hotel, getting Erica on her first upside-down rollercoaster, having a waiter as our security guard, Shira being at camp for a few weeks, babysitting for Wendy, "My Best Friends Wedding", "Picture Perfect", "A Smile Like Yours", singing to Andi, Erica having Rosh Hashanah at Shira's house, meeting Shira's relatives from the other side, Shina, getting our licenses, Road Rules and Real World, Spanish class senior year, and MANY MORE TO COME!!

Best Friends Forever

Jess & Bridget

Friends Since 5th Grade

5th pd lunch*behind Holy Rosary*
Dazzling Nails*trips to the mall*
Smoking in the park*Mt. Misery*
obsession w/ Jay*freshman yr gym*
envelope of goodies*Majic 7*Rec
program*lunchbox filled w/ nailpolish
walks to Ashland*soph. yr guy
problems*dinner out*grandpops
pipe*Olive Garden B-Day dinner
6am shot*Justin and Chris*2nd
street curb*Jess' Blanky*Natural
Born Killers*OPP*Black Sheep*
Splitting the pack of colored coins*
Andrew Dice Clay*6th grade
skeletons in the closet*chem class*
"What ever we do, where ever we go, we’re gonna go through it together"

PERRI

JESSIE

CAMP SAGINAW, CHEF BOYARDEE, "MAC AND CHEESE", PICKLES, "LIE LABARON", AND "ALTF", GENEAL HOSPITAL, LONG ASS TALKS, FRESHMAN YEAR, RUMORS, CAR ADVENTURES, MIKE... SECRET DRIVE-BY"S, SECRET MAN, "ROUND TABLE", PAPER TOWEL DRAWINGS, INDIGO GIRLS, JUNIOR PROM, AROUND THE WORLD WITH JESSIES MEN, LEAN ON ME, ON TWO FEET PROSH YEAR, JESSIES YTT, RUNNING NAKED IN WILDERNESS RUN, ADVICE, EXERCISES WITH ALEX, JESSIES "SMELLY ROOM", PARLIAMENTS, BOLOGNA SANDWICHES, BLIZZARDS, BEDROOM DANCES AT PERRI’S, NEVER IS A PROMISE, "SYLVAN WHAT?", MOMMY DEAREST, PERRI’S NANNY AND JESSIES GRANDMA ANETTE, SPRAY PAINTING JESSIES GARAGE, "FIGHT.FIGHT.FIGHT.DA.FIGHT" STICHES, PERRI’S AND JESSIES FIRST ACCIDENT TOGETHER, SEEING TRACY CHAPMAN IN PERSON, SPIRIT WEEK DANCE.

PERRI-YOU ARE MY BEST FRIEND. I LOVE YOU WITH ALL MY HEART. YOU’RE THE BEST. DON’T EVER FORGET ME CAUSE I’LL NEVER FORGET YOU! JESSIE-ICAN’T THANK YOU ENOUGH FOR GIVING ME THE BEST ADVICE, AND SUPPORTING ME ON ALL MY DECISIONS. I COULDN’T LOVE YOU ANY MORE THAN I ALREADY DO. BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!

Congratulations

Perri

Your future is bright with promise--
for whatever you may do,
Your best and greatest asset
is the simple fact you’re you--

Best Wishes & Lots of Love,
Mom, Eddie & Aryn
RYLA Memories

Terrible food – pizza, fries, lucky charms; Debbie’s RYLA shoes; Princeton; Frog in the salad; Tennis ball at the window; Escaping from room with sheets; “I’m a gorilla from the Congo”; Dating a pizza girl; “I make bagels”, 5 minutes early; Puuer... what?, Calisthenics; Racing to the showers; “Look at me, I’m in Rotary”; “Why are we here?” Wizard of RYLA; I got my ROTARY; RYLA youth conference is DA BOMB; Game night – pool party, Debbie on Spain time; Talent show; Low RYLA; Shawna gets around; Underwear in the ceiling; Tom Jones... enough said; Shawna & Quinn, Shawna & Princeton, Cinderella joke; Neeli zipping Jessie’s bag, “Adam Weiner, that’s your name? I’m so sorry. Why don’t you change it?”; “Scott, your roommate plays the drums?”, frisbee games – “stand where it lands”; Neeli’s ghetto queen, Steph’s roommate – writing at the dance, not letting Neeli in; “Tracey, you think Chrsissy’s a real player?”, Dating a Westie”, “A hang would do you good”, Playing UNO – all the time, C200’s, Getting lost on the way there, The pizza girls; Erin & Debbie singing – Adam on the piano; Debbie & Adam – congratulations, Chiropractor, Montclair or MIT?, Poems for Adam & Erin, “A veterinarian because I love children.”; Knock knock “Good morning ladies” knock knock; Miss K-mart, “Me, I like me.”; Troglodyte – freak of nature; “We don’t touch children – get a girlfriend or whatever.”; playing GHOST and other mind games; “What?!” You’re from EAST? Me too.”, meeting EAST people at RYLA; “is it time yet?”; late night talks; listening and laughing at the guyz next door, tennis until midnight; No Volleyball; Rollerblading
CHERRY HILL EAST
ICE HOCKEY
Varsity

Alternate
Jeff Fehder

Captain
Brad Pierson

Alternate
Chad Gunther

1997 - 1998 Schedule

Sept. 19 - Edgewood
21 - Clearview
22 - Cinnaminson
26 - Edgewood
29 - Eastern
Oct. 6 - Shawnee
17 - Collingswood
20 - Holly Cross
27 - Lenape
Nov. 3 - Lenape

Nov. 10 - Eastern
17 - Cherokee
Dec. 1 - Shawnee
8 - Cinnaminson
10 - Clearview
15 - Eastern
15 - Atlantic City
16 - Atlantic City
17 - Cherokee

Jan. 9 - Washington Twp.
12 - Shawnee
14 - Atlantic City
21 - Rancocas Valley
23 - Clearview
26 - Edgewood
28 - Holly Cross
30 - Edgewood
Feb. 2 - Lenape

Feb. 4 - Collingswood
9 - Washington Twp.
11 - Cinnaminson
20 - John Newman
21 - Triton
27 - Washington Twp.
28 - John Newman
Mar. Playoffs

L to R, Front To Back

- M. Colberg, S. Davis, C. Gunther, J. Lupow, B. Basara, M. D'Anella, C. Hartung, B. Pierson
- T. Roblto, V. Galasso, G. Pesquarello, Z. Kennan, C. Li
- Coach M. Desrochers, J. DiSalvatore, A. Hartung, M. Rosen, J. Zorfass, B. Canosa, N. Frade, P. Lettieri,
  B. Vurgason, C. Canosa, J. Fehder, G. Drinkwater, J. Zaslav, M. DeMarco, G. Cobb, Coach R. Gunther
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CHERRY HILL EAST
ICE HOCKEY
Jr. Varsity 1

L to R, Front To Back
- J. DiSalvatore, A. Hartung, Z. Kennan, W. Kennan, B. McLauney, V. Galasso
- Coach Galasso, Coach Lettieri, J. Wallace, N. Johnsen, N. Frade, P. Lettieri, G. Drinkwater, J. Zofass, M. Rosen, D. Loew, Coach Basara

Captain
Shawn Davis

Alternate
Bret Basara

1997 - 1998 Schedule

Oct. 3 - Eastern
10 - Highland
17 - Rancocas Vly.
24 - Eastern
26 - Washington Twp
31 - Washington Twp

Nov. 7 - Shawnee
16 - Shawnee
21 - Kingsway

Dec. 7 - Highland
14 - Rancocas Vly
19 - Rancocas Vly
21 - Lenape

Jan. 11 - Highland
16 - Kingsway
18 - Shawnee

Feb. 6 - Rancocas Vly
13 - Lenape
20 - Playoffs
22 - Playoffs
27 - Playoffs

Jan. 25 - Lenape
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CHERRY HILL EAST
ICE HOCKEY
Jr. Varsity 2

L to R, Front To Back
- M. Sedacco, S. Glick, D. Ash, M. Maggi, L. Brownstein, N. Giambanis
- Coach Maggi, B. Travers, A. Demarco, Z. Lansburg, A. Wlosky, J. Alessandri
- D. Arnold, J. Zaslav, C. Li, D. Kanoff, B. Borowski, K. Kardos, C. Zizzamia, M. Baron, M. DeMarco, Coach DeMarco

Alternate
Matt Maggi

Captain
Dave Arnold

Alternate
Anthony DeMarco

1997 - 1998 Schedule

Oct.  5 - John Newman
     10 - Lenape white
     12 - Shawnee 2
     19 - Lenape white
     26 - Triton
Nov. 2 - Triton
     9 - Washington Twp 2

Nov. 16 - Holly Cross
     23 - Lenape white
     27 - Lenape red
     14 - Lenape red
     19 - John Newman
     21 - Holy Cross
Jan.  2 - Lenape white
     11 - John Newman
     18 - W. Deptford

Jan.  25 - Washington Twp 2
Feb.  1 - Shawnee 2
     8 - W. Deptford
     15 - John Newman
     20 - Playoffs
     22 - Playoffs
     27 - Playoffs
CHERRY HILL EAST ICE HOCKEY
Congratulates Our Graduating Seniors

Gary Cobb # 15  
Greg Drinkwater # 77  
Jeff Fehder # 2

Nick Frade # 14  
George Pasquarello # 31  
Chris Li # 17

Brad Pierson # 19  
Mike DeMarco # 99  
Juston Zaslow # 91
We gathered together as for the first time at the end of last year for a field trip to a Yearbook Conference. With creative ideas and new design techniques, we began the process of putting the pieces together of a book that would contain in its pictures and words the memories of our school.

The Yearbook Office came to life as we got down to business during the first minutes of homeroom. We commended ourselves on meeting the deadlines in time for dinner. The "Stick of Wisdom" was a prevalent force in the office as well as a useful tool in fixing the time on the wooden clock. We directed flustered seniors asking about handing in Best Friend Pictures and Senior Memories a week late to Mr. Carr.

Sharon Hwang, Diana Kang, Jamie Lauton, Howard Megdal, Annie Sting, Robin Bower, Arnold Luk, Jordan Springer, David Gadero, Vikram Palanivel, Shuo Chou, Brett Coppoll, Abby Harvey, Dan Chung, Brian Benn, Rafi Rom, Jael Woon, Sara Chvala, Crystal Wu,

Performing Arts: Rosa Wu

Graduates: Mayu Matsumoto, Eugene Tong
observing the consequences of the inquiry with excitement. Copy sheets littered the tables with captions, stories, lists of names, and, of course, hidden messages. The office rocked with music as we drew battle lines over who had dibs on the cropper and pica ruler. Candy was our major source of energy, keeping away stray students from entering our domain.

March 19 marked the last deadline. All that remained was the correction of proofs and the anticipation of "The Book". In the end, we worked our tails off and had fun at the same time. We now realize that creating Eidolon '98 was not only worthwhile in experience, but also rewarding in the friendships we made.

Community: Elaine Fan

Academics: Winnie Liang

Sports: Andrew Kim

Individuals: Christine Chen

Signed & Sealed & Delivered

From The Yearbook Staff

Editors-in-Chief: Annie Lai, Scott Kuo

Adviser: Mr. Matthew Carr